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Appendix 1. Projects Using MSCP Programatic Consultation

Corps SPL#

Project Name

CIP Project Number

Corps provides;
one SPL can have Corps/Applicant Provides
multiple permits

Type(s) of Permits
Sought
Corps provides;
note as many as
apply

Date
Permit(s)
Issued

Landowner

Corps/Applicant
Corp provides Provides (see
dropdown list)

404 Applicant

Agent

Lat/long

SPL-2016-00565
SPL-2019-00498

SPL-2016-00565

SPL-2019-00110
SPL-2014-00670
SPL-2019-00099

SPL-2016-00565
SPL-2013-00227
SPL-2018-00826

SPL 2017-00233
SPL-2000-01454
SPL-2006-00224

SCR Sediment Removal
Phase 1: Grant to

5SCRMP

Fagan Ranch II-Phase 1

N/A

SCR Sediment Removal
Phase 2- Speedway to
Congess

5SCRMP

Rillito River Sediment
Removal - Oracle - La
Canada

5RRWMP

El Corazon Bank Protection 5CORZN
SCR Sediment Removal @
Sanders Rd. Bridge

5SCRMP

SCR Sediment Removal
Phase 3: Congress to
Silverlake

5SCRMP

CDO Bank Protection North Bank

5CDONB

Lower SCR Sediment
Removal, East bank

5SCRMP

Lower SCR Sediment
5SCRMP
Removal @ Avra Valley. ReIssue
Santa Rita Foothills

N/A

Santa Rita Public
Infrastructure

N/A

RGP 81
NWP-3(a) = Ph1
NWP-29/39

5/10/2017

Mixed

Non-Notifying County/District
10/13/2020 Private

Corps
provides;
different
from MSCP
year

Certifcate of Coverage
Authorized?
Location
Provided by county
project manager (county
County provides - Y or N for
projects) or applicant
(private projects); type of private projects; NA for public
info is whatever provides projects (see dropdown list)
most accurate
description

Corps provides

Corps provides
based on
applicant's info

Corps provides based
on applicant's info

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.39781/-111.13768

2017 T12S; R12E; S8

N/A

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.24453/-110.98987

2018 T14S; R14E; S7

N/A

Jim Campbell

Jim Tress, Westland 31.92362/-110.7713

Lower SCR Sediment
5SCRMP
Removal @ Avra Valley Rd
SPL-2017-00233

Year
Completed

T17S; R15E; S25

Y

NWP-3(a) = Ph2

Non-Notifying County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.22938/-110.98475

2019 T14S; R14E; S7

N/A

NWP-3(a)

Non-Notifying County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.29357/-110.98663

2019 T13S; R13E; S23

N/A

NWP-13

2/26/2019

County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.321106/-111.059917

2019 T13S; R13E; S7

N/A

RGP-81

4/17/2019

County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.434760/-111.233608

2019 T12S; R12E; S27

N/A

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.20417/-110.98926

2020 T14S; R14E; S7

N/A

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.33182/111.05055

2020 T13S;R13E; S6

N/A

NWP-3(a)
NWP 13

Non-Notifying Mixed
5/20/2020

Mixed

NWP 3(a)

Non-Notifying County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.39791/111.13768

2020 T12S;R12E; S8

N/A

RGP 81

Re-Issue 2020 County/District

Pima RFCD

Mike Cabrera

32.39781/-111.13768

2020 T12S;R12E; S8

N/A

NWP-29

2/13/2020

Private

Charley Travers

S. Richman, Westlan 31.9355/-110.785

T17S, R15E, S23

Y

NWP-12/14

2/19/2020

Private

Jim Simpson

J. Cross, Westland

T17S; R15E; S26

Y

31.9245/-110.7726

Certificate of Coverage #

Certificate of Coverage
Expiration Date

MSCP Yr Reported
County OSC provides calendar year for which County records
indicate the project was reported as impact for MSCP
purposes (Re: Certificates of Coverage - this will report year
grading occurs and Certificate is Executed

County provides CofCov # when
authorized; if this is blank, no Certificate County Provides
has been authorized

2017

P18CC00079

2/15/2025

2019
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Appendix 2. 2020 CIP projects Covered by Pima County's Section 10(a)1(b) Permit
FC

CFC.5CORZN

El Corazon de los Tres Rios
Del Norte

Substantial
Location
Completion AMS
Planning and acquisition of properties along the Santa Cruz 09/30/2019
Latitude: 32.318228; Longitude 111.055996
River and Sunset Road.

FM

CFM.XRRIMP

Rillito Racetrack Building
Improvements

Electrical Assessment & upgrade systems to meet current
code.

IT

CIT.F5LB20

PR

Dept

Program ID

Program Name

Program Description

02/10/2020

4502 N. 1st Ave

F5 Load Balancer Equipment Replace load balancers in PC data centers.
FY 19/20 - Fund 6013

06/17/2020

Various county locations

CPR.PRDFPG

Dan Felix Memorial Park
Playground

Install playground amenities, 2 picnic areas, ramadas &
pathway to connect to Loop path and parking.

07/30/2020

5790 N. Camino De La Tierra

PW

CPW.SELCWD

SELC Water District
Formation

complete prelim engineering, studies & reports needed to
apply to state for formation of Wat Distr

07/01/2020

Pima Co Fairgrounds

TR

CTR.4LCBOT

La Cholla - Overton to Tangerine

CWW.3CRP01

12/30/2020

Tucson

WW

CWW.3II105

Widening approx. 3.5 mi of La Cholla from Overton to
Tangerine.
Evaluate , repair & replace conveyance line, mains, &
pumps to comply with CMOM.
Relocate or modify existing sewer mains due to major
interstate improvements Ina & I-10

09/30/2020

WW

La Cholla: Overton to
Tangerine
System-Wide Conveyance
Rehabilitation Program
ADOT - Ina Rd & I-10 Sewer
Modifications

03/27/2020

7101 N. Casa Ganade Hwy., Marana, Az. 85743

WW

CWW.3MR220

Sewer Manhole Rehabilitation Planned rehabilitation of the conveyance system for
#10
manhole #10.

08/30/2020

E121213E

WW

CWW.3THSPR

FM

RFM.20HOLD

Replace screw pumps and critical infrastructure equipment 06/26/2020
for wastewater treatment.
Holding account for FM Renewal Projects for FY 19/20
07/27/2020

FM

RFM.SCCA21

Tres Rios Headworks Screw
Pump Replacement
Renewal Projects Holding
Account - FY 19/20
PCSC Security Camera
Upgrade from Analog to
Digital

Current sec. camera system is unreliable. New cameras &
upgraded equip will provide better security

10/26/2020

110 W Congress

FM

RFM.SCFL20

Repl common area floor on several floors

10/26/2020

110 W Congress St

FC

CFC.5SCRMP

Superior Courts Common
Area Flooring Replacement
Sediment Removal
Speedway to Congress

Remove sediment from Santa Cruz River bottom

1/1/2020

Speedway to Congress

7101 N. Casa Grande Hwy
Countywide - Holding Account
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Appendix 3. Potential Future Capital Improvement Projects (Chartered but Incomplete)

Program ID
CDE.2INARD

Program Name
DE - Ina Road Landfill Closure Phase 1

CFC.4BFACQ
CFC.4F2205

FC - Floodprone Land Acq Program
FC - Arroyo Chico Detention Basin USACOE

CFC.5AGCL1

FC - Agua Caliente Park Pond 1 Restoration

CFC.5CDONB

FC - CDO Wash North Bank: Thornydale to
I-10
FC - Historic Canoa Ranch Restoration

CFC.5CREST
CFC.5ELVDO

CFC.5FGSHC

FC - Airport Wash / El Vado Wash Drainage
Improvements
FC - El Rio Golf Course Drainage
Improvement
FC - Fairgrounds South Houghton Channels

CFC.5FTRDN

FC - Tres Rios del Norte USACOE Study

CFC.5GVDW6

FC - Green Valley Drainageway Program

CFC.5HASOL
CFC.5LKMNA

FC - Rillito River Upper Bank at Hacienda
Del Sol
FC - El Rio Preserve Bank Protection

CFC.5PANGC

FC - Pantano Grade Control Structures

CFC.5PRRIL

FC - Property Rights Assessments for Rillito
River
FC - Property Rights Assess Santa Cruz
River
FC - Riparian Mitigation Project Acquisition
Fund
FC - Major Watercourse Infrastructure
Management
FC - Rillito River Maintenance Projects
FC - Ruthrauff, Gardner lane UPRR Culvert

CFC.5ERGLF

CFC.5PRSCR
CFC.5RMPAF
CFC.5RMPLN
CFC.5RRWMP
CFC.5RUPRR
CFC.5SCLIV
CFC.5SCRBS
CFC.5SCRIR
CFC.5SCRMP
CFC.5TDCSW
CFC.5UDTON
CFC.5URBAD
CFC.5XMSWS
CFM.BPACMB
CFM.X32FIP

Program Description
Complete closure of IRCDL per APP 100913.01 and in
accordance with approved ADEQ Plans.
Acquisition of floodprone properties.
This is a multi-phased $27.5 million project for flood control
in Tucson Arroyo Chico.
Line Pond 1 and reduce quantity pumped and associated
costs to maintain historic character.
The project has two phases. Bank protection and
pedestrian underpasses at 1-10
Restore, enhance and protect 30-acres of floodplain terrace
and associated functions.
Drainage improvement w/channel capacity & infrastructure
improvements and re-mapping.
Create retention/detention within El Rio Golf Course,
regulate outflow & reduce flooding downstream.
Partnership with DOT, design QCL for the 3 washes within
the Fairgrounds.
Provide environmental restoration, flood control, and
groundwater recharge on the Santa Cruz River.
Stabilize Drainage Way through repair and addition of five
grade control structures .
Planned improvements include: Tiered retaining wall
structure with existing culverts being replaced
Design & construction of scour and bank protection and
channel stabilization for the El Rio Preserve
First phase - DCR level analysis to define project phasing.
grade control incremental where invert
Assess RFCD property rights along the Rillito River focused
on infrastructure maintained by RFCD.
Assess RFCD property rights along the Santa Cruz River.

Remove properties from floodplain & revert it back to
natural state
Drainage improvements - infrastructure repair, floodplain
modeling, channel maintenance
Major sediment removal projects on the Rillito River.
Culvert & channel @ Gardner Ln/UPRR & 2nd channel @
UPRR between Wetmore & Ruthrauff.
FC - Santa Cruz River Living River
Develop strategy for water recharge, riparian habitat
Management Plan
enhancement and flood risk reduction.
FC - Continental Ranch Bank Protection
Major sediment removal, bank protection, repair and
stabilization projects on SCR.
FC - Santa Cruz River Irvington to Drexel
Repairs to sinkholes, erosion and irrigation, refurb
Improvements
pathways, handrail, new improvements
FC - Santa Cruz River Maintenance Projects Major sediment removal projects on Santa Cruz River.
FC - Tucson Diversion Levee -Swan to
Craycroft Improvements
FC - Tohono O'Odham Nation Urban
Drainage
FC - Urban Drainage
FC - Christmas Wash Drainage
Improvements
FM - Pima Animal Care Center Misc Bond
Projects
FM - 32 N. Stone Facade Improvements

Repairs to erosion, removal large vegetation, install passive
auto flood barriers & mainten ramps
Improve flood control and recreational services for the
Sells Community Center and Oasis School.
Mitigate flooding problems within the city.
ROW acquisitions, structure demolition and floodplain
cleanup, LID water harvesting opportunities,
Add'l improvements to PACC facilities
Rebuild masonry corners with appropriate expansion and
flashing components for brick façade structur

CFM.XADSEC
CFM.XAE2RV
CFM.XAW5TI
CFM.XCHILL
CFM.XD1011
CFM.XDSBJC
CFM.XFORSC
CFM.XGCEXT
CFM.XHCHSW
CFM.XJAN8M
CFM.XJCOOL
CFM.XKINPG
CFM.XKNCBI
CFM.XKNYPR
CFM.XLEX21
CFM.XLIN20
CFM.XLIN21
CFM.XLPL20
CFM.XLPL21
CFM.XLSBPR
CFM.XMFIRE
CFM.XMJTPC
CFM.XMLBEX
CFM.XMRB9R
CFM.XMRFUI
CFM.XNWHLC
CFM.XOCH03
CFM.XPARKA
CFM.XPCEMS
CFM.XREMLB

FM - Adult Detention Security Replacement Design team defining needs for integrated security
electronics system whole PC adult denten complex
FM - Admin East 2nd Floor Renovation
Design/construct offices for PC Risk Mgmnt Dept & small
div of finance on 2nd fl Admin East.
FM - Administration West 5th Fl
To perform demolition & Asbestos Abatement followed by
Improvements
5th fl improvements.
FM - Downtown Central Plant Chiller &
Chiller and pump capacity to be increased to support
Pump Replacement
additional bldgs. with chilled water
FM - Demo & Abate Admin East 10, 11 and Demolition and abatement of asbestos building materials
5
from Admin East 10th & 11th floors.
FM - Defense Services Building - Juvenile
Design & Constr 25k sq ft, 2 story office bldg. next to
Courts
existing on juvenile crt campus. redo fence.
FM - Office of the Medical Examiner
New facility south of existing ME bldg. ~34,000 sf, FSC
has 2 areas, Office and Autopsy.
FM - 130-150 W Congress Facade
Replace various parts, ancillary components, chiller
Improvements
transformer & MCC in utility tunnel.
FM - Historic Courthouse Site Work
Removal/repl of existing site features incl old landscaping,
roads, utility infrastructure.
FM - January 8 Memorial in El Presidio Park Design & construct memorial west of old courthouse.
Modifications and improvements incl in scope.
FM - Minimum Security Facility Cooling
Remove evap cool system and upgrade to new AC system
Replacement
to match rest facility.
FM - Kino Parking Garage
Build 6 level parking garage with solar panels, office, and
shuttle area.
FM - Kino Campus Building Infrastructure
Major repairs to maintain building infrastructure and
mechanical systems.
FM - Kino YMCA Pool Restoration
Restoration to pool surfaces
FM - Library Exterior Improvements - FY21 Include exterior repairs such as HVAC, painting, roofing,
etc.
FM - Library Interior Improvements - FY20 Library system has 25 branches & project includes interior
improv. like carpet, paint, furniture
FM - Main Library 4th Floor Remodel
Include interior improvements such as furniture, painting,
carpet, etc.
FM - Library Parking Lot Improvements
Library system has 25 branches & project includes repairs
FY20
for parking lots.
FM - Library Parking Lot Improvements Repairs for library parking lots
FY21
FM - LSB Chilled Water Connection
County's main central plant has capacity to provide chilled
water to LSB. Feasible piping route.
FM - Mission Road Fire Alarm Upgrade
Replace 10 fire alarm panels in multiple bldgs. throughout
Mission Rd.
FM - Main Jail - Tower Pneumatic Controls Pneumatic controls will be repl in Mezzanine FY19, tower 4
floors repl FY20.
FM - Martha Cooper Library Expansion
Expand existing 7500 sf to add 6-7,000 sf to incl staff area,
lgr meet rm, add'l collections space
FM - Mission Road Building 9 Renovation
Renovations -Add new roof, repl HVAC system, restrooms
ADA, add break rooms, reconfig and furnitures
FM - Mission Road Fiber/Utility
Infrastructure
FM - Northwest County Service Center
FM - Historical Courthouse - Tenant
Improvements
FM - Parking Lot Paving Rejuvenation
FM - Public Works Energy Management
System
FM - Richard Elias - Mission Library
Expansion

Relocating fiber& various utilities throughout mission Rd
campus to accommodate future master plan.
Purchase 50,000 sf building. Plan, design interior
renovation for various functions
Tenant Imprv to provide Visitor Center & museum space,
offices, & storage. Protect historical bldg.
Establish 3-yr cycle for crack sealing, seal coat and restriping.
Install Delta Stats at all zones, provide/supply sensors,
relays & switches to control HVAC remotely
Expand library adding 5,000 sf+ renovation of the existing
area incl repl mechanical, plumb & electr

CFM.XSBLIB

FM - New Sahuarita Branch Library

Design & construct 20,000 sq ft library in town of Sahuarita

CFM.XSELIB

FM - Southeast Library

CFM.XTOOLE

FM - Toole Health Warehouse

CFM.XTRHSB
CFM.XVLCHL

FM - Jail Mail and Pre-Trial Services New
Buildings
FM - Valencia Library Chiller Replacement

Construct 10,000 SF regional library, connect to Loop,
w/YMCA facility at UA Tech Park in Rita Ranch
Project includes the purchase and renovation of a
warehouse for the Health Department
Demolish old, construct new 22,000 sq ft, 2-story bldg. for
adult detention/court matters.
Valencia library chiller to be replaced

CFM.XWLIBR

FM - Wilmot Library Roofing

CFS.XAWSFI
CFS.XINAFI
CIT.ASLM21
CIT.CLMP20
CIT.CLMP21
CIT.CNEQ20
CIT.DATCSR
CIT.DCSR21
CIT.HYPE20
CIT.HYPE21
CIT.LIBERA
CIT.NWRF21
CIT.PHONES
CIT.WINNBU
CKS.KSCSSC
CKS.PWKSRW
CPR.CRMSNR
CPR.NWYMCA
CPR.PBAJA4
CPR.PCTDRL
CPR.PLASIE
CPR.PMZSCR
CPR.PR36TH
CPR.PRFWSB

Replace existing lower built up roofing sections to include
4" poly-iso roof insulation, 3-ply sys.
FS - Ajo Way Fuel Island
Replace underground fuel tank w/above ground double
walled tank. Reno of island for updates & codes.
FS - Ina Road Fuel Island
Repl 2 undergrd fuel tanks w/above grd dbl wall tanks.
dispen, protect, & containmnt. reno bathroom
IT - PC Attorney Storage Lifecycle Mgmt FY Replace all PC Attorney server and storage equipment.
20/21 - Fund 6013
Current leases will end 3/2021.
IT - Cabling Lifecycle Management Plan FY Route 144 strand fiber cable throughout PC bldgs.
19/20 - Fund 6000
Connection from Ajo Complex, Mission, Benson FY20
IT - Cabling Lifecycle Management Plan FY Route 144 strand fiber cable throughout PC bldgs.
20/21 - Fund 6000
Northwest corridor and Redundancy Points FY21
IT - Cisco Network Equipment FY 19/20 Replace PCSD network equipment
Fund 6000
IT - Data Center Switch Replacement - Fund Data center switch replacement. Other related systems will
6013
be upgraded or replaced in future years.
IT - Data Center Switch Replacement 20/21 - Upgrade / replace data center switches to keep network
Fund 6013
functioning and secure.
IT - Hyper Converge Server/Storage FY
Architect a solution that addresses challenges with HPE
19/20 - Fund 6013
and modernizes appl. delivery through IaaS
IT - Hyper Converge Server/Storage FY
Architect a solution that addresses challenges with HPE
20/21 - Fund 6013
and modernizes appl. delivery through IaaS
IT - Library Network Lifecycle
Upgrade networking infrastructure for Library District via
next generation hardward updates, etc.
IT - Network Refresh 20/21 - Fund 6000
Implement planned lifecycle of all network equipment in
county.
IT - Phone System Replacement - General Replace all PC desktop phones
Fund
IT - PCWIN Network Backhaul Upgrade
Phase 1 of 10 yr network backhaul upgrade plan to replace
existing microwave equip with new.
KSC - Kino South Sports Complex
Phase 1 to develop 12 soccer fields and connect with use
at North fields.
KSC - Kino South Reclaimed Water
Install 16" standalone reclaimed water main from existing
Kino North to new south booster pump stat.
PR - Canoa Ranch Manning Senior
Manning Senior house rehabilitated - incl upgrading utility,
Rehabilitation
rehab structural, upgrade ADA
PR - Thad Terry NW YMCA Pool Upgrades Remove & replace existing plaster surface, repl tile, repl
2021
pool heating equip & current ADAcoded
PR - Canoa Preserve BAJA Field #4
Install third senior league softball field, aka: Field #4, incl
fencing, dugouts, drive access, etc
PR - Crooked Tree Driving Range Lighting install new field lighting for existing practice facilities,
putting greens, chipping area, etc.
PR - Loop Analytics & Security Infrastructure Install fencing and pedestrian counters at multiple sites
Enhancements
along loop
PR - Manzanita Park Multi-use Field
Install new natural turf long field at Manzanita Park &
support facilities
PR - 36th Street Desert Haven Natural
Install newnatural resourses park incl trail dev, riparian
Resource Park
vegetation & restoration, ramadas, etc.
PR - Flowing Wells Continental Little League Install pre-fab concession building and ensure utilities are
Snack Bar
working.

CPR.PRRLIT
CPR.PRRPVE
CPR.PRSGLT
CPW.PWPPEP
CPW.PWSNST
CPW.RWRART
CSD.AIROPS
CSU.SILVER
CSU.SUNARC
CTR.4AERO2
CTR.4AJOAP
CTR.4BBECC
CTR.4BUSTX
CTR.4DIFSY
CTR.4HRSTV
CTR.4HSBSP
CTR.4KCTHP
CTR.4KINBO
CTR.4KINOP
CTR.4KSCSD
CTR.4LCBOT
CTR.4PPP20
CTR.4RTVWE
CTR.4SAFTY

PR - Rillito Park Lighting - Field 10

Install newMusco Green sports lighting for field 10 at Rillito
Park.
PR - Rillito Park East Parking Lot Paving
Pave the existing eastern parking lot, including grading,
striping, handicap space accommodation
PR - SERP Shotgun Range Lighting
Enhancement to install lighting for evening use for two
fields & parking,
PW - Amado Youth Center
New 40x60 bldg. to incl office, storage, restroom, and
fexible space for group activities.
PW - Sunset Campus Entry
Install 2 main entries - a loop road & main mall, along
w/utilities, etc. for future bldg. pad site.
PW - RWRD Public Art Program
Public art programs controlled by PW
SD - Air Operations Support Equipment
Purchase 2 new aircraft and 2 new surveillance and data
cameras for PCSD
SUS - Archaeological Mitigation for COT
Consultant to provide multi-phase data on 2.6 mi road
Silverbell Widening
expansion rom Goret Rd to El Camino del Cerro
SUS - Sunset Campus Archaeology
2nd Phase of archaeological clearing (trenching) of 3' deep
soil cap to be used by RFCD.
TR - Aerospace Pkwy Nogales Hwy Install 4-lane pkwy expansion along Aerospace Pkwy from
Vicinity of World Vw Entr
Nogales Hwy to 3800 LF east of Raytheon Pkwy
TR - Ajo Airport Perimeter Security Fence
Design & install of approximately 17,500 lineal feet of 6 ft
high chain link w/3-strand barbed wire.
TR - Broadway Blvd Euclid to Country Club Widen Broadway Blvd to six or eight lanes from Euclid
RTA17 (portion of)
Avenue to Country Club
TR - Bus Stop Improvement 2 Program
Improve bus stops in incorporated Pima County with bus
shelters, benches, sidewalks, curbs, etc
TR - 2017-2018 Development Impact Fee
Development of land use assumptions, impact fee serv
Study
areas, etc. Roads over 10 yr period fee study
TR - Houghton Rd I-10 to Golf Links Rd
Widen Houghton Rd to 4-lanes, between Old Vail and Golf
RTA 32 (portion of)
Links Roads to 6-lanes.
TR - Spdwy Blvd - Painted Hills Rd to Cmo Design & construct 1.6 mi of 6 ft. paved shoulders along
de Oeste
Speedway between Pnted Hills & Cmno Oeste
TR - King Canyon Trailhead Parking
Improving intersection sight distances and cutting back the
existing slope N side Kinney Rd
TR - Bopp Rd - Sarasota Blvd at Kinney Rd Bopp realigned to connect woth .16 mil extension of
Improvements
Sarasot Blvd south of Kinney.
TR - 22nd St I-10 to Tucson Blvd
Construct an overpass for Kino Blvd over 22nd St and
Improvements
ramps from Kino at-grade to 22nd St.
TR - Kolb Road: Sabino Road to Sunrise
Reconstruct and widen approx. 1.9 mi of Kolb from 2-lane
Drive
to 3-lane, multi-use, etc.
TR - La Cholla: Overton to Tangerine
Widening approx. 3.5 mi of La Cholla from Overton to
Tangerine.
TR - Arterial / Collector - Pavement Repair & rehabilitate existing urban arterial & collector streets
Rehab, FY20
experiencing varied degrees deterioration
TR - Valencia Rd Wade Rd to Ajo Highway Improve Valencia Rd. from Wade Rd. to Mt. Eagle Rd.

CTR.4SCPRD

TR - Safety Improvements 1997 Bond
Funded
TR - Sahuarita Rd & Wilmot Rd Intersection
Improvements
TR - Sabino Canyon Park Road

CTR.4SHRWD

TR - South Houghton Road Widening

CTR.4SRBWB

TR - Silverbell Rd Blanco Wash Bridge

CTR.4SRRIV

TR - Sunset Rd: I-10 to River Rd

CTR.4SSWPI

TR - White Pistor

CTR.4SAHWI

The HURF Revenue Bond includes $19 million for traffic
safety improvements in various areas.
Intersection improvements incl intersec control, add turn
lanes, ADA compl & drainage improv.
New 75 stall paved parking lot & 21 paved on-street
parking stalls on USFS lands.
widen Houghton Road from I-10 south to approximately the
Andrada Polytechnic High School.
Provide new two lane bridge on Silverbell Rd at Blanco
Wash crossing to accommodate vehicle loads.
New 3-lane roadway and bike lanes on Sunset Rd from I-10
to River Rd.
provide sidewalk, curb and curb ramps for continuous ADA
sidewalks.

CTR.4SUNTE
CTR.4TRSPR
CTR.4TVTVL
CTR.4VHOST
CTR.4WVDME
CWW.3AI195
CWW.3ANOMX
CWW.3ASC15
CWW.3CFS15
CWW.3COC21
CWW.3CPS21
CWW.3CRS05
CWW.3DRSIT
CWW.3GAS18
CWW.3MMP21
CWW.3MR221
CWW.3MRP20
CWW.3MRP21
CWW.3NWO19
CWW.3RI105
CWW.3SAC15
CWW.3SNI21
CWW.3SR863
CWW.3TDS20
CWW.3THBOC
CWW.3TPBBS
CWW.3TRP21
CWW.ARTBAR
RFM.33AH21
RFM.33BS21

TR - Skyline Dr at Sunrise Dr Intersection
Improvements
TR - Sign Panel Replacement

Adjusting left & right turn lanes, add stop control, add 2
street lights, add ADA curbing, signs,etc
Inventory and determine retro reflectivity of all signs on
roadway owned by Pima County.
TR - Tanque Verde Rd at Tanque Verde
Install traffic signal & improve lighting, bike lanes and
Loop Rd
sidewalks/ADA access.
TR - Valencia Rd Extension: Houghton Rd Construct new 2-lane road and bridge connecting Valencia
to E Old Spanish Tr
Rd to Old Spanish Trail. Developer driven.
TR - Wilmot: Valencia to DMAFB entrance Widen Wilmot Rd from Val to DMAFB entrance to
accommodate staging of commercial veh
WW - ADOT - W Ajo Way & I-19 Sewer
Relocate or modify existing sewer mains due to major
Modifications
interstate improvements I-19-Ajo Way
WW - Anammox Treatment Process
Modifications to TRWRF process for long term
compliance,chronic ammonia limits for permit renew'l
WW - Old Nogales Interc. Aug - New
Provide additional conveyance capacity for anticipated
Aerospace Corr Sewer
future development in Aerospace Corridor (ASC
WW - Continental Ranch Pump Station Install a second force main to convey sewage from the
Second Force Main
Continental Ranch Regional Pump Station to Ina
WW - Conveyance Odor Control Program
Modifications to sanitary sewer conveyance odor control
Projects FY20/21
required.
WW - Conveyance Pump Station Program Modifications to the sanitary sewer Conveyance Pump
Projects FY20/21
Station Program required.
WW - CRRPS Facility Modifications
Repair/replace mechanical, electrical & odor components at
the Continental Ranch Pump Station.
WW - Facilities Modification - IPS Mobile
convert breakroom into Crew Work area w/network access
Implementation
for paperless work order system.
WW - TRWRF Biogas Cleaning & Utilization Site the proposed gas cleaning facility in the Tres Rios
Project
WRF property.
WW - Sewer Utility Minor Modification
PM to monitor progress of individual projects, attend
Projects 20/21
meetings, final inspect, review invoices
WW - Sewer Manhole Rehabilitation #11
Planned rehabilitation of conveyance system
WW - Minor Rehabilitation Projects FY
Minor rehabilitation projects -- fixing cracked pipes, relining
19/20
manholes, and general maitenance
WW - Minor Rehabilitation Projects FY
Minor rehabilitation projects -- fixing cracked pipes, relining
20/21
manholes, and general maitenance
WW - Northwest Outfall Siphon at the Santa Remove & repl existing inlet and outlet manhole structures
Cruz River Rehab
at the NWO crossing of SCR.
WW - ADOT W Ruthrauff Rd & Interstate 10 Relocate or Modify sewer mains due to major interstate
Sewer Modifications
improvements Ruthrauff & I-10
WW - Speedway Bld Area Capacity
Provide additional conveyance capacity for future
Augmentation Alignment
development by UA /Private near Speedway/Campbell
WW - SCADA Network Implementation
Maintain existing Wide-Area Network, components nearing
FY21
6-7 years of use. Upgrade/replace infrastruc
WW - ADOT SR86 Valencia Rd to Kinney
Existing sewer mains in the vicinity of SR86 will be
Rd
relocated or modified due to HWY improvement.
WW - Tucson Blvd Flow Mgmt Structure & Rehab Tucson Blvd Flow Control Structure & Siphon inlet
Siphon Inlet Rehab
WW - Tres Rios Headworks Biofilter Odor
Design and install of biofilter capable of treating current
Control
odor loading at Headworks + future
WW - Twin Peaks - Blue Bonnet Road
Install 4 mi of gravity sewer near Twin Peaks Rd and
Gravity Sewer
tangerine Rd south to Linda Vista Blvd.
WW - System-Wide Treatment
Minor rehab to correct defective components or replace
Rehabilitation Program
obsolete equipment in treatment facilities
WW - Barometers
Visual pedestrian and bicyclist counts stations will be
installed at two locations along loop.
FM - 33 N Stone, 2 Air Handler Units
Replace 2 air handler units, as parts are becoming
Replacement
obsolete. Current units are original to the bldg
FM - 33 N. Stone Remodel
Remodel floor into separate suites, add/remove doors,
modify data cabling, mech & elec.

RFM.33PD21

FM - 33 N Stone 22nd Floor Remodel

RFM.33RR20

RFM.33UR21

FM - 33 N Stone, Restroom Renovation ( 45 Floors)
FM - 33 N Stone, Restroom Renovations (45 Floors)
FM - 33 N Stone New Upper Roof

RFM.97FC20

FM - 97 E Congress HVAC Fan Coil Units

RFM.AW3R20

FM - Admin West 3rd Floor Remodel

RFM.AW4P21

FM - Admin West 4th Floor Partial Remodel

RFM.CACC21

FM - CAC Replace 2 Chillers

RFM.EPLD21

FM - El Presidio Plaza

RFM.EVCH21

FM - EV Charging Stations

RFM.EVNT20
RFM.EXTB20

FM - Event Center Mechanical and Roof
Replacement
FM - Exterior Building Improvements

RFM.EXTB21

FM - Exterior Building Improvements

RFM.FMHOLD

FM - Facilities Management Funding Hold

RFM.FSEC20

FM - Facility Security Improvements FY20

RFM.FSEC21

FM - Facility Security Improvements

RFM.HC2F21
RFM.HRTR21

FM - Historic Courthouse 2nd Fl Tenant
Improvements
FM - Human Resources Training Room

RFM.INTB21

FM - Interior Building Improvements

RFM.M17D21

FM - Mission Road Bldg 17 Demo

RFM.MR1120

FM - Mission Road Building 11 Tenant
Improvements
FM - Parking Lot Rejuvenation

RFM.33RR21

RFM.PARK21
RFM.SCPE20
RFM.SNHU20
RFN.SELCWD
RPR.CTGCRR
RRK.PROJ01
RTR.21PAVE

FM - Superior Court Prisoner Elevator
Replacement
FM - 97 E. Congress TI - Furniture-Fiber for
SNHU
FN - SELC Water District Formation
PR - Crooked Tree Golf Course Roof
Replacement
RKS - Phase 1 Spine Public Sewer System
TR - Local Pavement Repair and
Rehabilitation for FY 20/21

Modify existing floor plans in 10 & 18 floors of 33 N Stone
for up to 15 new attorneys for PDS
Renovate restrooms of 33 N. Stone, except 6th fl, and add'l
4-5 fl incl repl finishes, floors, walls
Renovate restrooms incl. replacement finishes, floors,
walls, fixtures, and counter tops
Current upper roof is beyond repair. Replacing the roof will
minimize water damage
Maintain HVAC system and improve energy efficiency with
repl 35 fan coil units
Reconfigure 3rd floor to keep staff together in functional
areas
Furniture reconfiguration and minor remodel of Admin West
4th flr. for HR Dept. additional staff.
Replace 2 chillers at the Children’s Advocacy Center, as
cooling capacity is insufficient.
Landscape impvmts. including irrigation, planting &
hardscape remediation to address plaza operation
Add electric vehicle charging station infrastructure to
support FS mandate to go with electric cars
Replace roof and mechanical system (HVAC) for event
center on Ajo Way
Rehab to preserve county bldg. assets like HVAC, paint,
roof, etc.
Rehab to preserve County building assets, to incl. exterior
improvements: HVAC, paint, roofs
Provide for non-routine maintenance, renovation &
replacement of County buildings and infrastructure
Improvements to make PC bldgs more secure. GVJC
fencing, back door and rolling gate.
Improvements to make PC bldgs more secure. Provide
problem areas with security enhancements
Tenant impr of shell space 2nd fl, approx. 4 offices, break
area, conf rm, open area.
Build out shell space of AW floor 5 to provide open offices,
reception, storage and training room
Interior improvements of publicly used common facilities
incl. restrooms, lobbies and corridors
Bldg 17 at Mission Rd is a modular that is deteriorating.
Tenants are moving to bldg 9, then demo
Remodel office space to accom staff consolidation from
bldgs. 9, 10, 11 into 11.
Maintain existing parking lots using crack seal, seal coat,
and restriping
Repl elevator to transport prisoners. KONE inspection
indicates immed repairs needed
Tenant Improvements, furniture reconfig, fiber and control
relocation for SNHU tenant
Complete prelim engineering, studies, reports as needed to
apply for formation of SELC.
Replacement of roofs for three building structures,
clubhouse & two bathrooms on course.
Pub. sewer imprv. & related work incl. design, const,
surveying, and material testing
Repair & rehab existing roads in Pima Co experiencing
varied degrees of deterioration.
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Appendix 4. Topminnow vector control stocking list
STOCKING
DATE

SOURCE
OF FISH

STOCKED
BY

6/8/2017

PCHD

Cynthia
Bennett

7/12/2017

PCHD

9/26/2017

SOURCE OF
WATER

CLOSED
SYSTEM

DISEASE
CERTIFIED

10

Municipal
Water Supply

Yes

Yes

516019E,
3574905N

Cynthia
Bennett

22

Rainwater

Yes

Yes

518260E,
3566992N

PCHD

Cynthia
Bennett

12

Municipal
Water Supply

Yes

Yes

518536E,
3564256N

9/26/2017

PCHD

Cynthia
Bennett

12

Municipal
Water Supply

Yes

Yes

494853E,
3579153N

12/4/2017

PCHD

Gregg
Bustamante

20

Municipal
Water Supply

Yes

Yes

519521E,
3563004N

1/4/2018

PCHD

Kathleen
Walton

18

Municipal
Water Supply

Yes

Yes

501422E,
3583839N

9/9/2019

PCHD

Yes

Yes

1/22/2020

PCHD

Yes

Yes

Gregg
Bustamante
Gregg
Bustamante

NUMBER
STOCKED

15
12

Municipal
Water Supply
Municipal
Water Supply

UTM 12S
COORDINATES

502083E,
3590594N
502942E,
3583025N

NOTES ON STOCKING SITE
Vacant Home. Topminnow Placed In Pool And Spa. Male and
Female Placed in Spa As Well As Pool. Fish Observed Swimming the
Area and feeding on larvae. Mosquito Larvae Present. Warrant
served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded notices, warrant
obtained.
Vacant Home. Topminnow Placed In Pool only. No Spa. Mosquito
Larvae Present. Fish Observed Swimming the Area and feeding on
larvae. Warrant served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded
notices, warrant obtained.
Vacant Home. Topminnow placed in pool only. No Spa. Mosquito
Larvae Present. Observed Fish swimming area and feeding on
larvae. Warrant served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded
notices, warrant obtained.
Occupied Home. Homeowner in process of foreclosure and cannot
maintain pool. Topminnow placed in pool only. Mosquito Larvae
Present. Observed Fish swimming area and feeding on larvae.
Warrant served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded notices,
warrant obtained.
Occupied Home. Topminnow placed in pool only .No spa. Mosquito
Larvae Present. Observed Fish swimming area and feeding on
larvae. Warrant served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded
notices, warrant obtained.
Vacant Home. Topminnow Placed In Pool only. No Spa. Mosquito
Larvae Present. Fish Observed Swimming the Area and feeding on
larvae. Warrant served to enter property. Homeowner disregarded
notices, warrant obtained.
Pond on Golf Course. Topminnow placed in pond only. No mosquito
larvae was present at time of stocking. Observed Topminnow
swimming around once placed in the pond. OB Sports Golf
Management granted permission to place Topminnow in the pond.
Received complaints of adult mosquitoes on the property from the
pond.
Pond on private residence. Pond is self-contained and no other fish
in the pond.
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PARCEL NUMBER

NAME

Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve
20521002D
BINGHAM CIENEGA
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
30516002A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30516002B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305122650
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305122630
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305110200
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305122660
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305122670
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30511024D
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30511024D
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517006B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30516001C
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30516001D
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30516001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517001B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305170020
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517001C
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517003A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30517003B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001A
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30604001B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601021H
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601021H
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
305170020
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601026E
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601026E
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30518005B
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601026E
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
30601021G
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306050010
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306050020
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306050040
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306080010
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306090020
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
306090020
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE

ACRES (GIS)
267.81
37.18
0.37
192.05
7.25
78.17
24.39
17.66
214.13
47.62
161.14
25.34
12.74
3.49
18.55
68.37
147.57
0.91
51.50
0.47
49.60
16.16
6.17
32.87
0.13
0.12
0.50
1.42
0.71
10.19
13.74
2.01
0.23
26.41
83.68
3.17
27.13
48.32
1.12
24.55

306090040
306080030
306080020
306090020
30609505A
306090080
30616001B
30616001A
30618004A
30615002A
30618504A
30588014C
306090030
30607002A
30615001A
306080040
306060010
305122640
30601021J
30601026E
305122680

CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
CIENEGA CREEK NATURAL PRESERVE
FLAP 1227

12.39
26.66
2.73
5.51
1.60
4.66
11.75
253.30
166.59
75.77
0.02
71.32
0.90
150.08
160.30
303.82
93.42
23.25
897.50
15.15
8.19
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Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.

2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)
613547
613548
613550
613653

0
0
0
0

ADWR
AMA

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit
52 AF
52 AF
52 AF
52 AF

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity
0
0
0
0

604345

2

Tucson

592744

0

Tucson

10 AF

0

592745
512957
512958
512959
526588
592387

0
0
0
0
0
0

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF

0
1
0
0
1
0

592746
601577
632475
632476
632477

0
0
0
0
0

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF

0
1
32
16
34

632478

0

Tucson

10 AF

1

590456

2

0

805238

0

624861

0

613543

0

613472

0

624859

0

613544

0

35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM

70 GPM

35 GPM

35 GPM

35 GPM

Seasonal
flow

0
Tucson

10 AF

52 AF

52 AF

County's Use(s)
livestock
livestock
residential
livestock

GPS'ed
YES
YES
YES
YES

ADWR type
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

recreation

YES

NON-EXEMPT

no use

YES

NON-EXEMPT

no use
livestock
no use
monitoring
livestock
livestock

YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO

NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

no use
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

livestock

NO

EXEMPT

monitoring

YES

EXEMPT

ADWR use
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT WITHDRAWAL
PERMIT
NON-EXEMPT WITHDRAWAL
PERMIT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT WITHDRAWAL
PERMIT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT DOMESTIC

Property Name

A7 RANCH
A7 RANCH
A7 RANCH
A7 RANCH

Map ID
2
2
2
2

Owner

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

Covenant Type
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

8

Pima County

MSCP

58-100376,100379

BAR V RANCH

10

Pima County

MSCP

Not Drilled acorrding to ADWR records

BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH

10
10
10
10
10
10

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

Not Drilled acorrding to ADWR records
Pump capacity
Have not been able to locate
WQ/Isotope sampling (RFCD)
Pump capacity
Not Drilled acorrding to ADWR records

BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH
BAR V RANCH

10
10
10
10
10

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

Not Drilled acorrding to ADWR records
Pump capacity
36-62103 (Spring Claim)
36-62104 (Spring Claim)
36-62105 (Spring Claim)

BAR V RANCH

10

Pima County

MSCP

Listed as infilltration system can not locate

BINGHAM CIENEGA
BUCKELEW
PROPERTIES

13

RFCD

MSCP

Capped - Water Level Only

14

Pima County

MSCP

Currently not in use

BUEHMAN CANYON

15

RFCD

MSCP

SOC 39-2767

BUEHMAN CANYON

15

RFCD

MSCP

BUEHMAN CANYON

15

RFCD

MSCP

35 GPM

livestock

YES

EXEMPT

1

35 GPM

monitoring

YES

EXEMPT

0

no use

NO

EXEMPT

0

no use

NO

EXEMPT

no use

NO

EXEMPT

EXEMPT
EXEMPT LIVESTOCK
EXEMPT LIVESTOCK
EXEMPT - HYDRO
TEST PERMIT
EXEMPT LIVESTOCK

BUEHMAN CANYON

15

RFCD

MSCP

no use

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT - CAPPED BUEHMAN CANYON

15

RFCD

MSCP

0

6 GPM

SOC 39-2074
SOC 39-2073
SOC 39-2070
SOC 39-2071

ARTHUR PACK OS

1

1

Basis for Estimated Water Use

Well Name

Barley House
White House
Youtcy Domestic
Youtcy Windmill

Crooked Tree Well Back
up for Golf course
maintance and
restaurant

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)

208

174

Windmill Davidson
Davidson Canyon
Davidson Bar V Well
SE Bar V Solar

Bar V Hqtrs.
Bobo Spring
Mescal Well
Becky Spring
Davidson Canyon

130

Edgar-SPR Conf. Well

0
10

Central Buehman Well

Pump capacity
105.07

Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.

2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)
549451

623117

0
15.68af
2017,69.24 2018,
41 2019

ADWR
AMA

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit

Tucson

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity
0

County's Use(s)

GPS'ed

ADWR type

monitoring

YES

MONITOR

Tucson

1889.79 AF

100

180 GPM

habitat enhancemen

YES

NON-EXEMPT

1889.79 AF

20
0

130 GPM

residential
no use

YES
YES

EXEMPT
EXEMPT

livestock
no use
monitoring
monitoring
monitoring
monitoring
no use

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

623118
623119

9
0

Tucson
Tucson

623120
623121
623122
623123
623124
623125
623126

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

623128

8

Tucson

581735

0

Tucson

20

180 GPM

residential

YES

NON-EXEMPT

COMMERCIAL
EXEMPT DOMESTIC
EXEMPT
EXEMPT LIVESTOCK
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT DOMESTIC

1

35 GPM

residential

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1890
10 AF

ADWR use

Property Name

Map ID

Owner

Covenant Type

16

RFCD

MSCP

CANOA RANCH

16

RFCD

MSCP

Right 58-113557.+M28:M560011 1889.79 AF

Standpipe Well

CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH

16
16

RFCD
RFCD

MSCP
MSCP

Right 58-113557.0011 1889.79 AF
Capped

Horse Property
Canoa 10

CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH
CANOA RANCH

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

Capped
Capped
Capped-No Use
Capped-No Use
Capped-No Use
Capped-No Use
Pump Removed

CANOA RANCH

16

RFCD

MSCP

Right 58-113557.0011 1889.79 AF

CARPENTER RANCH

17

Pima County

MSCP

Pump Capacity

ENV - MONITOR OR
PIEZOMETER
CANOA RANCH

Basis for Estimated Water Use

Well Name

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)

Canoa 11
Canoa 12
Canoa 13
Canoa 16
Canoa 15
Canoa 14

Ranch Headquarters
Wildlife Guzzler

1889.79
10

Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.

2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)

ADWR
AMA

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity

County's Use(s)

GPS'ed

ADWR type

ADWR use

Property Name

Map ID

Owner

Covenant Type

Basis for Estimated Water Use

Well Name

509240

0

0

monitoring

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land

509242

0

0

no use

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT MONITORING

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Capped-No Use

513307

0

0

no use

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT CIENEGA CREEK
DOMESTIC STOCK NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land

601573

0

0

no use

NO

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land

616165

0

10 AF

1

wildlife

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Wildlife drinker

627729

0

52 AF

10

habitat enhancemen

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Potential wildlife drinker and wildlife habitat
Conservation Land enhancement

627730

0

0

monitoring

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Water Level Only

627731

0

0

no use

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land No Use

627732

0

0

no use

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land No Use

627740

0

0

monitoring

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Capped - No Use

627741

0

10 AF

1

35 GPM

residential

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Caretaker Use

631733

0

10 AF

1

6 GPM

monitoring

YES

MONITOR

ENV - MONITOR OR CIENEGA CREEK
PIEZOMETER
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Potential wildlife drinker and wildlife habitat
Conservation Land enhancement

801774

0

52 AF

3

livestock

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Caretaker use for corrals; potential use for
Conservation Land equestrians

209531

0

0

monitoring

YES

MONITOR

ENV - MONITOR

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE

19

RFCD

Conservation Land Water Level Only

PS-1

209530
600918

0
0

0
1

monitoring
livestock

YES
Yes

MONITOR
EXEMPT

ENV - MONITOR
EXEMPT

CIENEGA CREEK
NATURAL PRESERVE
CLYNE RANCH

19
20

RFCD
Pima County

Conservation Land Water Level Only
MSCP
SOC 39-2029

PN-2
Refrigerator Well

52 AF

6

50 GPM

35 GPM

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)

Empirita #2

O'Leary Windmill

Pantano Jungle Irrig.

Empirita CCI

Central Pasture C Well

Empirita CN

Empirita Ranch Well

Cienega Well

South Pasture C Well

134
52

Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.
2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)

ADWR
AMA

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity

Covenant Type

22

Pima County

MSCP

SOC 39-70765

22

Pima County

MSCP

SOC 39-74815

22

Pima County

MSCP

SOC 39-71753

22

Pima County

MSCP

SOC 39-71753

22

Pima County

MSCP

56-000345 (back up for 627560 & 627561)

22

Pima County

MSCP

Domestic Use (estimated)

FLAP 2080

48

RFCD

MSCP

Duplicate number Same as Buckelew properties

FLAP 1026
FLAP 1238
FLAP 1238
FLAP 1253
FLAP 1253

37
43
43
44
44

RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD
RFCD

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

SOC 39-78618
SOC 39-78590

EXEMPT DOMESTIC STOCK FLAP 1255

45

RFCD

MSCP

FLAP 266

50

RFCD

MSCP

HONEY BEE
BIOLOGICAL
CORRIDOR

57

Pima County

MSCP

INA PRESERVE (CR)
KING 98 RANCH
LOS MORTEROS
LOS MORTEROS

59
60
64
64

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

65

RFCD

MSCP

66

Pima County

MSCP

70
71

Pima County
Pima County

ADWR type

ADWR use

recreation

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

recreation

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

residential

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

0

Tucson

616076

0

Tucson

627560

0

Tucson

11

627561

0

Tucson

11

livestock

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

627562

0

Tucson

11

livestock

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

801367

0

Tucson

1

recreation

YES

EXEMPT

805238

0

Tucson

800982
804952
804963
635881
806160

0
0
0
0
0

EXEMPT
EXEMPT DOMESTIC
EXEMPT - NONSERVICE AREA
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

518818

0

10 AF

35 GPM

Owner

GPS'ed

604338

645384

5

Map ID

County's Use(s)

6
Abandoned

35 GPM

10 AF

1

livestock

YES

EXEMPT

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

10 AF
10 AF
10 AF

5
1
0
0
0

recreation
no use
no use
no use
no use

NO
NO
NO
YES
YES

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

Tucson

10 AF

0

no use

NO

EXEMPT

NO

EXEMPT

Transferred to
Ollanik in 2004

552987

0

520134
613946
572213
915518

0
0
0
0

552994

0

593374

0

623864
610332

0
0

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

Tucson

EXEMPT

SPCL EXPLORATION
OTHER
ENV - MONITOR OR
PIEZOMETER
MONITOR
NON-EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT
ENV - MONITOR
MONITOR
ENV - MONITOR
MONITOR

Property Name

COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK
COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK
COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK
COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK
COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK
COLOSSAL CAVE
MOUNTAIN PARK

0

no use

NO

0
963
0
0

monitoring
agricultural
monitoring
monitoring

YES
NO
YES
YES

0

no use

NO

OTHER

SPCL EXPLORATION

LOWER SANTA CRUZ
REPLENISHMENT
M DIAMOND RANCH
OLD HAYHOOK
RANCH
ORACLE RIDGE

52 AF

1

35 GPM

livestock

YES

EXEMPT

EXEMPT

10 AF

1
0

35 GPM

wildlife
no use

YES
YES

EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT

EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT

Basis for Estimated Water Use

Well Name

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)

Abandonded 7/19

Capped ,Alpher well

50.2
10
4.5
0.85
10
10
10
10

0
WQ sampling (RWRD)
58-106565 (259 acres)
WQ sampling only - backup for SC-07R
WQ sampling only (RWRD)

SC-03
SC-07
SC-07R

0.1
962.5
0.1

0
Pump capacity

52

Conservation Land Pump capacity
MSCP

10
0

Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.
2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)

ADWR
AMA

506038
606129

0
0

Santa Cruz

606133

0

Santa Cruz

606134
606135

0
0

Santa Cruz

606138
606141
606143
606144
606146
606147
606148
606149
606390

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Santa Cruz
Tucson
Tucson
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Tucson

606392
606395
606396
606397
606398
606399
606401
801076
600917
805297
624300
624303

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson
Tucson

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit
299.87 AF/108
Acres

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity
1
1

35 GPM
35 GPM

300

Property Name

74
74

Pima County
Pima County

Owner

Covenant Type

RANCHO SECO

74

Pima County

MSCP

County's Use(s)

GPS'ed

ADWR type

ADWR use
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO

agricultural

YES

NON-EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT

livestock
livestock

YES
YES

EXEMPT
EXEMPT

Map ID

MSCP
MSCP

10 AF
160 AF/270
acres
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF

0
1

35 GPM

no use
livestock

YES
YES

EXEMPT
EXEMPT

EXEMPT
EXEMPT

RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO

74
74

Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP

160
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM

agricultural
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO

74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
10 AF
52 AF
52 AF
52 AF
52 AF

0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM

residential
residential
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
livestock
residential
livestock
livestock

YES
YES
YES
YES
Yes
Yes
YES
Yes
Yes
YES
YES

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT

RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
RANCHO SECO
SANDS RANCH
SANDS RANCH
SIX BAR RANCH
SIX BAR RANCH

74
74
74
74
74
74
74
78
78
80
80

Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP
MSCP

35 GPM
35 GPM
35 GPM
no use
35 GPM
35 GPM

Basis for Estimated Water Use
Pump Capacity
Pump Capacity

58-103908 (108 acres)
Transferred back to Carrow Co. Not on PC
Property
Pump Capacity

Well Name

Tanqueray Well
Freddy

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)

Moyza

Juniper

58-160048 (270 acres)
Cemetary Well
Pump Capacity
Montana House
Pump Capacity
Campos Well
Pump Capacity
Tapioca
Pump Capacity
Annie B.
Pump Capacity
Suzy Q
Pump Capacity
Elmo
Pump Capacity
Johnson
Pump Capacity
Horse Apple
Transferred back to Rancho Seco LLC. Not on PC
Property
Pump Capacity
G.E.Millsite
Pump Capacity
Furnstrum Well
Pump Capacity
Martinez Well
Pump Capacity
Old Seco Well
not found washed out/hand dug
Las Guijas Mine Well
Pump capacity
Millsite
Pump capacity
Caviglia Well
SOC 39-2032
Goat Spring Well
hand dug/no use
SOC 39-13765
Pump capacity
Parker Homestead
Pump Capacity
Burleson Well

612.17
104
104

Appendix 6. Baselines for water use and water purposes at MSCP-restricted properties.

2017 ADWR
reported use (acADWR ID
ft)

ADWR
AMA

ADWR
Withdrawal
limit

Tucson

10 AF

Estimated
Water Use Pump
(ac-ft)
Capacity

County's Use(s)

GPS'ed

ADWR type

3

residential

YES

EXEMPT

505847

0

481841
639729

0
0

0
0

no use
monitoring

YES
NO

EXEMPT
EXEMPT

527395

0

1

residential

YES

EXEMPT

602954

0

Tucson

0

monitoring

YES

NON-EXEMPT

520128

0

Tucson

0

monitoring

YES

MONITOR

604347

0

Tucson

0

no use

YES

NON-EXEMPT

521452

0

Tucson

0

no use

NO

MONITOR

809053

0

1

recreation

yes

NON-EXEMPT

580394

0

Tucson

recreation

Yes

EXEMPT

587814
512314

71
0

Tucson

recreation
livestock

YES
NO

NON-EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT

643282

0

residential

NO

EXEMPT

Tucson

10 AF

46 AF

1
531 AF

100
0

52 AF

0

35 GPM

35 GPM

ADWR use
EXEMPT DOMESTIC

EXEMPT
EXEMPT
EXEMPT - NONDOMESTIC

Property Name
SNEED PARCEL
SWEETWATER
PRESERVE
TREEHOUSE

TREEHOUSE
TRICO-MARANA
BRIDGE
NON-EXEMPT
ENV - MONITOR OR TRICO-MARANA
PIEZOMETER
BRIDGE
TUCSON MOUNTAIN
PARK
NON-EXEMPT
ENV - MONITOR OR TUCSON MOUNTAIN
PIEZOMETER
PARK
TUCSON MOUNTAIN
PARK
NON-EXEMPT
TUCSON MOUNTAIN
PARK
EXEMPT
TUCSON MOUNTAIN
PARK
NON-EXEMPT
NON-EXEMPT
WALDEN
EXEMPT

WALDEN

Map ID

Owner

Covenant Type

Basis for Estimated Water Use

Well Name

81

RFCD

MSCP

87
91

Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
Conservation Land

91

Pima County

Conservation Land

92

RFCD

MSCP

Capped

92

RFCD

MSCP

WQ sampling only (RWRD)

93

Pima County

MSCP

ADWR Abandoned

93

Pima County

MSCP

93

Pima County

MSCP

58-100384

TMP Back up well

93

Pima County

MSCP

Pump capacity

Orcott House well

93
97

Pima County
Pima County

MSCP
MSCP

58-100379, 58-100381
not in use, no right attached

97

Pima County

MSCP

not in use

Pump Capacity

Maximum
Withdrawal Limit
by Property (ac-ft)
10

ADWR Abandoned

0

1
Moody Well

10

SC-11

0.1

TMP main well

578
52
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Pima County Bat Recorder Final Report
Technical Data
Project Description:
Bat Monitoring in Support of Pima County's Multi-Species Conservation Plan and Section 10
Permit to determine bat presence at Agua Caliente Park.
Recorder model:
Wildlife Acoustics SM4BAT FS
Data analysis software:
Kaleidoscope Pro v5.1.6 by Wildlife Acoustics
Acoustic survey time period:
12/05/2020 – 03/15/2020
Recorder location:
Due to the construction work during the survey time, the bat recorder was installed near the two
full ponds at the following coordinates: 32.282052, -110.734001.
Auto ID parameters:
Classifier “Bats of North American 5.1.0/Arizona”, +1 More Accurate (Conservative) Setting.
Results (in attachments):
1. Number of detections per species per week. File: “ACP Weekly Bat Detections 201912202003.xlsx”. Also provided as PDF.
2. Presence P-values. Presence P-Values are calculated based on a Maximum Likelihood
Estimator. Values closest to 0 indicate higher likelihood of presence, 1 indicates probable
absence. File: “ACP Bat Report p-values 2019-2020.xlsx”. Also provided as PDF.

2

Methods and Results Summary
An SM4BAT FS acoustic recorder was
installed on December 5th, 2020 at Pima
County’s Agua Caliente Park. The
recording unit was mounted to a
mesquite tree adjacent to the two ponds
that had water in them during site
reconstruction. The microphone was
mounted ~11’ above ground level. To
minimize the chance of lost data,
batteries and SD memory cards were
replaced every two weeks.

Count of Species Present
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

12/5/2019-12/7/2019
12/8/2019-12/14/2019
12/15/2019-12/21/2019
12/22/2019-12/28/2019
12/29/2019-1/4/2020
1/5/2020-1/11/2020
1/12/2020-1/18/2020
1/19/2020-1/25/2020
1/26/2020-2/1/2020
2/2/2020-2/8/2020
2/9/2020-2/15/2020
2/16/2020-2/22/2020
2/23/2020-2/29/2020
3/1/2020-3/7/2020
3/8/2020-3/15/2020

Data was analyzed using Kaleidoscope
9
Pro software, from Wildlife Acoustics,
8
to generate weekly counts and list of
species detections. The Bats of North
America 5.1.0/Arizona classifier was
used. While for many bird species
significant training of the stock
classifiers is needed to ensure adequate
results, for bats the stock classifiers seem
to work well. The autoclassifier recorded
17 different species as being present at
some point during the monitoring period. Figure 1. The total number of bat species recorded
The number of species present during
with high confidence level during each weekly
any given week ranged from nine (both
evaluation period.
periods in, or overlapping partly in,
December. The highest number of species recorded in a single week was 16 in late February
(Figure 1). The recorder was taken down on March 16th, 2020.

In a test run of the physical set-up and analysis methodology in winter of 2018/2019, Iris
Rodden, then staff at Pima County Parks and Natural Resources, vetted the Auto ID accuracy for
Western Yellow Bat (Lasiurus xanthinus) based on visual comparison of spectrograms of known
provenance. Western Yellow Bats were recorded all weeks except for the first time period, a
truncated two-day window (Figure 2).
Isolating voucher calls
While analyzing the results of the Auto ID batch in Kaleidoscope, voucher calls were selected by
analyzing the Matching Ratio column. Matching Ratio shows the ratio of pulses matching the
auto classification result over the number of pulses detected in the file that were identified.
Highest matching ratios with highest number of pulses were selected as the voucher calls. One
voucher per week per species is provided to support presence data. Only species of p-values
lower than 1 (likely present) were included in the vouchers.
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Weekly Abundance
Western yellow bat, Lasiurus
xanthinus

1000

Pallid bat, Antrozous pallidus
Big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus
Spotted bat, Euderma
maculatum
Great bonneted bat, Eumops
perotis

100

Underwood's bonneted bat,
Eumops underwoodi
Western red bat, Lasiurus
blossevillii
Hoary bat, Lasiurus cinereus
Silver-haired bat, Lasioycteris
noctivagans
California myotis, Myotis
californicus

10

Western small-footed myotis,
Myotis ciliolabrum
Long-eared myotis, Myotis
evotis
Yuma myotis, Myotis
yumanensis

3/8/2020-3/15/2020

3/1/2020-3/7/2020

2/23/2020-2/29/2020

2/16/2020-2/22/2020

2/9/2020-2/15/2020

2/2/2020-2/8/2020

1/26/2020-2/1/2020

1/19/2020-1/25/2020

1/12/2020-1/18/2020

1/5/2020-1/11/2020

12/29/2019-1/4/2020

12/22/2019-12/28/2019

12/15/2019-12/21/2019

12/8/2019-12/14/2019

Pocketed free-tailed bat,
Nyctinomops femorosaccus

12/5/2019-12/7/2019

1

Big free-tailed bat, Nyctinomops
macrotis
Canyon bat, Parastrellus
hesperus
Mexican free-tailed bat,
Tadarida brasiliensis

Figure 2. Weekly numbers individual recordings by species throughout the survey window. These
numbers do not count the number of individuals of each species present as a single individual can be
responsible for multiple recordings. These numbers do however show a proxy for species by species
activity throughout the monitoring period.
Lines connecting the points added only for ease of visual interpretation and tracking by species.

Recommendations for archiving calls
High levels of audio compression create smaller final file sizes but are created at the expense of
data loss, which translates into lower audio fidelity. Voucher calls delivered as part of this
agreement are in their raw, uncompressed, WAV file form to preserve frequency spectrum for
further analysis. Raw WAV files are the preferred long-term archival format.
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Appendix 1 – Weekly species presence lists
Based on p-value analysis, the following species were likely present (p<1) at Agua Caliente Park
during the survey period:
12/05/2019-12/07/2019:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
4. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
5. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12/8/2019-12/14/2019:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
5. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12/15/2019-12/21/2019:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
6. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
7. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12/22/2019-12/28/2019:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)
3. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
4. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
5. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
6. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
7. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
8. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12/29/2019-1/4/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
5. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
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1/5/2020-1/11/2020:
1. Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
6. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
7. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
8. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
9. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
1/12/2020-1/18/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
5. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
6. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
7. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
8. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
1/19/2020-1/25/2020:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
6. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
7. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
8. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
9. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
10. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
1/26/2020-2/1/2020:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
5. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
6. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
7. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
8. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
9. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
10. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
11. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
12. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
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2/2/2020-2/8/2020:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)
3. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
4. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
5. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
6. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
7. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
8. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
9. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
10. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
11. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
12. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
13. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
2/9/2020-2/15/2020:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)
3. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
4. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
5. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
6. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
7. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
8. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
9. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
10. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
11. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
12. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
13. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
2/16/2020-2/22/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
5. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
6. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
7. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
8. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
9. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
10. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
11. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
12. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)

7

2/23/2020-2/29/2020:
1. Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)
4. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
5. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
6. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
7. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
8. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
9. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
10. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
11. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
12. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
13. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
3/1/2020-3/7/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
6. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
7. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
8. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
9. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
10. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
11. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
3/8/2020-3/15/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. California myotis (Myotis californicus)
6. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
7. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
8. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
9. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
10. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
11. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)

Addendum to final report for: Acoustic Monitoring of Cold-Season Bats at Agua Caliente Park
Amanda Webb - Pima County Office of Sustainability and Conservation
September 23, 2020
General information
Date Correction: Acoustic survey time period lasted from December 5, 2019 through March 15, 2020
Microphone used: SMM-U1 External Ultrasonic Microphone for SM3BAT/SM4BAT/SMZC
Guidance from AZGD on submitting data to HDMS using the template from SCL application
We contacted Angie McIntire, a bat biologist with AZGFD, and Sabra Tonn, the Heritage Data
Management System (HDMS) Program Supervisor. Below is the guidance we received from them as we
prepared the acoustic data for archiving in HDMS. As the Department is moving toward archiving more
acoustic data in HDMS, procedures are still something of a work in progress as they strive to ensure
consistency and identify best practices.
Submission
For this project, we submitted our data using the Scientific Collecting License (SCL) application and data
template accessible there (https://hdms.azgfd.com/submit-data/). Sabra reported that this is the best way
to get data into HDMS quickly, but it was likely more time consuming on our end than sending AZGFD
our information and letting them organize it all for submission. After filling out the data template and
uploading the data into the map viewing tool, the system allows the user to do some quality checking
prior to submitting it. Users can later download the data as a geopackage for use in other GIS systems.
Equipment and software
Angie uses Wildlife Acoustics SM4BAT-FS detectors and collects full spectrum data. She uses Sonobat
to analyze and view the .wav calls. Her data are currently stored on external hard drives, but this is likely
not a long term solution given the amount of data being collected.
File types for call vouchers
Angie stores bat calls in .wav format and recommends doing so, because although it can take up a lot of
space, it is probably the most useful because .wav files contain data about the collected calls. Therefore,
you can refer back to them or use them for future analysis (for example, it may be that the auto-analysis
software will improve and one may one to re-analyze their calls).
Data analysis and selecting records for submission
For submission to HDMS, the preference is to only include the bat species that have been manually vetted
to verify presence. However, if auto-ID software is used and the species cannot be manually verified, then
only include the species with P-Values of 0.
Given that the P-Value is a statistical tool to help determine the likelihood of presence based on the
number of detections and the known error rates for a given species, ideally one would use the software to
quickly develop a list of likely species present (resulting in a list of species and the corresponding PValues), and then from that, a minimum of a single call file from each species should be reviewed and

verified as having the appropriate call characteristics for that species. The reviewer could also take a look
at the higher P-Value species to attempt to determine whether species identification can be verified.
Recording “Count” and Detections
In the SCL template, the field for “Count” is for the number of individuals of a given species. Because
our data were numbers of detections and not individuals, we were instructed to enter “1” for “Count” and
include the number of detections in “Comments” in addition to noting that these are acoustic data. See the
section below on “comments” for more details.
“Date”
Our detections were reported for a date range (usually 7 days), but the template is set up to allow the entry
of only a single date. If the actual date of a single record is known, then entering that is preferred.
Otherwise, consistently selecting the first or last date of the range is acceptable. For this dataset, we
submitted the first date of the date range.
“Disposition”
For this field, we selected “Other” and noted in the comments that these are acoustic data. As the system
and procedures for archiving acoustic data evolve, there may one day be an acoustic option provided here.
“Comments”
For this field, we were instructed to indicate that they are acoustic data, provide an explanation of
“Count” and the number of detections, and supply the type of detector, microphone, and software used on
the project. Below is an example of what was entered in the “comments” field for this project:
Acoustic data; count is 1 or more individuals with 58 detections during the monitoring event; recorder by
Wildlife Acoustics SM4BAT FS; SMM-U1 External Ultrasonic Microphone; analysis software
Kaleidoscope Pro v5.1.6 by Wildlife Acoustics; auto ID parameters classifier “Bats of North American
5.1.0/Arizona”, +1 More Accurate (Conservative) Setting.
“License Info”
Leave this field unchecked.
Call vouchers
Currently, AZGFD lacks the storage needed and is not set up to archive call vouchers and .wav files.
Angie encouraged us to set up an account with NABat (https://sciencebase.usgs.gov/nabat/#/home) where
users can upload audio recordings in addition to species records. She said that this is the best way to keep
audio files organized and ensure the data are available to the larger community to inform species trends
on the widest scale.
Recommendations for future acoustic monitoring
•
•
•

Make clear to contractors the desired standards for species identification (e.g. p=0 or manual
vetting) and ask them to use this for reporting results. For species with higher p-values, consider
attempting to determine if the species identification can be verified.
Request information on the types of recorder, microphone, and software used to include in
“Comments” for HDMS species records
Continue using .wav file format; develop or adopt metadata standards and procedures for
vouchers. Normally, certain metadata are included with the .wav files, but that did not happen
with these data discussed in this report. Table 1 shows metadata that are commonly used in
acoustic files.

•

•
•

For storing vouchers in Pima County files, use a standard file naming convention that includes
survey and location codes/names in addition to time, date, and species.
o Example: ACPA_Pond2_20200219_014836_LASXAN
 Where ACPA is the location code (4-character abbreviation); Pond2 is the site
name (6-character limit); 20200219 is the date (YYYYMMDD); 224836 is the
time (HHMMSS; using a 24-hour time format); and LASXAN is the species code
(6 characters for bats; 4 characters for birds).
Consider asking contractors to report results using the SCL template in addition to the software
outputs. The EMP would still likely need to quality check the data prior to submission.
Consider logistics for possible in-house monitoring
o NRPR Equipment available: Wildlife Acoustics SM2Bat+ (may include microphone;
https://www.wildlifeacoustics.com/uploads/user-guides/SM2BATplus-Supplement.pdf),
Pettersson D500X (may not include microphone; https://batsound.com/product/d500xultrasound-detector-recorder/), Pettersson D240x (microphone embedded;
https://batsound.com/product/d240x-ultrasound-detector/)
o Additional equipment (besides detector and microphone) will be needed for set up: drill,
screws, ladder, zip ties
o It is easy for two people to set up the microphone and detector in 10-60 minutes
(depending on conditions at the location), not counting site selection or travel time. Could
potentially be set up by one person if conditions are agreeable.
o Regular trips required (at least every two weeks) for the duration of the deployment to
collect audio files and check batteries
o Identify, acquire, and learn to use appropriate statistical package for analysis

Table 1. The table below lists recommended metadata to embed in voucher (.wav) files (Browning et al.
2017; NPS 2016; Reichert et al 2018).
Timestamp
Location
Coordinates
Contact information
Data “owner”
Detector type
Microphone type
Microphone height
Sampling rate
Weather proofing
Site description
Unusual occurrences

Activation start time
Activation end time

Time and date when recording occurred
Name of park, property, or preserve
Latitude / longitude and datum where detector was deployed
Name of person/entity that recorded the file
Name of entity to which the data belong
Brand and model
Brand and model
Height of the microphone above the ground
kHz
Indicate if weather proofing was used on microphone
General vegetation/habitat description; note if buildings or structures are nearby
Indicate whether unusual occurrences took place during the recording session
that may impact the interpretation of results for example, power to detector may
have been low, time not adjusted for daylight savings time, recording was
interrupted due to dead batteries, filled data card, microphone or cable damage,
schedule programming error, late deployment, deployment varies due to nonstandard microphone mounting, incorrect detector settings, and so forth
Date and time the detector was activated to start recording
Date and time when detector was deactivated

Species detections archived in HDMS (p=0), and species with p-values between 0 and 1 that are not
archived in HDMS (p-values provided, text in purple)
12/5/2019-12/7/2019:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
4. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
5. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12/8/2019-12/14/2019:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
3. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
4. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
5. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
6. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus; p = 0.0000012)
12/15/2019-12/21/2019:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
5. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
6. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus; p = 0.1491313)
7. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis; p = 0.0032129)
12/22/2019-12/28/2019:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
3. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
6. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
7. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
8. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus; p = 0.0214617)
12/29/2019-1/4/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
5. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis; p = 0.0000003)
1/5/2020-1/11/2020:
1. Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis; p = 0.0000007)
Canyon bat (Parastrellus Hesperus; p = 0.6831968)

1/12/2020-1/18/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
5. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
6. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
7. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
8. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus; p = 0.0000526)
1/19/2020-1/25/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
4. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
5. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
6. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
7. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus; p = 0.0436369)
8. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0894565)
9. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis; p = 0.019054)
10. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus; p = 0.0244793)
1/26/2020-2/1/2020:
1. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
2. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
3. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
4. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
5. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
6. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis; p = 0.0000003)
7. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus; p = 0.0014128)
8. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans; p = 0.9908514)
9. California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.9138275)
10. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0006149)
11. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis; p = 0.0002732)
12. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus; p = 0.0000024)
2/2/2020-2/8/2020:
1. Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
6. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
7. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
8. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus; p = 0.0000002)
Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus; p = 0.908605)
California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.0313934)
Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0002412)

2/9/2020-2/15/2020:
1. Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
5. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
6. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
7. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum)
8. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
9. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
10. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
11. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
12. Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus; p = 0.3410687)
13. California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.0014001)
2/16/2020-2/22/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
3. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
6. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
7. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
8. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
9. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
10. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii; p = 0.0004579)
11. California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.0736741)
12. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0000001)
2/23/2020-2/29/2020:
1. Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
2. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
3. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)
4. Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans)
5. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
6. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
7. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
8. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
9. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
10. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
11. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus; p = 0.0000016)
12. California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.9585704)
13. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0098018)
3/1/2020-3/7/2020:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
Silver-haired bat (Lasioycteris noctivagans; p = 0.0076085)
California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.0001728)
Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.0000634)

3/8/2020-3/15/2020:
1. Great bonneted bat (Eumops perotis)
2. Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)
3. Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus)
4. Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)
5. Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
6. Pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus)
7. Big free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)
8. Canyon bat (Parastrellus hesperus)
9. Mexican free-tailed bat (Tadarida brasiliensis)
10. California myotis (Myotis californicus; p = 0.2771901)
11. Western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; p = 0.5381754)
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Western Yellow-Billed Cuckoo 2020 Survey Results
Pima County Multi-Species Conservation Plan
The western yellow-billed cuckoo is a covered species under Pima County’s Multi-Species Conservation
Plan (MSCP) which is used to satisfy its Section 10 permit (acquired in 2016). The County has agreed to
monitor for this species every three years following the established USFWS protocol (Halterman et al.
2015). In 2020, County staff surveyed for western yellow-billed cuckoos on two County properties:
Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve and Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Additionally, County staff
conducted exploratory, one or two-visit surveys for cuckoos in two additional locations on County
preserves.
Pima County YBCU monitoring sites – full protocol
Pima County followed the basic monitoring protocol with four survey visits completed across the three
survey periods (June 15-30, July 1-31, and August 1-15). As indicated by the protocol, two of the survey
visits were conducted in survey period two.
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
There are patches of appropriate cuckoo habitat (native broad-leafed riparian woodland or mesquite
bosque) intermittently spread along much of the County’s Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. We broadly
divided the Preserve into two transects with the western transect located between the Del Lago Golf
Course diversion dam in the west to the ‘Horseshoe Bend’ region of Cienega Creek just east of where
Marsh Station Road crosses Cienega Creek. The eastern transect covered the area of the Preserve
between the ‘Horseshoe Bend’ region in the west to the abandoned Pantano Townsite in the east.
Survey transects at Cienega Creek were linear and followed the course of the stream channel. Portions
of both transects included both wet and dry stretches of Cienega Creek. In 2017, we reported results for
the entire Cienega Creek Natural Preserve together, whereas in 2020 we report data on the eastern and
western halves of the monitoring area separately due to different staff surveying each reach during each
survey period.
Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve
Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve is located along a typically dry stretch of the lower San Pedro River.
Riparian habitat quality at Bingham Cienega has declined precipitously over the recent past such that
the cienega and downstream marshy habitat no longer have surface water, or even moist soil, during
early summer. However there are dense mesquite bosques in the north and south end of the Preserve,
broad-leaf riparian woodland at the historic cienega (mostly velvet ash with some cottonwood and a
buttonbush understory), as well as scattered patches of mesquite with some netleaf hackberry and
walnut trees growing along old fencerows and fields. We distributed survey points throughout these
habitat patches in a similar manner to where previous call points were located in 2017.
Pima County YBCU monitoring sites – exploratory surveys
Pima County staff have worked with the USFWS in the past to identify additional areas on County lands
that would be valuable to survey for cuckoo occupancy should there be resources available to do so.
These additional surveys also contribute to the County’s stewardship and management of its natural
resources, and are of benefit should there be available resources to conduct these valuable, but nonessential surveys. During 2020, County staff conducted three additional and exploratory cuckoo surveys
in potential habitat on County lands. Staff conducted a single survey pass in potentially suitable cuckoo
habitat in Posta Quemada Canyon (Rincon Mountains) which was also surveyed once in 2017, and a

double survey pass at La Cebadilla Cienega (Rincon Mountains) which had an incidental detection of a
cuckoo on a nest from 2019 but had not been survey by County staff prior.
Posta Quemada Canyon
Posta Quemada Canyon is located in Pima County’s Colossal Cave Mountain Park, in the Agua Verde
Creek drainage at the south end of the Rincon Mountains. Surveys were in an ephemeral stretch of the
canyon with a small section of native broad-leaf riparian woodland (mostly cottonwood with some
velvet ash and Goodding’s willow) and mesquite bosque.
La Cebadilla Cienega
La Cebadilla Cienega is a historic wetland area located on the northern edge of Tanque Verde Creek, just
below the toe slopes of the Rincon Mountains. The wetted portion of the cienega site is private
property; however, the Pima County Regional Flood Control District property that was surveyed does
that does include some seasonal wetlands. Although there was no surface water present during either
survey, there are two residential ponds located nearby. Adjacent mesquite canopy cover dominates the
areas surrounding the wetland; however, scattered larger cottonwood and velvet ash trees compose the
riparian canopy in and along Tanque Verde Creek just to the south. Low-density residential development
surrounds much of the property, and disturbance from this area may impact habitat quality at the
cienega.
Results
Results for number of detections and estimated territories are summarized below in Table 1. Maps of all
detections and estimated territories for all sites surveyed are included at the bottom of this document.
Plotted points for detections represent the corrected locations for the birds, based on the formula
provided in the USFWS survey form.
Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve
We detected cuckoos throughout the Bingham Cienega Natural Preserve property. The most cuckoos
detected on a particular survey (survey 2a; 7 July 2020) was 8, while the fewest detected birds on a
given survey was 2 in period 2 (survey 2b; 22 July 2020). Cuckoos were detected throughout the
preserve with detections occurring during all of the surveys in mesquite bosque habitat in the northern
part of the property as well as the mix of riparian broad-leaf woodland near the dry cienega in the
central part of the preserve. We detected only one cuckoo in the mesquite bosque habitat in the
southern part of the preserve. We estimate that there were 3 probable breeding territories and 1
possible breeding territory at this site.
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
Cuckoo detections were primarily distributed along the central and eastern portions of the Cienega
Creek property, with only a single detection at the western end of the survey area. We detected cuckoos
in both mesquite bosque and native riparian woodland habitats. The greatest number of cuckoos
detected in the western reach was 5 and eastern reach was 7, both during survey period 2 (survey 2a; 8
July 2020) The fewest detected in the western reach was 0 in survey periods 2 and 3 and eastern reach
was 1 in survey period 3 (survey 3; 7 August 2020). In the western part of the Cienega Creek Preserve,
we estimate that there were 0 probable breeding territories and 2 possible breeding territories. In the
eastern part of the Preserve, we estimate that there was 1 probable breeding territory, and 2 possible
breeding territories.
Exploratory Surveys

We did not detect any cuckoos during single-visit survey of Posta Quemada Canyon (13 August 2020).
We did detect 2 cuckoos during the first survey at La Cebadilla Cienega (30 June 2020); however those
birds were not redetected during the second survey (5 August 2020).
Discussion
The 2020 monsoon was exceptionally dry, with the Tucson International Airport reporting only 1.62”
(normal = 6.1”) for the second driest on record. Staff detected relatively large numbers of birds during
the first two survey periods; however, the number of detections for all sites tapered rapidly by the end
of the season. Overall, the number of detections in 2020 was similar to 2017 for the first two surveys;
however, detections were greatly reduced in the third and fourth surveys. The extent of surface water
present in June within Cienega Creek Natural Preserve was one of the lowest since quarterly mapping
began back in 1984
Staff observed that the normally humid riparian areas were substantially drier, and qualitatively, it
seemed that the presence of large insects (YBCU prey items) was reduced as compared to previous
years (e.g., cicadas were much less evident in the cottonwood forests of Cienega Creek in 2020, than in
2017). These conditions may have correlated with possible cuckoo nest failures, or lack of nesting
attempts which could be one possible reason behind the subsequent overall lower number of detections
relative to the 2017 monitoring season.

Table 1. Summary survey results for Pima County western yellow-billed cuckoo monitoring (2020).
Site

Cienega Creek Natural
Preserve - West
Cienega Creek Natural
Preserve - East
Bingham Cienega
Natural Preserve
Posta Quemada Canyon
La Cebadilla Cienega

Transect
distance
(km)

6.7
5.3
2.1
1
0.4

Survey
Survey
Period 1
Period 2
June 15 - 30
July 1 – 31
YBCU
YBCU
detections
detections
Full protocol sites
5 (survey 2a)
4
0 (survey 2b)
7 (survey 2a)
5
2 (survey 2b)
8 (survey 2a)
6
2 (survey 2b)
Exploratory survey sites
N/A
N/A
2
N/A

Survey
Period 3
August 1 - 15
YBCU
detections

Possible
Territories
(PO)
Number of
territories

Probable
Territories
(PR)
Number of
territories

0

2

0

1

2

1

3

1

3

0
0

0
0

0
0
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Southwestern willow flycatcher 2020 Survey Results
Pima County Multi-species Conservation Plan
USFWS Permit # TE52420A-0, AZGFD Permit # SP402983
Pima County acquired a 30-year incidental take permit (Section 10a[1][B]) permit from the USFWS in
June, 2016. The County’s Multi-species Conservation Plan (MSCP) covers 44 species of concern endemic
to Pima County and outlines the monitoring commitments used to remain in compliance with our
Section 10 permit. These include monitoring for southwestern willow flycatchers (WIFL) on County
property with suitable riparian habitat every three years throughout the lifetime of the permit.
In 2017, County and Tucson Audubon staff surveyed the County’s Cienega Creek (Preserve) and Bingham
Cienega Natural Preserves (Bingham); however, did not detect any WIFLs at either location. Staff
observed considerable deterioration and drying of the former cienega habitat at Bingham during 2017
surveys. To our knowledge, 2002 was the last confirmed nesting of southwestern willow flycatcher at
Bingham (surface water and lush riparian habitat was still present on the site). Durst et al. (2007)
considered Bingham Cienega to be a site where flycatchers were extirpated, with the express
acknowledgement that extirpated sites could become re-occupied in the future. Therefore, in 2018, the
County proposed to drop future WIFL monitoring at Bingham until such time that suitable mesic
conditions returned to the cienega area. Tucson Ecological Services staff (S. Richardson) concurred, on
the condition that County staff reassess the riparian condition at Bingham at the same interval as the
original monitoring commitment (every three years). Conveniently, this schedule coincides with another
MCSP monitoring commitment for the western yellow-billed cuckoo at Bingham, allowing County staff
to assess habitat condition on this interval. Unfortunately, habitat conditions have further deteriorated
since the 2018 correspondence, with several large cottonwoods recently dying along the margins of the
old cienega. The xeric mesquite bosque appears to be maintaining condition; however, this does not
represent suitable WIFL breeding habitat on site. County staff will plan to reassess habitat conditions at
Bingham again as scheduled in 2023.
In 2020, County staff followed the USFWS-approved survey protocol (Sogge et al. 2010) to survey for
WIFLs on the County’s Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. In summer 2020, County staff followed the
‘general survey’ iteration of the monitoring protocol with one survey visit completed during each of the
three survey periods (May 15-31, June 1-24, and June 25- July 17). Surveys in the Preserve were done on
four different stretches of creek, all of which had some permanent water during the surveys, with
mostly native broad-leafed riparian woodland (e.g., cottonwood, velvet ash, Goodding’s willow, and
mesquite) and a diverse shrub understory ranging from sparse to dense along the survey lengths.
Surveys transects at Cienega Creek were linear and followed the course of the stream channel.
County staff did not detect any flycatchers on any survey visit to the Preserve (Table 1). Sections of
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve with permanent water have areas of habitat (albeit not continuous)
with appropriate understory vegetation development (and in many cases a canopy of native broadleaf
trees) which could potentially support breeding flycatchers. Monsoon rainfall in both the year preceding
(2019) and that of the surveys (2020) was far below average for this area. Surface water presence in
early June was lower than the average for recent years and flow further decreased throughout the
duration of the monitoring period, especially in the 3 Bridges and Pantano Townsite reaches.
County staff also implemented once-off exploratory surveys for WIFL during survey period 2 near and
along two stretches of the effluent-supported Santa Cruz River in and downstream of downtown Tucson
(including in an old gravel pit that contained a dense forest of athel tamarisk). Here high quality, treated

effluent is discharged into the river and supports a stretch of river channel with permanent water, in an
otherwise dry part of this river. Both survey areas were on land owned and managed by the Pima
County Regional Flood Control District, and support a mix of native and nonnative vegetation, that is
more heavily composed of nonnative vegetation in some areas, especially tamarisk, giant reed, and
Mexican palo verde. In some areas a portion of the mesquite trees also look like they are either
nonnative South American mesquite, or potentially hybrids of native velvet mesquite and nonnative
varieties. Other parts of this area, particularly downstream of Avra Valley Rd., contain ample numbers of
Goodding’s willow, intermixed with other native and nonnative species. All parts surveyed had very
narrow ‘ribbons’ of mesic riparian vegetation along the main channel.
The exploratory surveys on June 5 along two portions of the Santa Cruz River did not yield any
flycatchers, and the very narrow and patchy nature of the mesic riparian vegetation along the main
channel did not look like it would support breeding WIFL. Breeding riparian birds encountered during
these surveys included common yellowthroat, Lucy’s warbler, song sparrow, Arizona Bell’s vireo, Abert’s
towhee, and yellow warbler. Cowbirds were detected at both survey sites.
This submission contains the southwestern willow flycatcher survey and detection forms as well as the
habitat descriptions and attached USGS topographic maps indicating the survey locations. Also included
are JPEGs of the survey areas overlaid on aerial imagery (NAIP2013).
Table 1. Summary survey results for Pima County southwestern willow flycatcher monitoring (2020).
Site
Survey Period 1
Survey Period 2
Survey Period 3
May 15 - 31
June 1 - 24
June 25 – July 17
Area length (km) SWFL Area length (km) SWFL Area length (km) SWFL
Survey time (h)
Survey time (h)
Survey time (h)
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
Del Lago /
1.1 km; 0.7 h
0
1.1 km; 0.9 h
0
1.1 km; 0.9 h
0
Diversion Dam
3 Bridges
1.5 km; 1.3 h
0
1.5 km; 1.0 h
0
1.5 km; 1.2 h
0
Horseshoe Bend
1.6 km; 1.6 h
0
1.6 km; 1.6 h
0
1.6 km; 1.3 h
0
Pantano Townsite
1.8 km; 1.1 h
0
1.8 km; 1.4 h
0
1.8 km; 1.7 h
0
Santa Cruz River – Exploratory Surveys
Canada del Oro
N/A
0.54 km; 1.4 h
0
N/A
Avra Valley Rd
N/A
0.2 km; 0.5 h
0
N/A
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Appendix A – 2020 Maps and aerial imagery

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve – 2020 WIFL Surveys
Western habitat patches

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Del Lago diversion survey patch circled.

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Three bridges survey patch circled.

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve – 2020 WIFL Surveys
Eastern habitat patches

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Horseshoe bend survey patch circled.

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Pantano townsite survey patch circled.

Santa Cruz River. Canada del Oro survey site circled.

Santa Cruz River. Avra Valley Road survey site circled.
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Abstract
Pima County’s second round of required bat monitoring under the Multi-species Conservation Plan was
scheduled for CY 2021; however, in 2019, County staff proposed implementing a concentrated effort to
monitor known occupied bat habitat features on properties within the planning area for the Cienega
Corridor Management Plan (which was under development) in CY 2020, in addition to several sites
slated for monitoring in 2021. Hard rock cave and mine features are known from Colossal Cave
Mountain Park and both stabilized and ephemeral soil piping features are known from Cienega Creek
Natural Preserve. This effort allowed County staff to acquire baseline data for the occupancy of bat
species and status of their habitat features within the planning area (with a focus on Mexican longtongued bat occupancy). These features were last comprehensively monitored in 1996 (Carter and
Peachey 1996), with intermittent and targeted staff visitation and monitoring of some key features since
then.
Staff visited all sites in June of 2020, with all sites within each preserve visited on a single day so as to
minimize the potential for bats to move between features while on site. We observed a total of 24
Mexican long-tongued bat (Choeronycteris Mexicana, CHME) distributed among seven soil piping cavity
roost sites in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve and one rock crevice at Colossal Cave Mountain Park (one
individual). We also observed approximately 102 Townsend's big-eared bats (Corynorhinus townsendii,
COTO) in three different soil piping cavity roost sites in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Two sites held
individually roosting COTO, likely males, and one site held a large cluster of ~100 tightly packed COTO
that was probably a maternity roost. Two artificially created roost sites made from collapsed soil piping
caves, as well as one stabilized soil piping cave, continue to harbor both COTO and CHME,
demonstrating the long-term success of these projects built and/or restored 7- 15 years ago. Monitoring
results for the 2020 site visits include the type of feature, species and number of bats detected, and
notes on the current condition; however, due to the sensitive nature of monitored features, feature
locations have been redacted from the final version.
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Please note that this version of the Assessment of feature condition and species occupancy of known bat
roosts in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve and Colossal Cave Mountain Park in June 2020 monitoring
report has had all site name and location information, including three full appendices, redacted due to
the sensitive nature of human visitation to occupied bat roosts. Human visitation can cause significant
disturbance to roosting bats, and in extreme situations can cause those bats to abandon their roost
sites. Legitimate requests for more information on bat monitoring results from this effort may contact
PCEMP staff at Ian.Murray@pima.gov or call the Office of Sustainability and Conservation at (520) 7246940.
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Introduction
Pima County’s Multi-species Conservation Plan (MSCP) and Ecological Monitoring Program (EMP)
identified the four cave- and mine-dwelling covered bat species for regular species-level monitoring
efforts. This involves the identification and monitoring of potential and confirmed bat habitat features
across County conservation lands. The first round of scheduled bat monitoring was implemented in 2018
with subsequent rounds to be implemented every three years thereafter; however, County staff have
been monitoring a smaller subset of known bat features since the mid-1990s. Many of these features
are located at the County’s adjoining Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (Preserve, CCNP) and Colossal
Cave Mountain Park (CCMP), and County staff are currently preparing the Cienega Corridor
Management Plan (to be published March 2021) that covers both of these properties. To aid in the
development of the Corridor Plan, County staff requested to implement a subset of the scheduled 2021
bat monitoring efforts one year early, with efforts focused on resurveying previously known features
within the plan area for their condition and bat occupancy.
In June 2020, County staff assessed known bat features in the Preserve and CCMP, exclusive of
Arkenstone Cave in CCMP. These sites are a combination of eroded soil piping cavities in the Preserve
and rock and hard rock mine features in CCMP that together make up the entirety of the known roost
sites for Mexican long-tongued bat (Choeronycteris mexicana, CHME) at both of these properties, and
also provide roosts for other bat species that have been documented in the past, including Townsend's
big-eared bats (Corynorhinus townsendii, COTO). The sites at CCNP, and some of the smaller cave and
crevice sites at CCMP, had last been comprehensively monitored in 1996 (Carter and Peachey 1996).
However, both entrances to Colossal Cave as well as Arkenstone Cave were included in Pima County’s
2018 bat monitoring (Gicklhorn and Murray 2020). Though some of these features have been
episodically visited (i.e., every 1-3 years) between 1996 and 2020, the most recent assessment was the
first time since 1996 that all of the features within each preserve were monitored on the same day
(However, most of the CCNP features were monitored on single days twice in 2009; D. Carter,
unpublished notes), which maximizes the chances of getting an accurate snapshot of how many bats are
using these roosts.
Staff sought to re-assess all known features and their use by Mexican long-tongued and other bat
species. Don Carter, Pima County Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation, assisted in the location and
internal surveys of these features, and was able to assess how the condition of these features compared
with their status during his site visits in years past. Several sites included in the 1996 effort were not
included here. One mine adit within a limestone cave is adjacent to, but apparently not within the
boundaries of CCNP and was thus not included. One mine adit, one cave, and one shallow rock shelter
(all within CCMP) included in the 1996 monitoring effort and periodically inspected in the years after,
never appeared to contain evidence of bats, and these were subsequently not included in our 2020
efforts. Lastly, two artificial sites visited during the monitoring described here were created in the years
after the 1996 monitoring effort.
The monitoring described here is a key part of Pima County’s second round of required bat monitoring.
Three of the roosts described here were also included in Pima County’s 2018 bat monitoring, including
Colossal Cave, Arkenstone Cave, and Karen’s Cave. Results contained here may be more likely to capture
a more complete snapshot of bat use of these features because comprehensive surveys were done
within each property on a single day.
Narrative descriptions and site photos by feature are included below. Feature names were assigned
aliases and specific feature location information are not included due to the sensitive nature of occupied
bat features and the potential impacts to bat populations from human visitation.
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Methods
Site surveyor Don Carter had prior experience with the locations of the sites, many of which are difficult
to access (Figure 1). Sites were quietly approached on foot and the surveyors discussed the specific
location and layout of the particular site and its entrance(s) before starting the survey. Don Carter was
the only surveyor who entered any of the sites. The risk of disease transmission to both bats and people
is of concern during the current Covid-19 pandemic and the USFWS has issued guidance requesting that
all bat handling activities be put on ‘pause’ where possible
(https://www.fws.gov/southwest/es/Documents/R2ES/AUES_Covid_Bat_Guidance.pdf) and the USFWS
and USGS have issued in-depth guidance to better be able to understand the risk of covid-19
transmission to or from bats and as it relates to different types of interactions with bats (Runge et al.
2020). The AZGFD also continues to restrict any activities that require capture or handling of bats until
further notice (Chrissy Kondrat-Smith, AZGFD, personal communication). The monitoring detailed here
represented very minimal risk to person and bat. Bats were not handled, were not within 6 feet of a
person for any extended period of time, and the features were well ventilated. Sites were only entered
for the briefest period of time needed to ascertain occupancy.

Figure 1. Bat monitoring site locations within the Cienega Corridor Management Plan Area. Note that
several locations visible here were not visited in 2020 (see Introduction).
Before Don entered a site, an observer would be posted and alert at the potential exit (in those cases
where a site had multiple openings) to be able to document any bats that may fly out of the site, in
response to the internal survey. For those sites that were shallow and/or had enough illumination to be
able to detect bats from the opening (sometimes with a brief and targeted probe of a flashlight),
2

entrance was not necessary to detect CHME use. Consequently, in some cases we were able to limit our
disturbance to the bats, which in most cases did not take flight from their roosts.
Qualitative assessments of site condition and threats were assessed by Don based on his long-term
knowledge of the sites through his visits over the years. We took updated GPS coordinates of all of the
features, including for each of the openings if a feature had more than one. We also photographed each
of the features.

2020 Monitoring Results
Staff observed a total of 24 CHME distributed among seven soil piping cavity roost sites in Cienega Creek
Natural Preserve and one rock crevice at Colossal Cave Mountain Park (one individual). We also
observed approximately 102 COTO in three different soil piping cavity roost sites in Cienega Creek
Natural Preserve. Two sites held individually roosting COTO, likely males, and one site held a large
cluster of ~100 tightly packed COTO that was most likely a maternity roost. Monitoring results for each
feature are summarized below (Table 1).
Table 1. Summary results for 2020 site visits of known bat habitat features in Cienega Creek Natural
Preserve and Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Feature Aliases are used due to the sensitive nature of
these sites.
Feature
Alias
Cienega – 1
Cienega – 2

Cienega – 3
Cienega – 4

Cienega – 5
Cienega – 6
Cienega – 7
Cienega – 8
Cienega – 9
Cienega – 10
Cienega – 11

Feature Type

Species and #
Bats Detected

Feature Condition Notes

Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
Stabilized Soil
2 CHME
Sinkhole north of eastern opening identified in 2018. Stabilized
features (stabilized in 2015) in good condition.
Piping Cave
Natural Soil Piping
1 CHME,
Entrance slightly more collapsed and eroded than last
Cave
> 100 COTO (likely observed. Feature generally in good condition.
maternity roost)
Stabilized Soil
2 CHME
Stabilizing features all in good condition, new small eroded
Piping Feature
patch in roof that could possibly use patching in future.
Constructed Soil
1 COTO
Entrance smaller than previously, likely due to sediment
deposition, could be enlarged slightly. Several small holes on
Cave Feature
sides where light was seen entering the feature. Constructed in
2005.
Constructed Soil
1 CHME
Feature constructed in 2010. Reinforced walls and roof holding
up well, no change to two openings.
Cave Feature
Natural Soil Piping
None
Feature is stable: No signs of excessive erosion or other
management needs at this site.
Cave
Natural Soil Piping
None
Site is slowly eroding and becoming less suitable for bats, still
Cave
useable but not an ideal site.
Natural Soil Piping
2 CHME
Site is stable, no erosion evident.
Cave
Natural Soil Piping
1 CHME
Light evident in back of feature, suggesting some minor
Cave
erosion, otherwise stable.
Natural Soil Piping
5 CHME,
Site is stable.
Arch
1 COTO
Natural Soil Piping
None
Roosting features no longer present in ceiling, no recent
Arch
evidence of bats. Site should not be included in future
monitoring efforts.
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Feature
Feature Type
Alias
Cienega – 12 Natural Soil Piping
Arch
Cienega – 13 Natural Soil Piping
Feature
Cienega – 14
adit within
limestone cave
Colossal – 1 Natural limestone
slot cave
Colossal – 2 Natural limestone
cave
Colossal – 3 Natural limestone
slot cave
Colossal – 4 Natural limestone
outcrop
Colossal – 5 Natural limestone
cave, gated access
Colossal – 6
mine adit
Colossal – 7
Colossal – 8

Species and #
Feature Condition Notes
Bats Detected
None
No recent evidence of bats, and has not hosted bats during any
prior monitoring. Site should not be included in future
monitoring efforts.
9 CHME
Minor erosion in back of right tunnel, otherwise feature in
stable condition.
Feature was not surveyed in 2020

Colossal Cave Mountain Park
1 CHME
No recent disturbance evident.

Limestone slot
cave
Limestone cave

None

No disturbance evident, nearby active beehive.

None

No disturbance evident and no recent evidence of bat use.

None

No disturbance evident and no recent evidence of bat use.
Active beehive nearby.
Colossal Cave staff reported many bats present two days prior
to survey, species unknown.
Feature was not surveyed in 2020, no evidence of bat use during
any prior surveys.
Feature was not surveyed in 2020, no recent evidence of bat use
found during 2016 surveys.
Feature was not surveyed in 2020, CHME detected during
surveys in 2018.

None
-

Discussion
Comparison of monitoring results across years
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
In 1996, Carter and Peachey (1996) made complete surveys of the soil piping roosts in CCNP on four
separate occasions (25 July and 4, 17, 27 Sept). The Amber Adit was not included in these particular
surveys, and due to safety issues associated with rainfall, the Karen’s Cave site was not surveyed on 25
July (though on 10 August it held 6 CHME). Numbers of adult and juvenile CHME detected on these
survey days ranged from 31-58 individuals (Table 2), and the bats were distributed among 6 – 8 roost
sites. During the 1996 July survey, which would have taken place when pups were younger (though
many would have been volant at this point), five of seven occupied roosts held >= 5 bats, and two roosts
harbored >= 10 individuals. Over half of the total bats accounted for during the July survey were found
in just two roosts. These same two roosts accounted for just over a third of the total bats detected
during the 17 and 27 September surveys. During the three 1996 September surveys, 3, 6, and 4 roosts,
respectively, held >= 5 CHME. Roost occupancy of CHME at CCNP appears to be fluid and may fluctuate
in response to climatic conditions, phenology, and other disturbances that may include use of the
features by other animals, predation pressures, parasites, or even human-related impacts. For example,
three soil piping roosts that either had a single bat or no bats during the 25 July monitoring, held larger
numbers (7-9 bats) during one or more of the three September monitoring dates. It is also possible that
at this time of the year, when juveniles are nearly or completely independent, and migration is nearing,
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that CHME from outside of the immediate area may be using these sites during foraging and migratory
movements.
Monitoring data from D. Carter in 2009 during assessment of these same features on 18 May 2009
yielded 38 adult CHME and either 2 or 3 pups, whereas a revisit of these sites in the fall of that year (5
October 2009) resulted in 56 CHME. Given the mid-May monitoring date, many of the adult CHME had
probably not yet given birth, an event which would substantially increase the total number (e.g., the
October count is much higher). If we compare the numbers of adult bats detected earlier in the
summer, the July 1996 and May 2009 surveys are remarkably similar in finding 38 adults (on 25 July
1996 there were 38 adults and 20 juveniles) during both surveys in both years.
Table 2. Number of Mexican long-tongued bats (CHME) detected during comprehensive site surveys
across years, at Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. One artificial roost site was included in 2009, and
two artificial roost sites were included in the 2020 effort, that did not exist in the 1996 effort.
Year
Monitoring Date
Number of CHME
Roost sites visited
(juveniles + adult)
July 25
58
10
September 4
31
12
1996
September 17
51
12
September 27
45
12
May 18
40
13
2009
October 5
57
13
2020
June 11
23
13
In 2020, staff revisited almost all of the sites monitored in 1996, but accounted for substantially fewer
CHME when we tallied 23 individuals (19 adults and 4 pups) at CCNP during our monitoring on 11 June.
However, this monitoring was both earlier in the season and occurred in only a single day, and many of
the bats we counted were likely pregnant. We saw only 4 pups attached to females, which means if all
15 individuals seen without pups were pregnant, monitoring later in the season could hypothetically
yield 38 CHME, which is still fewer than what Carter and Peachey (1996) found during most of their
complete site surveys.
Our 11 June survey found 19 adults, which is a 50% decline in the number of early breeding season adult
CHME at the CCNP sites. It is difficult to say definitively whether there has been a significant decline in
CHME at these sites, especially based on only one survey in 2020, but the evidence suggests that there
may have been a decline in bat numbers, though not site occupancy. Observations made by D. Carter
between the mid-1990s and the current time also suggest that overall numbers of CHME have declined.
Another possibility is that there are soil piping cavity roosts that bats could be using in the Preserve that
we do not know about and that may have been occupied, unbeknownst to us, in 2020.
All of the sites where we found CHME at CCNP were sites that were also occupied during the 1996 and
2009 surveys, with the exception of two sites, artificial site #2, which was a collapsed and unusable soil
piping cavity that was recreated in 2010 in a project led by D. Carter, and Arch 2. However, for the two
most important sites in 1996 that routinely held >= 10 CHME (North spur and T Cave), we only saw two
and one CHME, respectively (though in both cases the bats appeared pregnant). In our monitoring, Y
cave and Arch 2 were the most important sites, with 9 and 5 CHME, respectively.

Colossal Cave Mountain Park
In 1996, Carter and Peachey (1996) surveyed all of the known CHME roosts on 24 July and 27
September, yielding 26 and 10 CHME, respectively (Table 3). Individuals were distributed among 5
roosts on the July survey and between 2 roosts on the September survey. There were 4 roosts that at
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any one point had ≥ 5 CHME using them—Carter Cave, Arkenstone Cave, Bearpaw Cave, and Sugarloaf
slot. Carter Cave and Arkenstone Cave held 11 and 7 CHME, respectively, during the July survey.
In 2020, staff revisited these features on 12 June and counted only a single CHME using Bearpaw Cave
(Table 4). We did not survey Arkenstone Cave due to restricted access, but exit counts in May and
September of 2018 yielded 3 and 5 CHME, respectively. Even assuming that Arkenstone Cave may have
harbored approximately 3 adult CHME during June 2020, we noted what may be significantly fewer
CHME in CCMP compared to numbers that occurred in 1996. For example, on 15 May 1996, Carter and
Peachey (1996) report 11 CHME distributed among these same features at CCMP. This is relatively early
in the season, and all of these bats were adults. Assuming that Arkenstone Cave held 3 adults in 2020,
plus the one adult we observed in Bearpaw Cave, that is a decline of about 33% of adult CHME in the
known roosts at CCMP. We detected no CHME occupancy of 4 roosts that in 1996 at approximately the
same time of year were occupied.
Table 3. Number of Mexican long-tongued bats (CHME) detected during comprehensive site surveys
across years, at Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Two sites included in the 1996 surveys, but that never
harbored bats during that year or during periodic assessments in subsequent years, were not included
in the 2020 monitoring effort. Arkenstone Cave was not assessed in 2020, though monitoring in 2018
confirmed that CHME were still using the site.
Year
Monitoring Date
Number of CHME
Roost sites visited
(juveniles + adult)
July 24
26
7
1996
September 27
10
7
2020
June 12
1
4
Table 4. Bat species (Mexican long-tongued bats; CHME and Townsend’s big-eared bats; COTO)
observed at roost sites, across monitoring years
Feature Alias
1996
2009
2020
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
Cienega - 6
CHME
CHME
--Cienega - 2
CHME
CHME
CHME, COTO
Cienega - 8
CHME
CHME
CHME
Cienega - 1
CHME, COTO
CHME, COTO
CHME
Cienega - 9
CHME
CHME
CHME
Cienega - 3
CHME, COTO
CHME
CHME
Cienega - 7
CHME
CHME
---Cienega - 11
CHME
CHME
---Cienega - 13
CHME, COTO
CHME, COTO
CHME
Cienega - 12
---?
--Cienega - 4
N/A
CHME
COTO
Cienega - 5
N/A
N/A
CHME
Cienega - 10
CHME
CHME
CHME, COTO
Cienega - 14
CHME
?
---Colossal Cave Mountain Park
Colossal - 2
CHME
Not checked
--Colossal - 5
CHME
Not checked
--Colossal - 4
CHME
Not checked
--Colossal - 8
CHME
Not checked
CHME (2018)
Colossal - 7
---Not checked
Not checked
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Colossal - 1
Colossal - 6
Colossal - 3

CHME
---CHME

Not checked
Not checked
Not checked

CHME
Not checked
----

Seasonal presence of Mexican long-tongued bats
CHME is considered to be migratory with individuals occurring in southern Arizona and southwestern
New Mexico between May and October. Evidence suggests that only breeding females and young of the
year are found in the United States, while breeding males remain in Mexico and Central America year
round (AZGFD 2011). The earliest dates CHME were observed in CCNP by biologists Carter and Peachey
were of individuals on 19 April and 5 May, though CHME more typically arrives in this area in May.
Cryan and Bogan (2003) hypothesize that the presence of both early and late-flowering Agave species
may be important to ensuring site occupancy of this species. Most sites that they surveyed had
blooming Schott’s or shindagger agave blooming nearby before mid-June, after which blooming
Palmer’s agave were present. Agave palmeri is found both north and south of CCNP, and shindagger
grows in abundance on limestone substrates, particularly north of Cienega Creek. Saguaro cactus
flowers are another key food source for Mexican long-tongued bats, and saguaro are abundant in the
adjacent uplands. Though saguaro may flower in small numbers at various times of the year, the bulk of
the flowering takes place in late May to early June (Renzi et al. 2019).
Pollen analysis from guano collected at two sites in the Preserve during 1996-1997 showed that saguaro,
shindagger, and Palmer’s agave pollen constituted almost the entirety of the pollen in the guano.
Saguaro pollen was found in guano between April-June, and pollen from the two agave species made up
the majority of the identified pollen during the rest of the season. (Van de Water and Peachey 1997;
Carter and Peachey 1996). Schott’s agave blooms substantially earlier in the summer than does
Palmer’s agave and is likely the primary native agave available before June-July. The authors emphasize
that late-blooming individual agaves (presumably Palmer’s agave) are important to this population of
CHME based on their dominance in late season guano pollen (Van de Water and Peachey 1997).
Repeated observations made at CHME roosts in CCMP and the Preserve suggest that in most cases local
CHME numbers start declining by mid to late October, when bats presumably migrate south. For
example, seasonal roost monitoring at the Preserve during 1994-1997 showed that CHME numbers had
begun declining, during mid and late October site visits. However, at one site, a limestone cave with an
adit inside, Carter and others made multiple observations of CHME across different years where bats
were seen in mid-November, and one year two CHME were observed at this feature on 27 February.
These individuals were almost certainly the same individuals that had been observed in mid-November
the year before at this same feature. This limestone cave almost certainly has a more favorable thermal
environment for any overwintering CHME, compared to the much shallower and less insulated soil
piping cavities used during spring through fall.
There are periodic observations of CHME in the Tucson area during winter, but we don’t know whether
these observations may suggest that small numbers of CHME may overwinter in the Tucson area, and
whether there is any positive trend in this occurrence given the widespread use of backyard
hummingbird feeders during the winter. A recently deceased CHME was found in a Tucson backyard in
the winter of 2008-2009 (J. Fonseca, personal communication). During a camera trap study in the
Tucson Mountains, a CHME was photographed north of Gates Pass Road, Tucson Mountain Park, on
12/4/2008 (Haynes et al. 2010).
A search of specimen records from the University of Arizona Museum of Natural History’s mammal
collection shows that most specimens of this species in the museum were collected during summer to
early fall. However, two CHME were collected on 11/21/1999 and 11/26/1959 in the Rincon Mountains
and near Dragoon, AZ, respectively. Additionally, one specimen was collected in Green Valley on
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2/5/2004. Hoffmeister (1970) discusses the CHME found in 1959 as being in poor condition and possibly
not being able to migrate. Carter and Peachey (1996) discuss additional observations of overwintering
CHME in the Tucson area. For example, following especially cold temperatures in January of 1997, four
CHME that had been feeding from a homeowner’s hummingbird feeder on prior nights were suddenly
found dead on the back porch. Another observation is of > 20 CHME roosting at a site in Saguaro
National Park East on December 17, 1997 (Carter and Peachey 1996). While observations such as these
show that some individual CHME may overwinter in or near urban/rural areas with artificial food
sources (but note the specimen collected in 1959 when hummingbird feeders were not commonplace),
it is likely that these individuals may not fare well during especially cold or inclement weather, and it is
clear that the majority of CHME do migrate south. Whether there already is, or may be in the future,
any increasing trends in numbers of CHME overwintering in Tucson is unknown. Furthermore, if most or
all males and associated breeding occurs in portions of their range south of Arizona, it is unclear how
overwintering females, including first year females, may be able to reproduce, unless males are also
present in Arizona or if some individuals do not reproduce every year.

Timing of reproduction for Mexican long-tongued bats
In Arizona and New Mexico each female gives birth to a single, well-developed offspring in mid to lateJune to early July (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 1987; AZGFD 2011). Females arriving in Arizona in May from
overwintering areas in Mexico are already pregnant, which the observations of Carter and Peachey
(1996) support. The newly born offspring is well-developed and has a thick covering of fur, which is not
common in bats (Mumford and Zimmerman 1962; AZGFD 2011). For example, Mumford and
Zimmerman (1962) reported six females using a cave roost in southeastern Arizona on 19 June 1960,
where four of the females had attached young and two females were pregnant. In CCNP, females with
pups attached have been observed on 4 and 26 June 1993 (the pup observed on 4 June was newly born;
W.D. Peachey, unpublished observations) and 11 June 2020 (this monitoring report). Some females that
we observed in the monitoring reported here, on 11 June 2020, appeared to be heavily pregnant.
Additional monitoring data from 18 May 2009 showed that of 38 adult CHME counted at different roosts
in CCNP, at least two, and possibly 3 females had attached young visible (D. Carter, unpublished data).
Carter and Peachey (1996) indicated that most young at roosts in CCNP were born in June, and that by
mid-July young were volant, though juveniles were substantially less likely to fly out of a roost compared
to adults. Interestingly, female CHME routinely carry their pups with them while foraging or moving
between roost sites, unlike some species, including lesser long-nosed bats (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 1987;
AZGFD 2011; Carter and Peachey 1996).

Artificial roost creation and long-term success
Don Carter, biologist and park manager at Pima County Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation and Iris
Rodden, Pima County, retired, have long championed the inventory, monitoring, and site restoration
and rehabilitation of bat roosts on Pima County lands, including for sites in Cienega Creek Natural
Preserve and Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Don and Iris spearheaded three different roost creation and
stabilization projects in the Preserve, in partnership with AZGFD and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s
Partners for Fish and Wildlife program. One of these artificial roosts was created in 2005 from a
collapsed soil piping cavity and has two entrances (Appendix A). During periodic monitoring visits over
the years, this feature has continued to be used by both COTO and CHME. During 2007, it held a group
of COTO that may have been a small maternity colony (though this observation could have also been a
fall ‘swarming’ aggregation of bats given that it was observed in mid-September). Another artificial
roost was created from a soil piping cave in which the central chamber had collapsed, leaving a large
sink hole, that had two openings on either side that opened up into the dirt banks of two different
drainages. This roost was created in 2010, and has been regularly used by CHME over the years
(Appendices A, D). Another project completed in 2015 stabilized an already existing soil piping cavity
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that was in danger of becoming unusable due to rapid erosion. This site has regularly been used by both
COTO and CHME over the years (Appendix D). These results demonstrate that both of these bat species
will reliably use artificially constructed roosts in these environments and show continued occupancy
over many years (15 years in one case).

Other bat species known to be present
Pallid bats
Pallid bats (Antrozous pallidus) have long been known to use some of the soil piping cavities detailed
here for night roosts in the Preserve. This use was first documented in 1994, and was addressed in
Czaplewski et al. (2018) who analyzed the diets of these pallid bats as inferred from discarded insect
parts collected in these soil piping night roosts. The authors make clear that it was only very rarely that
small numbers of pallid bats made use of these features as day roosts, and they referenced a known day
roost underneath a building’s porch 5 km away in Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Interestingly, the
authors document possible predation by pallid bats on an adult CHME when they found the remains of a
wing from the latter species underneath a pallid bat night roost. Though we did not quantitatively
document these, we noticed similar aggregations of discarded insect exoskeleton parts (e.g., beetle
elytra, Schistocerca sp. grasshopper wings, sphingid moth wings) in a number of the soil piping cavity
roosts, showing that pallid bats continue to use these features.
Pallid bats also use Colossal Cave at times as detailed by staff at Colossal Cave and reported by Wolf
(2019) as referenced in Gicklhorn and Murray (2019). In addition to the day roost underneath a porch
as detailed by Czaplewski et al. (2018), pallid bats have also roosted and reared pups underneath the
porch of a private residence north of Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (I. Murray, personal obs; J. Cowles,
personal communication to I. Murray), though in recent years this particular roost has had little to no
occupancy of pallid bats, possibly due to drought conditions and its impact to arthropod availability.

Townsend’s big-eared bats
Townsend’s big-eared bats (Corynorhinus townsendii; COTO) have been observed in small numbers (one
or two individuals at a time) using various soil piping cavity roosts in the Preserve as hibernacula as well
as in large groups during the summer, which are presumably maternity colonies (Appendix B). Our
observations, as well as the past observations of Carter and Peachey (1996) indicate that there may be
one large maternity colony that has been seen in different soil piping cavity roosts. Past observers have
observed COTO and CHME using different parts of the same roost site, and the large colony of COTO
that we observed in 2020 was using the same soil piping cavity (though different portions of the roost)
roost site as CHME.
Monitoring in early September of 2018 showed that COTO continue to use Colossal Cave as a roost site.
Bats were harp-trapped at the bat tunnel exit and 7 of 18 captured COTO were females (Gicklhorn and
Murray 2019; Wolf 2019). This trapping was too late in the season to determine definitively whether
this is a maternity colony (i.e., juvenile versus adult status as determined by metacarpal-phalangeal joint
structure would be inconclusive), but monitoring efforts in 2011 showed that this was a COTO maternity
site.

Cave myotis
Cave myotis (Myotis velifer; MYVE) have only been observed roosting in these soil piping cavities on a
very few occasions, and in small numbers (Appendix B). One site that they have been observed using in
the past has eroded to the extent that the small bell-shaped structure in the roof of the roost is no
longer present as confirmed in 2020. Monitoring efforts in September of 2018 showed that between the
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three exits at Colossal Cave (the main entrance, the bat room tunnel, and the bandit’s escape) that 537
bats exited on a single night (Wolf 2019 as referenced in Gicklhorn and Murray 2020). Most of these
were likely MYVE based on a subset of netted bats (of captured bats 99 were MYVE and 18 were COTO).
Monitoring efforts by S. Wolf in 2011 showed that Colossal Cave was likely a bachelor colony of males
during the summer. The monitoring referenced in 2018 yielded 40% female (of 99 captured), so
whether females may raise young in Colossal Cave, or simply use Colossal Cave during fall migration is
not known. Netting earlier in the summer would better address this question. Interestingly, during the
monitoring reported here, Colossal Cave staff indicated that there had been ‘many bats’ present in the
Colossal Cave Bat Room two days before the monitoring visit, where none were observed. This
observation is likely indicative of disturbance and other stressors impacting the bats that having active
tours and staff activity in and near bat areas imposes on these species.

Lesser long-nosed bats
Lesser long-nosed bats (Leptonycteris yerbabuenae; LEYE) are not currently known to roost on Pima
County lands, though individuals forage on and have been captured on some County lands, including
CCNP and CCMP (Gicklhorn and Murray 2019). Up until the 1960s, Colossal Cave hosted a maternity
colony of this species, but changes in cave management resulted in the bats abandoning the site (Wolf
2019 as referenced in Gicklhorn and Murray 2019). During August 2018 Arizona Game and Fish
Department biologists observed one LEYE roosting in a building on a property adjacent to Colossal Cave
(as well as up to 7 CHME using the same building during monitoring visits between 2016-2018 (Diamond
and Moreno 2019).
The sole rock roost site addressed in Carter and Peachey (1997) in CCNP is a limestone cave with an adit
inside that CHME were known to use. Though this site is included within the fenced boundary of CCNP,
it appears to be privately owned. If possible this site should be further assessed, including during the fall
when LEYE are known to be present in the area.

Tree-roosting and other bat species
Many other bat species forage and access water in the riparian habitat at Cienega Creek Preserve, as
well as Colossal Cave Mountain Park (e.g., in Posta Quemada Canyon) as documented through netting
and acoustic detections in these preserves (see Gicklhorn and Murray 2019 for a species list). For some
species use of these areas may be seasonal (i.e., during migration). In the case of CCMP, there are also
ample opportunities for cave and crevice-dwelling bat species to use features in the rocky ridges and
cliffs throughout the park.
Riparian deciduous forest in Posta Quemada Canyon (CCMP) and CCNP is sure to provide roosting
habitat for tree-roosting bat such as western red and western yellow bats, both of which have been
captured in both of these areas. Western yellow bats (Lasiurus xanthinus; LAXI) are known to breed in
the Tucson area, as indicated by non-volant pups being found at places such as Agua Caliente Park and
during palm frond trimming in Tucson (e.g., Wolf and Shaw 2007) and may raise young in these two
preserves as well (they appear to prefer roosting among the dead fronds of standing palm trees, though
also use deciduous riparian forest trees). While western red bats (Lasiurus blossevillii; LABL) are known
to be migratory and may use some of these lands during migration, this species may also breed in these
riparian woodlands, as indicated by LABL being netted in CCNP during June, July, and August (Carter and
Peachey 1996; Pima County Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation, unpublished netting data) and in
CCMP during early July (Carter and Peachey 1996). Furthermore, there is a record of a lactating female
LABL captured in August just south of the project area, in the Santa Rita Mountains (AZGFD 2011).
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A moderate to large bat colony also occurs in the east-most railroad bridge crossing Cienega Creek in the
‘Three Bridges’ area where Marsh Station Road crosses the creek. For example, in July 2020 a walk
underneath this bridge showed large deposits of guano underneath the expansion cracks of the bridge,
much staining of the concrete around those crevices, and many bats vocalizing and even flitting about at
0508 h. We do not know what species these are, but they could be Brazilian free-tailed bats (Tadarida
brasiliensis; TABR), which are well known to occupy bridges in the Tucson area and elsewhere. Given
the time of year that they were observed, this could be a maternity colony (I. Murray, personal
observations). It is likely that bats may also use suitable spaces as roosts in the other bridges as well.

Recommendations
Our results here indicate that there may be a decline in the overall numbers of Mexican long-tongued
bats (CHME) utilizing the known soil piping roosts in the Preserve compared to monitoring done in 1996
and 2009. Additionally, though the total number of CHME has declined, occupancy of the soil piping
roosts has remained similar. With some minor exceptions, the conditions of the roosts in the Preserve
have remained largely intact and have been remarkably stable over the past 25 years. The observations
collated here also prove the long-term success of artificially created and restored soil piping cavity
roosts in being used by both Townsend’s big-eared bats (COTO) and CHME.
The results gathered here suggest that both CHME occupancy and numbers have declined for those sites
in CCMP as well, though we are only comparing two years of data in this case (1996 vs. 2020). Roost
condition in the hard rock features here also appeared to be stable and intact relative to 1996. While it
is likely that human activity in Colossal Cave may impact this or other bat species, only one CHME was
noted in the Bat Room at this site in 1996, and the reductions in numbers were mostly driven by no bat
occupancy at other, more remote and much smaller rock crevice and cave sites.
We acknowledge several important caveats important to interpreting this data. It is difficult to interpret
any definitive trends in the CHME population on these properties because the monitoring here was
done on a single day, and we only have either one (CCMP) or two (the Preserve) other monitoring
periods covering the last 25 years to compare these data with. Furthermore, CHME are known to be
highly mobile, roost in small groups, and may move between roosts frequently. While we think we have
covered the extent of the available roosts in the Preserve, there may be some soil piping cavities that we
are unaware of and that could host CHME or COTO. In the case of CCMP, it is even more likely that
there could be additional roosts in rock crevices or small caves that we do not know about.
In the case of COTO, it appears that the maternity colony that has been noted periodically beginning in
1996 continues to occupy the Preserve, though this colony has been observed in several different soil
piping cavities. Small numbers of COTO also continue to use additional features (i.e., males during the
breeding season) as well as hibernate in some of the soil piping cavities. These observations suggest
that COTO use of these features in the Preserve may be relatively stable. Monitoring in 2018 confirmed
that COTO continue to use Colossal Cave, and this use was last confirmed to be a maternity colony in
2011. Should netting bats again be allowed and considered safe to humans and bats alike (in the
context of risks tied with Covid-19), we may net bats during an appropriate time in summer of 2021 to
assess whether Colossal Cave continues to be used as a maternity site by this species.
We recommend the following:


Assess all of the sites on each property during a single day for future survey efforts
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During one round of monitoring (during a single year), it is preferable to monitor once in early
summer (June) to count adults and once later in the summer once all of the pups have been
born (late July-August)
o If only one assessment of the sites is possible, monitoring during late July-August should
be prioritized, in order to infer reproductive success
o The timing of monitoring should be standardized as much as possible, across years to
maximize the ability to infer any trends
Disturbance should be minimized wherever possible
o Complete site assessments every 6 years may be sufficient to assess roost condition
o Complete site assessments every 3 years to maximize ability to detect any trends in
population numbers
Where possible, any modifications to the tours and other human actions that could minimize
impacts to bats using Colossal Cave should be encouraged.
Monitoring bat use of the limestone cave and adit in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve should be
re-visited, if possible.
As resources allow, surveying the eroding gullies in relevant areas for additional and
undocumented soil piping features that could be used by bats should be done
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Appendix A: Artificial roost creation in collapsed soil piping cavities
(Artificial Sites #1 & 2)
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ABSTRACT
This report describes maternity colonies, day roosts, and over-wintering roosts of the Mexican
long-tongued bat (Choeronycteris mexicana), and the Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus
townsendii pallescens). Both of these species are found in Pima County, Arizona, and occupy
roosts in Pima County’s natural preserves and mountain parks (Carter, Peachy, 1996). In
addition, this report will examine current and potential threats to these bat species and their
roosting habitats, and make recommendations to mitigate these threats.
BACKGROUND
Bat species inhabiting Arizona are found in a wide variety of habitats. Bat habitats in Arizona
have been defined as Sonoran Desert scrub, pine/fir, riparian, oak/chaparral, and Mohave Desert
scrub. Arizona’s bats utilize caves, mines, trees, crevices, bridges, buildings, and other structures
for roosts. Bats of Pima County, Arizona, can be found in several habitats, and utilize all roost
types. Bats appear to select roost sites based on environmental preferences, social activities, and
shelter/refuge needs. Overlap of roost preference does occur within bat species. Generally, only
one or two species are found in the same roost. In effect, each bat species has adapted to specific
roost niches that meet their specific requirements.
Many different bat species utilize man-made structures as roosts, or occupy roosts located in
areas that can be easily accessed by the public. A genuine risk of roost disturbance or
destruction exists in these areas. Other bat species utilize precarious roost sites that are at risk of
environmental damage from erosion and collapse.
DESCRIPTION
The Mexican long-tongued bat is a leaf-nosed bat in the family Phyllostomidae. The Mexican
long-tongued bat is a nectar-pollen-feeder. The Townsend’s big-eared bat is in the family
Vespertilionidae, and enjoys a diet of insects. Both bat species are considered to be mediumsized. The Mexican long-tongued bat has a wingspan of 33–38 cm while the Townsend’s bigeared bat has a wingspan of 30–34 cm.
RANGE
The Mexican long-tongued bat can be found in southern California, southern Arizona,
southwestern New Mexico, the southern tip of Texas, much of northern Mexico, and into central
Mexico. It is widely believed that the Mexican long-tongued bat migrates north from Mexico.
Their migration to maternity sites typically corresponds with the blooming of the saguaro cactus
(Carnegiea gigantea) and other spring blooming plants.
The Townsend’s big-eared bat can be found in the central highlands of northern Mexico,
southern California, northwestern Texas, south-central Kansas, western Oklahoma, and as far
north as the Black Hills of South Dakota.
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HABITAT IN PIMA COUNTY ARIZONA
Both the Mexican long-tongued bat and the Townsend’s big-eared bat can be found in Sonoran
Desert scrub, pine/fir, riparian, and oak/chaparral habitats. Both species prefer similar roost
types (Carter, Peachy, 1996).
Mines
Presently there are only a handful of abandoned mines within the boundaries of Pima County’s
mountain parks and preserves that are known to have bat maternity colonies in them. Most of
these mines were created in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, and consist of horizontal tunnels
(adits) and vertical holes (shafts). Found within these mines are drifts, levels, and crosscuts that
vary in depth and complexity which are potential roost locations for bats and other animals.
Most mine entrances are developed in bedrock. Nearly all of the mine adits in Pima County’s
mountain parks and preserves are relatively stable and, excluding human intervention, should
change little over time. In the Colossal Cave Mountain Park and Cienega Creek Natural
Preserve there are three mine adits. There are probably additional mines within Pima County’s
mountain parks and preserves that have yet to be documented and surveyed.
Roost utilization
The Mexican Long-tongued bat occupies two adits in the Colossal Cave Mountain Park and
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. Other bats, such as the Lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris
curasoae), which is listed as an endangered species, have utilized these sites as well. (Carter,
2001)
Caves
Colossal Cave Mountain Park (and the surrounding area) probably contains the greatest number
of natural cave systems within Pima County. Within Colossal Cave Mountain Park there are at
least three known caves that provide bats with roost habitat.
Roost utilization
Mexican Long-tongued bats occupy three caves within Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Very few
Mexican Long-tongued bats utilize the deeper portions of these caves. It has been speculated
that these are adult males who migrated north with the females, or that are year-round residents.
(Carter, 1998)
Rock Shelters
Similar to caves and mines, rock shelters are typically formed in bedrock or hardpan layers.
Rock shelters are shallow structures that provide roosts for bats and shelter for other wildlife.
Rock shelters typically have one entrance. Inside rock shelters are dome shaped rooms or other
spaces large enough to provide roost and shelter needs for bats and other wildlife.
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Roost utilization
In Pima County’s mountain parks and preserves, there are numerous rock shelters that have been
surveyed for bat activity. Of these, only one (in Colossal Cave Mountain Park) can be
categorized as a Mexican Long-tongued bat maternity colony roost site. Again, there may be
other sites that have not been located.
Soil-piping Caves
For the purpose of this report, only the soil-piping caves of the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve
will be described. Soil-piping caves are found adjacent to the primary, secondary, and tertiary
drainages within the preserve. They form on terraces that typically have steep, eroded banks. In
periods of high precipitation, sink holes form in the rain-saturated sandy-silt-loam soils. As the
water percolates down into the soil it follows the path of least resistance. The gully-eroded
banks provide outlets for the water above. Gravity takes its course, and in time, water drains
down through a hole on top of the terrace and exits out a soil-piping cave at the base of the bank.
Soil-piping caves will continue to enlarge as long as water drains through them, causing their
inner walls to widen. Eventually, collapse of the structure will occur leaving behind a deep scar
in the already deeply channel-cut bank.
Historically, the majority of the soil-piping caves in the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve appear
to have developed during the monsoons of 1885, 1887, and 1890 (AZ Daily Star, 1880 - 1890).
Photographs and written documents from that era indicate that large-scale gully erosion took
place in a very short period of time. Geologic features, along with archeological evidence, point
to large-scale soil deposition followed later by gully erosion and soil-piping features in the
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. There are indications suggesting that this is a cyclical pattern
along the Cienega Creek.
Roost utilization
The Mexican long-tongued bat and the Townsend’s big-eared bat are the predominate bat species
utilizing the soil-piping caves as maternity roost sites in the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. In
addition, Pallid Bats (Antrozous pallidus), Cave bats (Myotis velifer), Western Pipistrelle
(Pipistrellus hesperus), and other Myotis species have been observed in the soil-piping caves
(Carter, Peachy, 1996).
BIOLOGY AND MATERNITY COLONY BEHAVIOR
The Mexican long-tongued bat and the Townsend’s big-eared bat migrate into Pima County in
the spring when the females are pregnant. By the end of June and into July, both bat species are
giving birth.
The Mexican long-tongued bat occupies mines, soil-piping features, caves, buildings, and similar
features that provide semi-dark conditions. The Mexican long-tongued bat seems to prefer to
hang in elevated dome shaped areas of mines, caves, and rock shelters as well as hanging from
roots or other objects that extend from the ceiling (Carter, 1998).
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The Townsend’s big-eared bat is primarily found occupying mines, soil-piping features, and
caves. However, instances of Townsend’s big-eared bats utilizing buildings have been observed
(AZG&F, 2001). Townsend’s big-eared bats will hang on the ceiling or walls of the roost
(Carter, 1998). The Townsend’s big-eared bat can often be found in the same roost as the
Mexican Long-tongued bat, but seems to prefer the darker reaches of roosts. However, the
Mexican long-tongued, is often found not far from the roost entrance during day light hours. It is
not uncommon for both of these bat species to be found in deeper reaches of caves and mines
(Carter, 1998).
Maternity colony roosts have the largest number of bats in them during the summer months
when females are giving birth and raising their young. With the exception of juvenile males, the
adult male bats normally stay separated from the females and young of the year (Cockrum,
Petryszyn, 1992). Maternity colony roost sites have been utilized year after year by the same bat
species, and possibly the same individual bats. Both of these bat species have small overwintering populations in Pima County (Carter, 1998). The survival of these over-wintering bats
is often precarious. Finding shelter that will provide for good thermal regulation is imperative.
Of these two bat species, only the Townsend’s big-eared bat hibernates (AZG&F, 2003). The
Mexican long-tongued bat remains active throughout the year (Carter, Peachy, 1996), utilizing
hummingbird feeders in the winter months.
Maternity colonies are most vulnerable to disturbance and predation during June, July, and
August. Young, non-volant bats cling to their mothers for several weeks after birth. If humans or
predators enter the roost at this time, the females could be forced into flight. On occasion, hasty
escapes cause young bats to lose their hold on their mothers and fall to the ground. If the young
bat survives the fall, reconnecting with its mother becomes a matter of life and death. Young,
volant Mexican long-tongued bats often are reluctant to flee when there is a disturbance in the
roost. The adults of the colony will readily exit the roost leaving their young behind. On
occasion the young bats will fly around the roost, only to land in precarious positions on the
walls, ceiling, or sometimes the floor. By mid-August, the young bats that do make floor
landings do not seem to have great difficulty re-gaining flight (Carter, 1998). However, prior to
this time, flight strength and skill are probably inadequate to allow them to escape predators, or
sustain flight without mishap. Despite this vulnerable time period, there does appear to be a low
mortality rate within the maternity colonies of the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (Carter,
Peachy, 1996). However, this could change if disturbances increase within the roosts.
Roost behavior
Both of these bat species are gregarious. The Mexican long-tongued bat typically has a much
smaller roost population than the Townsend’s big-eared bat, which has been found in colonies of
more than 100 bats in the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (Carter, 1996). Although Townsend’s
big-eared bats cluster tightly together, like many other bat species, individuals will separate
themselves from the colony. Mexican long-tongued bats tend not to cluster tightly together.
Instead, they tend to remain a short distance from other bats in the colony. Mexican longtongued bats seem prefer distance from other bats in the roost. Offspring of the year seem to be
an exception. Volant young of the year can often be seen following their mothers around the
roost. When the mothers land, or hang, the young follow suit. Mexican long-tongued bats
continue this behavior late into the season. Squabbling among their own species is common, but
the Mexican long-tongued bats seem to limit their behavior to vocalizations and posturing,
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although wing slapping does take place on occasion (Carter, 1996). As the weather cools and
fall approaches, the Mexican long-tongued bats roost closer together in loose clusters. Migration
from the maternity sites generally follows within a few weeks of this pseudo-clustering behavior
(Carter, 1998). Because the Mexican long-tongued bats do not cluster tightly together, one
might hypothesize that they have a lower incidence of diseases in their colonies.
MANAGEMENT CONCERNS
One of the greatest potentials for roost destruction for the Mexican long-tongued bat and
Townsend’s big-eared bat in Pima County comes in the form of erosion. Soil-piping caves in the
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve are being destroyed due to natural weathering processes,
gravity, burrowing wildlife, and human activities. There are some areas in the Cienega Creek
Natural Preserve that appear to have small soil-piping caves forming. However, in most cases
these areas are only producing gully erosion and not soil-piping caves. This seems to be
primarily due to the stabilized railroad beds which now have well established and regulated
drainages along them slowing or even preventing erosion. When the railroad was first installed,
the practice of rerouting drainages away from the railroad bed was not done with the greatest of
care. Hence, much of the erosion we see today is, in part, a result of the railroad’s practices of
the past.
Bat roost disturbance and destruction due to urban encroachment, and the associated activities, is
an ever-increasing reality. Pima County has the second largest human population in the state of
Arizona, and is the second fastest growing county in the state. Due to the large numbers of
people seeking outdoor recreation, areas once thought of as “remote” or “undesirable” for
recreation are now becoming popular, i.e. mines and abandoned structures. All-terrain vehicle
(ATV) use is at an all-time high, and continues to grow in popularity. These vehicles can
traverse even the roughest terrain. Many cases have been documented of ATV’s driving through
sensitive areas ignoring fences and warning signs. Urban encroachment near natural preserves
and mountain parks gives local residents easy access to areas once difficult to get to. Not only
does the impact from humans increase with urban sprawl, but the impact of domestic pets such
as house cats increases also. Other activities such as hiking, mountain biking, hunting, and
horseback riding all can contribute to roost disturbance. Not only are bats and their roosts
affected by the increasing numbers of people in natural resource areas, but other vulnerable
species are affected as well. People are curious and want to explore mines, caves, and rock
shelters. There have been several cases where bats have been shot by shotguns and other firearms
while still in their roosts. Such is the case in the recently acquired Tucson Mountain Park
property near Irvington Place. A mine with a large maternity colony of California leaf-nosed bats
was vandalized, and several bats were killed by shotgun blasts. It’s not just poachers and
vandals that cause problems for the maternity colonies. Improperly conducted scientific research
can cause roost abandonment or injury to the bats as well.
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ARTIFICAL SITE #1 PROJECT SUMMARY
o The target area for the project is located at T16S, R17E, and section 28.
o An artificial roost will be constructed where a previous soil-piping cave existed.
A framework of ½ inch rebar and lath will be constructed, which will then have
soil placed on the top and sides of the structure to create a soil cave environment.
Typical of most soil-piping caves, there will be entrance and exit holes to the
cave, which will be no larger than 4 feet by 3 feet. To create a darker internal
environment while still allowing for a twilight condition to exist, the entrance and
exit will be slightly offset from each other. This design is consistent with other
naturally occurring soil-piping caves in the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve.
Depending on the exact location, there may be an additional smaller side exit hole
integrated into the framework. The overall length and shape will vary based on
the final site decision, but the overall length should be ten to fifteen feet in length.
The interior of the soil cave will have a bell shaped roof at a height of five to six
feet. The ceiling’s bell-shape will provide protection from predators, and will also
create a thermal trap for warm air in the late summer and early fall. Careful
attention will be given to erosion concerns.
o Stabilization of the soil-piping cave will be done by installing a sturdy internal
framework of ½ inch rebar and lath inside of the existing soil-piping cave.
Footings will support the framework. Mortar and local clays will be utilized on
the ceiling and walls. The natural walls and ceiling will eventually collapse and
press against the artificial internal walls and ceiling. The mortar or mud on the
internals walls and ceiling will provide a natural roosting texture as well as
structural integrity. The framework will be constructed starting at the entrance
and progressing into the soil-piping cave. The framework and lath will be
installed as close to the soil walls and ceiling as possible.
o The artificial roost construction will begin in August of 2005, and should be
completed by October 2005. The roost stabilization project will begin in
November 2005 and should be completed by February 2006. These starting dates
will allow work to begin without creating any disturbance to bat species utilizing
nearby roosts, or within the roost to be stabilized. Nearly all sites are abandoned
by October 30th. All construction will be completed by March 2006. Tim Snow,
with Arizona Game and Fish Tucson, will be contacted if any bat species are
found to be over wintering or hibernating in the soil-piping cave that will be
stabilized.
o The project summary report will be completed no later than May 30, 2006.
o The final project report will be completed no later than June 30, 2006.
o The artificial roost site and the stabilized soil-piping cave will be monitored for
use by the Mexican long-tongued bat and the Townsend’s big-eared bat
throughout 2006.
o Partners for this project will include the: Cienega Corridor Conservation Council,
Sonoran Institute, and Arizona Game & Fish.
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Arizona Partners for Fish and Wildlife
Project # 1448-20181-09-G570
Bat Roost Colony Enhancement at Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (Artificial Site #2)
Project Summary and Status
Project Summary: An artificial bat roost was constructed in an existing sink hole and degraded former
soil piping cave in the Cienega Creek Natural Preserve (CCNP) using rebar, chain link fencing, and lathe.
This bat roost is intended to mimic the outcome of natural processes that are no longer occurring in the
area, as the loss of the natural sites has prompted an interest in building artificial roosts for the local
bats to utilize. This is the second artificial roost to be constructed in the preserve using similar
techniques and incorporating several bat-friendly architectural elements. The first artificial roost site
was completed in 2005, and by 2007 was used as a maternity roost by Townsend’s big-eared bats and as
a secondary site by Mexican long-tongued bats. We are hopeful that the new artificial roost site will
also be utilized by both of these bat species, hopefully as a maternity roost. Thus far, one Mexican longtongued bat has been observed in the latest artificial site.
2011 Status: The project was completed by May 2010. See Exhibit A for project construction
photographs.
Photo Point: a photo point was established outside of the entrance to the new artificial roost.
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Exhibit A: Bat Roost Colony Enhancement Photographs – Artificial Site #2

Fortifying the walls of the Artificial Roost during the early stages of construction. This site was originally
a natural soil cave in which the ceiling previously collapsed.
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Don Carter, NRPR project manager, wiring a “bell” into the new roof of the soil cave
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The new roof of the bat roost covered with expanded metal and concrete
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The roof of the cave, completed.
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Inside of the cave, looking out of one of the exits.
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Appendix B: 2020 Site Visit Notes and Feature Condition Photos
Appendix redacted due to the sensitive nature human visitation to bat roosts.
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Appendix C: Monitoring Site Locations and Maps
Appendix redacted due to the sensitive nature human visitation to bat roosts.
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Appendix D: Results for All Site Visits: 1996-2020
Appendix redacted due to the sensitive nature human visitation to bat roosts.
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Abstract

The Bighorn Fire burned almost 120,000 acres in the Santa Catalina Mountains before it was contained
on July 23, 2020. Substantial portions of the upstream watersheds for three different drainages
(lowland leopard frogs are known to occur in five different drainages on or near Pima County lands) that
harbor populations of lowland leopard frogs on or near Pima County conservation lands were burned.
When it became clear that the upper watersheds of these important leopard frog populations had been
burned and were thus at risk for damaging debris flows and scouring from any subsequent rainfall, Pima
County biologists began conversations with other state and federal natural resources managers to
proactively translocate representative groups of lowland leopard frogs from two of the populations
occurring in drainages on Pima County lands (Edgar Canyon and Buehman/Bullock Canyons) in an
attempt to establish off-channel populations that could act as an ‘assurance’ in the case of any
catastrophic debris flows that could wipe out in-channel populations. This report details the initial
conversations, scoping, and translocation expeditions that resulted in frogs being moved from Edgar and
Buehman and Bullock Canyons into two different off-channel sites. The poor monsoon rains of 2020
meant that by the end of the monsoon in 2020, there had been no substantial flows to challenge either
the Edgar Canyon or Buehman/Bullock Canyon frog populations, but this risk will remain for years after
the fire. These translocations are an experiment in progress, and whether or not they are successful
remains to be seen. Pima County staff will periodically update this document as any follow up
monitoring observations are gathered.
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Background
During the 2020 Bighorn Fire in the Santa Catalina Mountains (5 June – 23 July, 2020; Figure 1) it
became clear that extensive areas of the upper watersheds of many of the best known remaining
populations of lowland leopard frogs on the eastern side of the Catalinas had burned (Figure 1). Even if
the actual spring or stream stretch occupied by leopard frogs in a particular drainage did not get burned
itself, subsequent precipitation events in the following years would have a high likelihood of introducing
massive debris flows and scouring floods that could negatively impact or even wipe out some frog
populations. These impacts could include decreasing water quality from debris and ash flows, the filling
in of pools with sediment, and the direct impact of massive debris flows scouring or otherwise locally
extirpating frogs. Prior work on lowland leopard frogs in the Rincon and Santa Catalina Mountains has
discussed these issues in depth, including the fact that these threats may loom for multiple seasons
after a burn (Parker 2006; Wallace et al. 2006). Almost all of these important lowland leopard frog
populations are on Pima County conservation lands (see Figs. 2-3; Table 1) and are in canyons that
County staff regularly visit in the course of carrying out various ecological monitoring objectives, as well
as for other management-related needs.

Figure 1. Bighorn Fire perimeter (red) relative to Pima County fee (green) and State lease lands (blue).
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Figure 2. Bighorn Fire perimeter relative to San Pedro River Valley Pima County ranches and
preserves.
Table 1. 2020 Bighorn Fire impacts on Pima County fee and lease (Arizona State Land Department)
lands. These figures ONLY include acreage for those portions of the fire overlapping County
conservation lands.
Bighorn Acres by Ownership
PIMA COUNTY
STATE OF ARIZONA
Total

Acres Hectares
3071.613 1243.065
4415.188 1786.802
7486.8 3029.866

Bighorn by Preserve/Ranch
A7 RANCH
BUEHMAN CANYON
ORACLE RIDGE
SIX BAR RANCH
TESORO NUEVE RANCH
Total

Acres
2474.452
205.3602
454.9334
3513.855
838.1996
7486.8
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Hectares
1001.397
83.10813
184.109
1422.038
339.2147
3029.866

% of Preserve
6.000
19.553
41.959
25.832
25.260

Project Initiation
Before the Bighorn Fire was contained, but after it was clear that it had burned large areas of
watersheds containing lowland leopard frog populations on Pima County conservation lands, County
staff coordinated internally about the importance of translocating lowland leopard frogs from some
vulnerable canyon sites to off-site/nearby ‘assurance’ locations. Soon thereafter County staff contacted
AZGFD (Audrey Owens, Ranid frogs project coordinator) and the Coronado National Forest (Josh Taiz,
District Wildlife Biologist) about the plan to translocate frogs, both of whom agreed upon the need.
County staff provided Audrey with various resources to bring her up to speed on where and what kinds
of sites had lowland leopard frogs on County conservation lands. These include the 2018 leopard frog
monitoring report completed by Office of Sustainability and Conservation staff (Gicklhorn and Murray
2018), a 2012 assessment of lowland leopard frog sites in the Catalinas (Hall 2013; Powell and Swann
2013), and the Pima County Aquatic Species Management Plan (Powell and Fonseca 2019).
Audrey worked with Tom Jones, AZGFD Reptiles and Amphibian program manager, to have Pima
County’s AZGFD Scientific Collecting License modified to allow the County to capture and translocate
lowland leopard frogs. Audrey confirmed that an AZGFD Wildlife Holding Permit would not be needed
for any private location that would receive translocated frogs, because they would be placed there in
coordination with AZGFD. Any sites on land not owned in fee by Pima County, such as lands for which
Pima County holds the grazing leases for from the Arizona State Land Department (ASLD), would need to
be cleared by ASLD staff beforehand, something which would be accomplished through coordination
between AZGFD and ASLD staff. Audrey also indicated that AZGFD does not address lowland leopard
frog management (including translocations) in their aquatic programmatic compliance document which
means that the Department was not able to be a ‘lead’ on the translocations, but rather would only be
able to do so in coordination with Pima County (note that the Ranid Frog Program is updating this to
include lowland leopard frogs).

Prioritizing populations for salvage
Based on analysis of the acreage burned, and the severity of the burn, in each of the watersheds (Figs 24; Table 2), staff ascertained that leopard frogs in Alder, Edgar, Buehman, and Bullock Canyons would be
at the highest risk of any post-fire impacts. See Gicklhorn (2020) for a more detailed discussion on
Bighorn Fire impacts to Pima County lands. Leopard frog populations in Alder Canyon, the population
most likely to be impacted by extreme post-fire flooding and debris flow based on USGS modeling, and
mapped burn severity, are largely on National Forest land (Figs 4-5). Frogs in Edgar, Buehman, and
Bullock Canyons largely occur on County fee lands (Figs 3-5). Of these three canyon populations, frogs in
Edgar Canyon are at a higher risk for being exposed to post-fire related flooding impacts based on
models and burn severity and extent (Figs 4-5).
Other frog populations in were either in watersheds only peripherally impacted by the fire (Youtcy
Canyon, located in the Soza Canyon HUC12), or were completely unburned (Espiritu Canyon). The
decision was made to first attempt a frog salvage at Edgar Canyon and to potentially do a second
salvage from Buehman or Bullock Canyons (Bullock is a tributary to Buehman). Leopard frog populations
in Alder Canyon are on U.S. Forest Service lands, and any potential salvage from this location would
need to be coordinated and led by AZGFD and the USFS.
In general, when prioritizing limited resources, it is important to consider the relative ‘value’ of any
leopard frog site when thinking about a salvage strategy. For example, Buehman and Bullock Canyons
host important frog populations, and likely are the most important lowland leopard frog populations in
the Santa Catalinas in terms of reliably having the largest numbers of frogs (Hall 2013). These canyons
are also connected and frogs from either canyon are probably reasonably representative of the lowland
leopard frog metapopulation distributed across these sites. This means that if available resources were
to indicate that frogs could only be collected from one of these canyons, the ultimate objective of
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maximizing the chances of preserving representation of this metapopulation would still be met.
Furthermore, all else equal, it is important for planning efforts to prioritize preserving representation of
relatively more isolated leopard frog populations, whose genotypes may have less or no representation
elsewhere.

Figure 3. Pima County stream sites with known populations of Lowland leopard frogs. Green denotes
Pima County conservation lands. The Cienega Creek and Espiritu Canyon sites were not affected by
the Bighorn Fire.
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Figure 4. Modeled likelihood of debris flow given a peak 15 minute rainfall intensity of 24 mm/h
(USGS). Watersheds for Alder, Edgar, Bullock, and Buehman Canyon are indicated. Darker colors
indicate a higher probability.
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Table 2. Area, percent area burned (percent of total burned area; totals = 100%), and percent of
HUC12 watershed burned (includes burned and unburned areas mapped within the fire perimeter,
totals < 100%) by watershed and severity.
Alder Wash Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
677.057
4903.681
3780.959
434.221
13.776
9809.694

Hectares
274.001
1984.492
1530.133
175.727
5.575
3969.929

% Area Burned
6.9
50.0
38.5
4.4
0.1
100.0

% Total Watershed
3.7
26.9
20.7
2.4
0.1
53.8

Acres
9.959
2850.063
7184.684
734.208
209.331
10778.914

Hectares
4.030
1153.405
2907.602
297.130
84.715
4362.167

% Area Burned
0.1
26.4
66.7
6.8
1.9
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.0
12.5
31.6
3.2
0.9
47.4

Acres
2.199
6062.617
690.264
162.977
806.027
7724.084

Hectares
0.890
2453.507
279.346
65.956
326.195
3125.894

% Area Burned
0.0
78.5
8.9
2.1
10.4
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.0
57.8
6.6
1.6
7.7
73.6

Acres
243.269
6080.895
3600.463
272.275
703.057
10899.959

Hectares
98.450
2460.904
1457.087
110.188
284.523
4411.153

% Area Burned
2.2
55.8
33.0
2.5
6.5
100.0

% Total Watershed
1.3
31.6
18.7
1.4
3.7
56.6

Rhodes Canyon Severity
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
59.286
264.012
109.405
8.842
382.258

Hectares
23.993
106.844
44.276
3.578
178.690

% Area Burned
13.4
59.8
24.8
2.0
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.0
1.2

Soza Canyon Severity
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
7.345
111.575
147.880
390.095
649.550

Hectares
2.972
45.154
59.846
157.869
262.869

% Area Burned
1.1
17.2
22.8
60.1
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.0
0.4
0.5
1.3
2.2

Buehman Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total
Bullock Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total
Edgar Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total
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Figure 5. Preliminary burn severity classifications overlaid on Pima County preserves. Classifications
are based on Burned Area Reflectance Classification (BARC) satellite data and produced by the Burned
Area Emergency Response (BAER) team for the 2020 Bighorn Fire. HUC12 sub-watersheds shown in
blue.

Selecting translocation sites
All of these canyons and the lowland leopard frog populations therein are in the San Pedro River
watershed. Based on AZGFD guidance, the decision was made during the planning process that any
non-captive sites considered for the release of any captured frogs needed to be within the San Pedro
River watershed, and not the Santa Cruz River watershed. Some potentially suitable translocation sites
in the Redington Pass area were ruled out given their proximity and connectivity to the Santa Cruz River
watershed (additionally, some of those potential sites along Redington Road also harbor invasive aquatic
species, and at least one site already has an extant population of lowland leopard frogs). Although we
do not have enough genetic information to evaluate the relative importance of keeping frogs from
populations in the various drainages distinct, we determined that the most conservative approach
would be to keep frogs from the different canyons separate. That said, based on geographic proximity,
it may be okay to potentially mix frogs from Alder Canyon, the Oracle Ridge Tanks (artificial sites above
Alder Canyon), and Edgar Canyon. Buehman and Bullock Canyons are connected (wet have seen
continuous flow connecting Buehman and Bullock Canyons), thus frogs in those sites are likely already
genetically similar to one another. Frogs from Youtcy and Espiritu canyons could also potentially be
considered to be similar enough to mix (if necessary in the future—these populations are not seriously
threatened by Bighorn Fire burn impacts).
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Figure 6. Edgar Canyon lowland leopard frog population (blue circle, lower right) relative to dirt tank
where translocated frogs were released (blue circle, left side). The two sites are about 6.7 km apart
straight line distance. Split Tank is about 800 m above ephemeral portions of Edgar Canyon.
Audrey conferred with various conservation partner organizations and individuals to evaluate what the
options were for any off-site holding of collected frogs, and County staff looked at potential sites on
County lands, prioritizing sites (mostly dirt tanks) that were close to the drainages from which the frogs
would be collected. Key here is the fact that there are already long-standing connections between
entities and individuals involved in leopard frog and aquatic species conservation, which made this
important part of the process go quickly and smoothly. Equally critical is that County staff and partners
regularly monitor most leopard frog sites here, have done so for many years, and have a continuously
updated knowledge of the status of these frog populations. Further, through monitoring, management,
and other actions, Pima County staff and collaborators have a good knowledge of which potential
translocation sites on or near County lands are likely to be permanent, harbor invasive species, or be
subject to other management considerations.
From the perspective of County management efforts, sites that are on Pima County fee-owned land are
preferred over sites that are located on land that the County leases (i.e., Pima County ranch lands in the
area are made up of a combination of fee and lease land). Any sites that are on lease land would need to
have permissions granted by the land owner. Additionally, County biologists maintained close
communication with other County departments who manage County conservation lands, including the
Pima County Regional Flood Control District’s Open Space Program, Pima County Natural Resources,
Parks and Recreation, and critically the Pima County Rangeland Program. It is important to coordinate
closely with the Rangeland Program when considering possible release sites on County ranches, where
staff are able to identify sites that may or may not be suitable given grazing or other management
actions.
Pima County staff from NRPR and OSC coordinated with Audrey Owens (AZGFD) to capture frogs at
Edgar Canyon on 10 July (Appendix A). Additional help from a volunteer and USFWS biologist Cat
Crawford rounded out the capture team. The team identified a nearby dirt tank on County fee land,
Split Tank (on the County’s Six Bar Ranch; Figure 6), as a suitable site to release the capture frogs. This
tank has held water continuously over many years, and is very close to Edgar Canyon, but protected
from severe flows due to its out-of-channel location. Nearby Davis Mesa Tank also has permanent
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water, but staff have observed what look like ripples from large fish in this tank (in 2017), and these
ripples were again observed by Audrey and OSC biologist Jeff Gicklhorn on the frog capture trip. A third
site that was considered, Mesa Well, is a concrete tank with permanent water supplied by a well, but it
has little shade and almost no habitat structure, as well as being an elevated tank and thus was removed
from consideration. Mesa Well and Davis Mesa Tank are both on State leases held by Pima County (as
part of Six Bar Ranch).

Figure 7. Davis Mesa Tank, Six Bar Ranch. Leopard frog release ruled out due to unidentified surfacing
fish noted on 10 July 2020. On 19 Sept 2017 Brian Powell and Ian Murray noted a large unidentified
fish surfacing here, a single adult lowland leopard frog, and 4 large black-necked gartersnakes. No
leopard frogs have been noted here since the single sighting in 2017.

Figure 8. Mesa Well, Six Bar Ranch. Concrete tank fed by a well. This potential leopard frog release
site was ruled out due to a lack of cover and structure. Arizona State Trust Land Dept had given
AZGFD the okay to release frogs at this site, or at Davis Mesa Tank. This site would be a potentially
suitable site given some relatively minor modifications.
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Figure 9. Buehman and Bullock Canyon lowland leopard frog populations (blue circles in the upper
left) and the release site in a private pond in Cascabel, along the San Pedro River (blue circle, lower
right).
Pima County staff and partners also mounted a second capture trip to relocate leopard frogs from
Buehman and Bullock Canyons on 15 July (see field notes below). Audrey Owens was not available given
other field priorities, but she was kept apprised of the salvage team’s plans. The team decided to
relocate captured frogs from this trip to a privately maintained pond along the San Pedro River in
Cascabel, Arizona, Cochise County (Figure 7). This small pond is maintained via a well and is regularly
monitored. Though this site is considerably further from Buehman and Bullock Canyons, the fact that it
is regularly monitored, did not contain bullfrogs or predatory nonnative fish, and had abundant
herbaceous cover (e.g., unlike the generally denuded banks of a dirt tank on grazed lands) made it a
viable option. If this salvage trip had been able to capture sufficient numbers of frogs to populate two
donor sites (i.e., 40-50 frogs each), we had identified Youtcy Pasture Tank, a dirt tank on Pima County
fee land on A7 Ranch as a good secondary site to release frogs.

Equipment and Procedures for Frog Translocation
We followed the AZGFD Ranid Frogs program frog capture and transport protocol to successfully move
leopard frogs. Audrey Owens oversaw the frog capture at Edgar Canyon and after that field day lent
County staff her equipment for us to use during the Buehman/Bullock Canyon frog capture the following
week, which she was not able to attend.
Equipment includes:
• Large stackable Rubbermaid containers (11” l x 7” w x 3” h) with lids and at least several holes in
sides
• Paper towels
• Coolers for transport
• Frozen icepacks or ‘blue ice’
• 5 gallon buckets with lids
• Dip nets
• Disinfectant
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Frogs were captured with a dip net (Figure 8) or by hand and either placed directly into the Rubbermaid
containers (each with a wet paper towel covering the bottom), or temporarily held in the 5 gallon
buckets with 6-12 inches of water in the bottom to prevent them from jumping out (Figure 9). As soon
as possible, frogs were transferred from buckets into plastic containers, the containers were then lidded
and placed inside of coolers with frozen ice packs packed around them (gauge the amount of cooling
needed concomitant with the weather and transport duration). The cooling reduces stress from
individuals leaping on top of one another as well as preventing them from overheating. Frogs should not
be crowded in the plastic containers, ideally keeping no more than about five frogs in a tub, adjusting for
the size of the frogs (the larger the frogs are the fewer should be placed together). It is best to minimize
the amount of time that frogs are handled, including minimizing handling of frogs with dry hands, or
with lotions, insect repellant, or other substances on them.
Upon arrival at the release site, the plastic tubs were removed from the coolers and slowly warmed up,
by placing them in shallow water at the edge of the release site (Figure 10). If it is a hot and sunny day,
doing this in the shade is preferable, and care should be taken to prevent the inside of the tub from
becoming lethally warm. The frogs will quickly warm up and can be released within 10-15 minutes.
Following the release of the frogs, all plastic containers and equipment used must be appropriately
disinfected to minimize any risk of pathogen spread. If possible, recording data on the donor and
recipient sites, such as water quality and any observations such as numbers of frogs will make valuable
contributions to the longer term conservation and management of these species. Any possible followup monitoring or observations should also be appropriately stored.

Figure 10. Dip netting lowland leopard frogs in Bullock Canyon.
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Figure 11. Lowland leopard frogs temporarily being held in a 5 gallon bucket subsequent to capture in
Bullock Canyon.

Figure 12. Lowland leopard frogs in plastic tubs slowly warming upon being removed from a chilled
cooler.
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Appendix A. Edgar Canyon capture – 10 July, 2020

Audrey Owens (AZGFD), Cat Crawford (USFWS), Jeff Gicklhorn and Brian Powell (Pima County OSC,
NRPR), and volunteer Sho Kroeger, captured 50 lowland leopard frogs (7 adults and 43 juveniles) from
Edgar Canyon (Figure 1). There were four pools/reaches which were all occupied by frogs, and from
which the team captured the 50 individuals. Additionally, three pools held large tadpoles. The team
spent about 2 hours capturing the frogs.
Subsequently all of the frogs were transported to a nearby dirt tank, Split Tank, just north of Edgar
Canyon (Pima County fee land), where they were released (Figure 2). One juvenile frog died during
transport, and Audrey retained this individual as a specimen to preserve for future study. Audrey
surveyed the capture site after the capture was finished, and indicated that she saw at least as many
frogs as were captured, remaining in the pools.
Other nearby sites that were considered for a frog release were ruled out due to the present of
predatory fish (Davis Mesa Tank; Pima County lease land from Arizona State Land Dept; Figure 13) or
were lacking in shade and structure (Mesa Well; well-fed concrete tank; Figure 14).
**On 28 August, 2020**, Jeff Gicklhorn and Ian Murray assessed the lowland leopard frog site in Edgar
Canyon from which frogs were captured. At 1421 h, we took a water quality reading with a calibrated
Hanna waterproof tester from the largest pool (pool pictured below) which is close to the usual
upstream-most extent of frog and topminnow habitat at this site:
pH = 8.58
Conductivity (µS) = 334
TDS = 169 ppm
Water temperature = 28.8°C
Shaded air temperature (at 1 m) = 38.5°C
22.1% Relative Humidity
Based on the condition of the channel and aquatic habitat, we inferred that there had not been a major
flow event at that site in Edgar Canyon at the time of our trip. We walked the full length of aquatic
habitat at the Edgar Canyon site, which was five pools and one stream stretch. We counted 79 adult and
juvenile leopard frogs (46 frogs were in the large upstream-most pool), small numbers of tadpoles, and
one recently deposited leopard frog egg mass. The tadpoles did not have obvious hind limbs, and were
largely observed in one pool. The egg mass was in a stream stretch. We saw many Gila topminnow,
especially in the large pool upstream and the stream stretch. Gila topminnow were introduced to this
site in the spring of 2019.

A-1

Figure A-1. Lowland leopard frog capture in Edgar Canyon.

Figure A-2. Lowland leopard frogs being released into Split Tank, Six Bar Ranch.
A-2

Figure A-3. Edgar Canyon frog monitoring visit on 28 August 2020. Pool pictured is the same as the
pool in Figure 1, here the upstream end of the pool is shown. There were 46 juvenile and adult
lowland leopard frogs in this pool, as well as numerous Gila topminnow.
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Appendix B. Bullock and Buehman Canyon capture – 15 July, 2020
Keeley Lyons-Letts (Saguaro National Park), Alex Binford-Walsh (private citizen/Cascabel Conservation
Association), Marisa Rice (Pima County RFCD), and Ian Murray (Pima County OSC) coordinated to meet
in the early morning at the intersection of Redington Rd and Cascabel Rd, just south of Bingham Cienega
Preserve on July 15, 2020. Everyone traveled in their own vehicles due to the covid-19 pandemic. The
goal was to translocate lowland leopard frogs from Buehman and/or Bullock Canyons before any
potential heavy monsoon rains occurred in the burn scar of the Bighorn Fire (though as it turned out,
the 2020 monsoon season was quite poor here). Capturing and moving around 50 frogs was the goal.
Once we knew our details and timing, Josh Taiz, USFS, assisted us with informing AZGFD law
enforcement that we would be driving through the area. At this point in time, there was still a Wildlife
Manager posted just south of this intersection, on Redington Rd, given the active closure of the area
from the Bighorn Fire. The warden knew to expect us (how many vehicles, etc.) and once we had all
arrived we drove on to Buehman Canyon accessing our first site by crossing the Smallhouse property
adjacent to M Diamond Ranch (the newly installed gate at this private property was unlocked which we
knew beforehand), and then driving across M Diamond Ranch, part of Six Bar Ranch, and ultimately
crossing into Tesoro Nueve Ranch (locked gate).
We parked above Carpenter Spring and hiked down into the canyon bottom to look for leopard frogs.
Between 0923 and 1019 h we looked for leopard frogs in the large pool at the base of the outcrop and
seep in the main canyon bottom (Figure 1), as well as locations up and downstream. There were very
few metamorphs in general, and only one or two in the large pool, which was greatly diminished in size
relative to the state that we often see it in during June wet-dry mapping. There were at least 100 large
leopard frog tadpoles with hindlimbs in the pool as well as many longfin dace. It took a lot of effort to
capture 10 juvenile leopard frogs here, most of which were downstream of the large pool, and widely
scattered across at least 100 meters of the channel. Further downstream there were some additional
pools and some flow with additional areas of dace and smaller concentrations of leopard frog tadpoles,
but frogs were not easy to find (there is also lots of flood-borne woody debris serving as cover. We
noted two dead juvenile leopard frogs in separate pools, one large Sonora mud turtle, several adult
canyon treefrogs where the water occurred near rock outcrops, and one juvenile gila monster (Figure 2).
Bears were moving through the area as evidenced by many scats, some entirely filled with saguaro
seeds.
We had hoped that we could capture sufficient frogs at the Buehman Canyon site, which allows much
easier access since vehicles can be parked nearby and the site accessed by a short walk down the
tributary with Carpenter Springs. This site is heavily shaded by riparian forest and every June during
wet-dry mapping we see lots of leopard frog tadpoles in and near the large pool at the base of the seep
in the main canyon, but the numbers of actual frogs that we see in this part can be variable. There is
much woody debris, logjams, and other cover, as well as a relatively wide channel that often has
multiple braids in it. Much further downstream where there is little canopy and the channel goes
through a narrow section of bedrock and tinajas there are often more reliably large concentrations of
detectable leopard frogs, but hiking into this reach is much more time costly, and parts of this reach are
on State Trust land that the County holds the lease on, rather than fee land. We decided to make an
attempt to capture additional frogs in Bullock Canyon. We had packed up the vehicles and left the
parking area above Carpenter Springs by 1044 h.
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Figure B-1. Main pool in the main channel of Buehman Canyon below the seep with abundant
maidenhair fern. The small pool contained many crowded longfin dace and large lowland leopard frog
tadpoles. The tributary just downstream of this location is that which has Carpenter Spring within it.
We’ve rarely observed leopard frogs in the Carpenter Spring tributary, and did not observe any on this
day. Very little surface water was evident in the tributary.

Figure B-2. Juvenile gila monster in the channel downstream of the large pool in Buehman Canyon.
B-2

We parked at the confluence of Buehman and Bullock Canyons, driving through another locked gate on
Tesoro Nueve in the process, and hiked a cooler, plastic tubs, ice packs, nets, and a 5-gallon bucket with
lid into Bullock Canyon. We noted one fledgling zone-tailed hawk on the ground under a tree near a
nest site about 700 m upstream of the Buehman/Bullock confluence. There was no water until a point
well upstream of the cement dam in Bullock Canyon (Figs 3-5) (approximately just upstream of the first
bedrock ‘pinch point’ above the dam). We could see that the Bighorn Fire had burned some of the
slopes (west side) down to the canyon bottom, but that the slopes immediately above the remaining
flow and pools, as well as the riparian woodland in the canyon bottom, were unscathed. There were
hundreds of juvenile leopard frogs and small numbers of large adult frogs, as well as many leopard frog
tadpoles spread amongst the available water. We noted smaller numbers of canyon treefrog tadpoles
as well.

Figure B-3. Looking downstream towards cement dam in Bullock Canyon. There was no water
downstream of the dam. The Bighorn Fire had burned some of the slopes down to the canyon bottom
further downstream of the dam on the west side (left side of the picture).
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Figure B-4. The ‘usual’ pool and small section of flow downstream of the dam in Bullock Canyon, that
longfin dace have occurred in for at least the past 6 years (likely longer) completely dried, eliminating
the dace from Bullock Canyon. Dace are not capable of moving upstream of the dam.

Figure B-5. Large pool upstream of the cement dam in Bullock Canyon.
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We used a calibrated Hanna waterproof tester to assess the water quality in Bullock Canyon (we did not
do this at the Buehman Canyon site). At Bullock Canyon, readings were:
pH = 8.02
Conductivity (µS) = 488
Water temperature = 30.2°C
We spent about an hour capturing frogs at Bullock Canyon, and ended up with 33 leopard frogs (5 subadult to adult sized frogs and 28 juvenile frogs). Near the end of the capture looming clouds and
lightning to the east-se prompted us to leave the canyon bottom. At around 1246 h we exited via the
Piety Hill Road.
The Piety Hill Road was in fairly good shape (better than last year), and one could see heavy equipment
tracks and there were one or two areas near the road that had been bulldozed/flattened for
turnarounds or parking. There were some areas of very loose and powdery substrate on the road that
caused trouble for one of the vehicles in our group, and there were several ‘bars’ across the road that
caused the jeep to scrape a bit. Mostly the fire had been contained to the west side of that road, though
in a few areas it had escaped to the east side. On the west side there looked to be some variation in
burn severity, interspersed with areas that did not get burned. There were cows hanging out along the
road, including in burned areas, closer to Redington Road. (Figs 6-7). The gate at the Bellota
Preservation Corp land was unlocked (though now it is kept locked).

Figure B-6. Exiting Buehman Canyon via the Piety Hill Road. Note Bighorn Fire scar on the right (west
side). Firefighting personnel had graded parts of the road and created some widened
staging/turnaround areas (pictured).
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Figure B-7. Large portion of landscape, especially west of Piety Hill Road (road visible to left) burned
in the Bighorn Fire. Piety Hill is the peak at right-center.
Marisa and Keeley returned to Tucson via Redington Road, and I followed Alex to the pond release site
that he manages (his Grandmother owns the property) in Cascabel (Figs 8-9). During the drive to
Cascabel there were scattered light rains, and I moved an adult desert box turtle and a juvenile desert
tortoise off of the road. Alex’s pond had emergent and submerged vegetation already, and Alex later
received monetary support from the Cascabel Conservation Association to buy additional riparian plants
for the pond. He also added additional woody cover around the edges of the pond to minimize
predation and has been worked to eliminate the small goldfish that occur in the pond. During the frog
release at his pond we noticed that there were many mid-sized toad tadpoles in the pond already,
implying that the goldfish were not necessarily an impediment to anuran reproduction.
The water quality readings for this pond were:
pH = 8.93
Conductivity (µS) = 817
Water temperature = 27.3°C
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Figure B-8. Lowland leopard frogs being released in private pond at Cascabel. Note abundant aquatic
vegetation and numerous toad tadpoles in the shallow water.

Figure B-9. Well-fed private pond in Cascabel, Arizona where lowland leopard frogs from Buehman
and Bullock Canyon were released. There is a very gentle unidirectional flow in the feature, with
substantial areas of still water near the cattails.
B-7

Appendix C. Habitat enhancement at Split Tank

Split Tank does not have any emergent riparian vegetation along it’s periphery, and subsequently
minimal cover, other than small to mid-sized rocks, for translocated leopard frogs (Figure 1). Any
vegetation that grows along the tank’s perimeter is grazed by cattle within the adjacent pastures. To this
point, County Staff elected to construct a fenced grazing exclosure area to allow for emergent riparian
vegetation to establish over time and provide structural habitat for translocated leopard frogs. This
project was done subsequent to coordinating with Pima County’s Range Management program as well
as the grazing lessee that Pima County works with on Six Bar Ranch.
Split Tank contains a pasture fence running the length of the tank (Figure 1) to allow livestock to drink
from adjacent pastures. This fence is composed of a ½” diameter steel cable strung anchored to two
large 12” diameter stand pipes on either side. The center of the fence is composed of 4x8’ hog panels
suspended from the steel cable and clipped to each other for rigidity. The split fence would allow staff to
anchor one side of the exclosure, thereby reducing the amount of work required. The conceptual plan
was to construct a wedge-shaped, three-strand barbed wire exclosure using only t-posts strong enough
to withstand cattle.
On August 28, 2020 Ian and Jeff drove to Split Tank with construction materials, arriving at
approximately 9am. Due to the exceptionally dry monsoon season, the water level in the tank water was
lower than when frogs were translocated in July. A solitary sandpiper and a small flock of teal were
present at the tank when we arrived. We also removed a recently dead white-tailed deer doe from the
tank, to minimize contamination. The doe appeared to have left two young fawns, which we saw at least
twice, skulking around the thick mesquite to the west of the tank. Prior to starting construction, we
surveyed for any LLF present. Visual and walking surveys only indicated four adult LLF, out of the 49
originally translocated. More frogs were likely present, but this number was somewhat disheartening
and supported the need for additional habitat structure for the frogs to persist (though whether and
when any precipitation would replenish the diminishing tank’s water is also critical).
To start construction, a corner was constructed at the apex of the exclosure (Figure 2). This corner
utilized a single upright t-post, back-tensioned to resist the subsequent tension in the barbed wire. We
utilized two angled t-posts as supports in the direction of pull to also resist movement when tensioned.
Lastly we tied all three t-posts together with highly tensioned straight wire to increase rigidity of the
corner. We then used a strand of barbed wire to identify where the three upright fence supports would
need to go and placed those (Figure 3). Angled supports were then placed for each additional upright
and tied together with straight wire similar to the corner (Figure 3). Three strands of barbed wire were
strung and tensioned around the corner, with the upslope end anchored to one of the support stand
pipes (Figure 4) and the downslope end anchored to the hog panels above the standing water (Figure 4).
Lastly, fence stays were added approximately every three feet to prevent cattle from getting between
the wire strands (Figure 5).
The finished exclosure extended approximately 15 ft perpendicular from the fence on the upslope side
and extended approximately 20 ft along the hypotenuse to the anchor on the downslope side above the
tank (Fig 6). This edge extended inside the existing perimeter of the tank, and as water levels fluctuate,
more or less of the exclosure will be submerged. This is a proof of concept ‘trial’ meant to gauge how
effective this type of low investment habitat enhancement may be for leopard frogs. The hope is that
riparian emergent vegetation will naturally establish within the exclosure, due to lack of grazing
pressure; however, if this does not occur, staff plan to inoculate the exclosure with riparian vegetation
from Edgar Canyon (where LLF were collected from) in 2021.
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Figure C-1. Split fence constructed with suspended ½” wire and hog panels.

Figure C-2. Construction of initial corner and vertical uprights.
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Figure C-3. Construction of diagonal supports for vertical uprights.

Figure C-4. Construction of three-strand barbed wire fence anchored to upright stand pipe (left of
image)
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Figure C-5. Construction of three-strand barbed wire fence with fence stays attached to hog panels on
split fence.

Figure C-6. Completed exclosure viewed from the opposite side of Split Tank.
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Appendix D. Post-release monitoring at pond in Cascabel

On 15 July, 2020 forty-three juvenile to adult lowland leopard frogs were released into a private, wellfed pond in Cascabel, AZ that Alex Binford-Walsh manages. Alex continues to monitor the frog and
ponds, as well as invest in management and enhancements to contribute towards successful growth and
reproduction. The below observations and photographs have been relayed to Pima County staff by Alex.
Pond management – During September 2020, Alex removed 20-30 goldfish. The goldfish are in the 1.5”
– 3.5” range. In November, 2020 Alex removed another 50 goldfish, and estimated at least 20-30
remain. The water is clouded with algae and it is hard to see the fish. Alex plans to build a one way trap
near the narrow end, and is working to train the goldfish to come to food pellets. By September, Alex
had planted ~35 plants (see below). About 12 clumps of sacaton were donated by Sweetwater Center,
and Cascabel Conservation Association contributed $300 towards plants. Also a new irrigation system
for the plants was installed. Additional cut mesquite branches were added to the pond sides to provide
more cover.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Giant sacaton (~10)
Alkali sacaton (~5)
Deer grass (5)
Eleocharis spikerush (4)
Tanglehead (2)
Cane beardgrass (2)
Sand dropseed (2)
Desert honeysuckle (2)
Canyon grape (2)

Frog observations – Major rainfall in late August correlated with relatively few frogs observed in the
pond, with the assumption that many frogs had moved out onto the landscape. During the week of 7
September, 5-6 males were observed chorusing over the course of several days, which Alex recorded
and we posted on our leopard frog page. On 17 September 2020, Alex photographed a single leopard
frog egg mass, and observed 15 individual frogs in the pond. During a cold-spell in mid-October, the
leopard frogs in the pond ‘disappeared’ and have not been observed since (as of 11/19/2020).

D-1

Table D-1. Observations from pond in Cascabel, AZ where lowland leopard frogs were released.
Date
Observations and status
Source
7/15/2020
43 leopard frogs released
Ian Murray/Alex Binford-Walsh
7/20/2020
Habitat improvements at pond
Alex Binford-Walsh
– installing woody cover around
pond perimeter and planting
riparian plants
8/19/2020
17 frogs observed (at night)
Alex Binford-Walsh
8/25/2020
~5 frogs observed (at night) –
Alex Binford-Walsh
after a major rain event – frogs
likely emigrating
9/17/2020
15 frogs observed (at night) –
Alex Binford-Walsh
frogs returned since rain; single
leopard frog egg mass
photographed (picture)
September 2020
One leopard frog observed in
Alex Binford-Walsh
neighbor’s small wildlife water
pond (Ralph’s pond)
September 2020
20-30 goldfish removed from
Alex Binford-Walsh
pond; at least that many
remain; fish are in the 1.5”-3.5”
range
Late September 2020
The eggs hatched and saw one
Alex Binford-Walsh
small tadpole about a week
after photographing the egg
mass
Late September 2020
Photographed unknown ranid
Alex Binford-Walsh
frog at concrete drinker (Sue’s
pond) about 0.4 miles away that
had been observed there on
multiple days by the neighbor
Mid-October 2020
Indicates that after first cold
Alex Binford-Walsh
night (in the 20sF) about a
month before 11/19, the frogs
mostly all disappeared. Note:
this was probably the time of
the cold snap we had in Tucson
as well
11/19/2020
CCA interns assisted with
Alex Binford-Walsh
goldfish capture and removed
50 fish from the pond (picture).
At least 20-30 remain
Late November
Several live frogs obs dormant
Alex Binford-Walsh
in the water feature; one dead
frog, ventral side up, laying at
the bottom – no sign of damage
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Figure D-1. Well-fed pond in Cascabel, AZ where lowland leopard frogs from Bullock/Buehman
Canyons were released. Woody debris (saltbush limbs and mesquite) placed around the edges to
provide cover.

Figure D-2. Pond in Cascabel, AZ with riparian plants being added. Plants are watered via a drip
system.
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Figure D-3. Pond in Cascabel, AZ showing input from well, riparian vegetation, and flowing water.

Figure D-4. Translocated lowland leopard frogs photographed on 17 September 2020, at pond in
Cascabel, AZ. Frogs have grown substantially relative to size at release.
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Figure D-5. Translocated lowland leopard frog and recently laid egg mass photographed at Cascabel,
AZ pond on 17 September 2020.

Figure D-6. Map showing leopard frog release site (Main pond) relative to two other features (Sue’s
pond = cement drinker; Ralph’s pond = muddy, shallow pool) that frogs were observed using in
September 2020. Alex confirmed one lowland leopard frog using Ralph’s pond, and photographed an
unidentified ranid frog in Sue’s Pond, which is 0.4 miles away from the Main pond. The nearest
permanent water along the river is 8-10 miles from the Main pond.
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Figure D-7. Cement drinker, Sue’s Pond, ~0.4 miles from the lowland leopard frog release site where
an unidentified ranid frog was photographed in September (below).

Figure D-8. Unidentified ranid frog in shallow drinker ~0.4 miles from lowland leopard frog release
site.
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Figure D-9. Fifty goldfish removed in November from pond in Cascabel, AZ where lowland leopard
frogs were released. Another 20-30 likely remain.
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Huachuca Water Umbel Collection – 4 November 2020
Las Cienegas National Conservation Area
Requirements
• AZ Dept of Agriculture Scientific Research Permit for the Collection of Protected Native Plant
Species and Parts Thereof
o Required because a State protected plant needed to be moved from non-County lands
(BLM lands) to County lands (Native Plant Nursery)
o Scott Schade, Special Investigator #272 (sschade@azda.gov; 520.628.6317 Office;
520.488.2840 Cell) is the contact to process the permit
 Processed and issued permit in a matter of days
 Check in with Scott first to see if the permit template has changed (see current
template in Appendix A.
• BLM Research Permit
o Required to collect the plants on BLM lands
o Pima County provided a short summary of the research proposal (why plants were being
collected) and general location where plants would be collected from
o Tucson Field Office of the BLM issued a letter authorizing the collection which the
Assistant Field Manager, Margarita Guzman digitally signed
o Theresa Condo, Biological Science Technician (tcondo@blm.gov; 520.258.7225) was the
person to coordinate the permit and is Pima County’s point of contact
o See Appendix B for the BLM letter and research proposal
• USFWS permit 10(a)1(A)
o Collecting umbel from federal lands (or anywhere) was not included in the MSCP and is
not a covered activity
 Subsequently this action would require a USFWS permit
• Option 1 = have a biologist from USFWS AZ Ecological Services office
accompany the field collection outing and then they would report the
collection under their permit (personal communication from Julie
Crawford and Doug Duncan)
o We leveraged this option
• Option 2 = someone from Pima County can be made an ‘agent’ of the
Service by signing them up as a volunteer; volunteers are covered by
the Services permit and the action would be reported accordingly
(personal communication from Doug Duncan)
• Option 3 = Pima County applies for and receives a 10(A)1(A) permit –
this is not desirable due to the extra time and resources involved
Jeff Gicklhorn and Ian Murray met BLM biological science technician Theresa Condo, Pima County Native
Plant Nursery program coordinator Andrew Hatch, and USFWS fish and wildlife biologist Doug Duncan at
the Empire Ranch headquarters at 9AM on 4 November 2020, to caravan out to the Huachuca water
umbel (HWU) collection site along Cienega Creek, in Las Cienegas National Conservation Area. This
location was based on information that Jeff Simms, retired BLM aquatics biologist had provided us
regarding where ample growth of HWU would be found.

Between 27-28 October the Tucson area had received close to freezing low temperatures, which meant
that the area where the HWU was growing had likely experienced a hard frost during that time. Jeff
Simms and Dennis Caldwell had also visited the area with the HWU that we were going to collect on 26
October, and had noticed that many areas had dried since BLM had done wet-dry mapping in June, and
HWU had been lost or was not detectable (due to exceptionally poor 2020 monsoon precipitation).
Dennis mentioned that on 26 October there was not any water downstream of the point where we
dropped down into the main channel. Jeff Simms commented that while he did not see HWU at the
location he had given us, he had walked a few hundred meters upstream and had located umbel and
plenty of water. Given this, we did not know what to expect, and we were prepared to search upstream
of the original point to locate the HWU.
We hiked down into the main channel from where we parked, and ended up walking about 600 m
before coming to a runoff channel with no surface water, but damp soil, that held more than enough
clumps of umbel (Figs. 1-3) to satisfy our permitted take of 20 plugs (each plug was at least several
visible clumps of umbel, along with all of the underground rhizomes, that collectively fit into a one
gallon pot about 6 inches across. The main channel held continuous flow of water from where we
entered the stream bed, until where we dug up the HWU. In places, it appeared that the presence of
water was likely recent, as we could see submerged clumps of grasses, and nobody noted any fishes.
Doug felt that the reduction in plant evapotranspiration may have led to increases in the length of flow,
relative to 26 October. Jeff saw two adult leopard frogs, which based on where we were in the
downstream portions of Cienega Creek within LCNCA, could have been lowland leopard frogs. In the
past both Chiricahua leopard frogs and lowland leopard frogs were present in this reach, but in the last
few years most frog observations in the general area have been lowland leopard frogs (Dennis Caldwell,
personal communication).
We carefully dug up 20 plugs from within an approximately 2 m long stretch of runoff channel.
Upstream of this higher density HWU site in the runoff channel, we had found more isolated and smaller
clumps of HWU, but we focused our collection in the area of higher density. In general, herbaceous
plants in the riparian forest understory looked like they had indeed been exposed to a frost, and were
either damaged or already senescing. Many leaves from the deciduous trees, especially Goodding’s
willow, had already browned/yellowed and had fallen on the ground, partially blanketing the surface in
areas. The HWU was no longer bright green and turgid, it appeared to have experienced frost damage
and the aboveground parts were starting to die, though in many cases green was still visible. Even in the
runoff channel where we found ample umbel, the clumps were not in a single continuous mat, and took
some searching and scraping away of the leaf litter and other herbaceous growth to locate. We did not
need to dig up soil around the plugs that was more than 4-5 inches deep, but at the conclusion we did
fill in any left-over holes with adjacent soil.
The runoff channel with the umbel was partially shaded by a canopy of Goodding’s willow, velvet ash,
and Fremont cottonwood, and had a dense, but mixed growth of herbaceous vegetation including
Schoenoplectus americanus (which was not especially dense or tall here), Eleocharis sp., and Equisetum
sp. The herbaceous vegetation had to be parted in most places, in order to isolate the clumps of umbel
within. Cow hoofprints dimpled the soil in the area, though we did not see recent signs of cattle here.
Slightly higher and drier areas nearby held more grasses, including Bermuda grass. The soil in the lowest
point of the runoff channel was very moist, though ridges of soil that were slightly higher, such as those
that were on the edges of old cattle hoofprints, were much drier.

Figure 1. **Location redacted**

Figure 2. **Location redacted**

Figure 3. Narrow runoff channel on the NE side of the main channel of Cienega Creek where HWU was
collected. Schoenoplectus, Eleocharis, Equisetum, and other grasses were abundant. There was no
surface water in this channel, though the soil was moist.

Figure 4. Narrow stretch of runoff channel where plugs of HWU were removed. In this picture, many of
the fallen leaves had already been brushed away. Stretches of this runoff channel several meters
upstream had a thicker growth of herbaceous vegetation. Pictured from right to left are Andrew Hatch,
Theresa Condo, Doug Duncan, and Ian Murray.
Andrew brought all of the supplies that we would need for the collection from the plant nursery. This
included one gallon pots, extra soil (Tanks), trowels, a large shovel, and a hori-hori garden knife (an easy
and efficient way to cut the ever present tree roots). We didn’t need to fill the one gallon pots up all the
way with soil. Rather, we nested a thin layer of native soil (freshly excavated soil around the mounds of
adjacent pocket gopher burrows made for easy and unobtrusive dirt collection) into each pot. The plugs
had enough roots (HWU and otherwise) and the soil was moist enough that each plug stayed wellcoalesced (Figs 5-7). We then placed one or up to several plugs layered on top of each other in one pot.
This was possible because the aboveground parts were already senescing, were no longer turgid, and
because we didn’t pack in the plugs on top of each other. This reduced the number of pots of soil that
we had to carry back to the truck, while allowing us to collect the 20 plugs on our permit.
Before we left the collection site, each pot was thoroughly watered with water from the adjacent creek.
We carried the pots back to where we had parked the vehicles on the road above. At that point, any
plugs that had been stacked on one another were securely potted in their own one gallon pots. All pots
were topped off and patted firm with the extra soil that Andrew had brought, and then given a heavy
watering from the extra water that Andrew had brought. We didn’t bring any of the extra soil to the
creek bed, nor did we leave any on site. Andrew protected the 20 pots of umbel in his truck bed with
shade cloth for the drive back to the Native Plant Nursery, and all arrived safe and sound (Figure 8).

Figure 5. Preparing to dig up a plug of HWU. Note some degree of sandy grit in the soil, especially visible
in the photo background. Above ground parts had started to senesce due to a recent frost.

Figure 6. Removing a plug of HWU from within a matrix of fallen leaves, Eleocharis, and grasses.

Figure 7. Plug of HWU removed and shown before potting. Above ground parts are still green, though
they are not turgid and starting to senesce due to a recent frost.

Figure 8. Twenty plugs of clone D Huachuca water umbel potted at the Pima County Native Plant
Nursery.

Appendix A: Arizona Department of Agriculture Scientific Research
Permit for the Collection of Protected Native Plant Species and Parts
Thereof

Appendix B: BLM Research Permit and Guidelines – Huachuca Water
Umbel collection on Las Cienegas National Conservation Area

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Tucson Field Office
3201 East Universal Way
Tucson, Arizona 85756
www.blm.gov/arizona/

In Reply Refer To:
4180 (AZ420)

Pima County
201 N. Stone Ave., 6th Floor
Tucson AZ 85701
Ian Murray
Program Coordinator
Pima County Office of Sustainability and Conservation
Andrew Hatch
Program Coordinator
Pima County Native Plant Nursery
Dear Mr. Murray and Mr. Hatch,
Through this letter, the BLM authorizes the Principal Investigators and research field crew to conduct
research activities involving Huachuca Water Umbel Restoration in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve and
Propagation in Pima County Native Plant Nursery within BLM Tucson Field Office administered lands
at the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area. This letter is intended to clearly identify the expectations
and responsibilities of the Principal Investigator’s research efforts.
The Principal Investigator and field crew members associated with this research effort are expected to
follow the rules and regulations for the BLM management areas where research will be conducted (see
Attachment 1). Failure to comply with the rules and regulations of the BLM management areas in which
research will be conducted or with the rules and regulations outlined in the enclosed attachments may
result in the BLM canceling this authorization and/or use of BLM facilities.
It is expected that coordination shall continue with the BLM throughout the duration of the study. The
Primary Investigators shall inform the BLM of the dates and locations that research activities will be
conducted and provide descriptions of research vehicles.
Annual summary reports which give a briefing of the results of the research shall be submitted to the
BLM by the end of the calendar year. Within one year after the conclusion of the study, a final report
which explains the results of the research shall be made available to the BLM.
All researchers shall carry a copy of this research agreement (letter and attachment) and any other
required permits when conducting research activities on BLM managed lands.
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Any research equipment that is left in the field unattended shall be clearly marked or tagged with the
researcher’s name, affiliation, and phone number.
Any research activity shall have no effect on any federally listed species under the Endangered Species
Act, except as described in the research proposal and authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) under a Section 10(a)(1)(A) permit. A copy of any required FWS permit, Arizona Department of
Agriculture native plant permits, and/or any survey certifications shall be provided to BLM before any
research on BLM land begins.
This agreement is for BLM administered public lands only. The Primary Investigators shall obtain
permission from all other landowners whose property is affected by this agreement, including private,
state trust lands, and other federal lands. Evidence that permission has been obtained shall be available to
the BLM upon request. Please note that research activities on intermixed and/or adjacent Arizona State
Trust Lands require a separate study entry permit from the Arizona State Land Department.
The Primary Investigators are responsible for ensuring the safety of all participants by assuring that all
actions in relation to this activity shall be in conformance with local, state, and federal health and safety
standards and by providing for appropriate emergency attention if necessary. All injuries requiring
emergency hospital care shall be reported to the BLM within two days of the occurrence. The BLM
assumes no legal liability for any and all injury, death or property damage caused by the activity
identified in this agreement.
No later than December 31, annually, the Primary Investigator will provide BLM with a summary of the
results of their research. All reporting for permits shall meet required deadlines.
If performance is found to be unsatisfactory, the BLM can modify or revoke this agreement at any time.
Any changes to the scope or approved activities as outlined in the Primary Investigators 2020 research
proposal shall first be submitted and authorized by the BLM.
This agreement remains in effect for the duration of the first year of this research project through Oct 1,
2023. Subsequent years of research shall require the issuance of a new research agreement. Please contact
Theresa Condo at tcondo@blm.gov for any questions or additional information.

Sincerely,

Margarita Guzman
Assistant Field Manager

Attachments:
1 – Researcher Guidelines

Attachment 1 – Researcher Guidelines
BLM Research Permit
Dates: October 1, 2020 to October 1, 2023
Research Topic: Huachuca Water Umbel Restoration in Cienega Creek Natural Preserve and Propagation
in Pima County Native Plant Nursery
Principal Investigator(s) and Contact Information:
Andrew Hatch, Andrew.Hatch@pima.gov
Ian Murray, Ian.Murray@pima.gov
Study Locations:
Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, Huachuca Water Umbel habitat along Cienega Creek
Summary of Research Proposal:
Pima County’s Section 10 permit from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and its associated Multi-species
Conservation Plan (MSCP) address and cover 44 plant and animal species, including Huachuca Water
Umbel (HWU). The MSCP identifies re-establishing populations of HWU where conditions are likely
appropriate, along with follow-up monitoring of any translocated HWU. The HWU Recovery Plan issued
by the USFWS also identifies that there should be introduced occurrences of HWU in each of the three
U.S. watersheds where it occurs, as well as propagation of genetically distinct colonies of this plant
represented in at least one approved facility in southern Arizona. In coordination with USFWS and BLM
staff, Pima County proposes to collect up to 20 ‘plugs’ of HWU per year for three years, in coordination
with USFWS and BLM and pending site success at Cienega Creek Natural Preserve. The collections will
be made from within extensive colonies of HWU occurring along Cienega Creek, in Las Cienegas National
Conservation Area. These plants will be used to establish a colony of HWU (clone D) at the Pima County
Native Plant Nursery that would then be available for partners to plant at appropriate locations and
serve as a greenhouse reservoir for this clone, which is currently not being propagated in any known
greenhouse facility. The collected plants will also be used to re-establish HWU in lower Cienega Creek
(Cienega Creek Natural Preserve; CCNP).
Pima County staff will coordinate with USFWS and BLM biologists to dig up HWU plants from within
extensive colonies where removal of some portions will not cause a negative impact. Care will be taken
to minimize impacts to the habitat from excessive trampling, and any resulting holes will be filled in with
substrate already on site. Sites for planting HWU at CCNP will be chosen in coordination with species
experts and planting will be done at an appropriate time of the year in order to maximize success (i.e.,
Mar-Apr). Subsequent to the planting of HWU at CCNP, staff will monitor the success of the sites on an
approximately quarterly basis, and conduct management actions such as removal/trimming of any
competing herbaceous plant growth.
The results of this effort may include study and monitoring of a HWU species restoration in lower
Cienega Creek, and potentially re-establishment of HWU to a site where the species was last observed
in 2001. This project will also result in the propagation of a greenhouse colony of HWU clone D, which is

currently not represented in any known greenhouse, and that would be available for conservation
partners for appropriate site plantings. Both of these results directly contribute to the USFWS HWU
Recovery Plan and will make important contributions to the conservation of this species.
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2020 Bighorn Fire – Post Fire Effects monitoring on the A7 and Six Bar Ranches
Liz Delcamp – Pima County Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation
December 14th, 2020
The 2020 Bighorn fire burned almost 7,500 acres of Pima County Preserve Lands. Post fire effects were
monitored on both the A7 and Six Bar Ranches. The following is a short summary of the post fire effects
data.
METHODS:
Post fire effects data was collected using the method described in the NPS Fire Monitoring Handbook for
shrublands and grasslands (pages 191-192). For each site either 50 or 100 frames were read for fire
severity for both substrate and vegetation in conjunction with the Pima County Range Program’s
standard trend monitoring. At each frame substrate and vegetation were given a score for burn severity
ranging from 0 to 5, with 0 being not applicable, 1 being severely burned, and 5 being unburned. These
values were recorded and transcribed into Excel. Then the values were compared to find proportion of
each value, as well as overall average score. Repeat photography was also taken at each site to compare
to previous visits.
RESULTS:
A7 Ranch
Post fire effects were monitored at two sites on A7 Ranch. One on each side of Piety Mountain in Piety
Pasture. The map below (Fig. 1) shows the location of the two monitoring sites. Site T14 is on the north
side of the mountain and site T15 is on the east side of the mountain. Both sites fall within the fire
boundary shown in orange. Site photos show that T14 was burned the worst (Fig.3) while T14 was more
of a patchwork of burned and unburned (Fig. 6). Average score was calculated for both sites for both
substrate and vegetation. For T14 the average score was 1.61 for substrate and 1.33 for vegetation. For
T15 the average score was 3.62 for substrate and 3.28 for vegetation. Remember that according to the
index lower numbers indicate greater burn severity.

Figure 1. Location of post fire effects monitoring sites on A7 Ranch.

A7 Ranch: Site T14

Figure 2. Site T14 on A7 Ranch in 2013 (pre fire)

Figure 3. Site T14 on A7 Ranch in 2020 (post fire)
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Figure 4. Comparison of burn severity at A7 Ranch Site T14 by burn index category
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A7 Ranch: Site T15

Figure 5. Site T15 on A7 Ranch in 2013 (pre fire)

Figure 6 Site T15 on A7 Ranch in 2020 (post fire)
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Figure 7. Comparison of burn severity at A7 Ranch Site T15 by burn index category

Six Bar Ranch
Post fire effects were monitored on one site on Six Bar ranch at KA3. KA3 is located in Limestone Pasture
near the Parker Homestead Spring and well within the fire boundary shown in orange below (Fig. 8).
From the burn severity analysis (Fig. 11) it is apparent that KA3 was burned more homogenously but
seemingly at a lower intensity than at A7 Ranch. ). Average score was calculated for both substrate and
vegetation. For KA3 the average score was 3.51 for substrate and 2.98 for vegetation. Remember that
according to the index lower numbers indicate greater burn severity.

Figure 8. Location of post fire effects monitoring sites on Six Bar and T9 Ranches.

Six Bar Ranch: Site KA3

Figure 9. Site KA3 on Six Bar Ranch in 2018 (pre fire)

Figure 10. Site KA3 on Six Bar Ranch in 2020 (post fire)
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Figure 11. Comparison of burn severity at Six Bar Ranch Site KA3 by burn index category

T9 Ranch
Post fire effects were monitored on one site on T9 Ranch at T9IT4. T9IT4 is located overlooking
Buehman Canyon within the fire boundary shown in orange in the previous map (Fig. 8). From the burn
severity analysis (Fig. 12) it is apparent that T9IT4 was burned more severely than Sites KA3 on Six Bar
Ranch and site T15 on A7 Ranch, but not as severely as site T14 on A7 Ranch which was a comparable
moonscape. Average score was calculated for both substrate and vegetation. For T9IT4 the average
score was 3.24 for substrate and 2.26 for vegetation. Remember that according to the index lower
numbers indicate greater burn severity.
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T9 Ranch: Site T9IT4

Figure 11. Site T9IT4 on T9 Ranch in 2019 (pre fire)

Figure 12. Site T9IT4 on T9 Ranch in 2021 (post fire)

CONCLUSION:
Out of the four monitoring sites, site T14 at A7 was burned the worst, followed by T9IT4 on T9 Ranch.
While T15 was more of a patchwork of burned and unburned. At Six Bar ranch KA3 it was burned more
homogenously but seemingly at a lower intensity than at A7. The average scores also coincide with the
conclusion that the fire was most severe at T14 and least severe at T15. This “Index” will be especially
important to compare with future regrowth and for predicting effects of future fires.
REFERENCES:
2020. Gicklhorn, Jeff. 2020 Bighorn Fire – Impacts to Pima County Lands in the Sand Pedro River Valley.
2003, National Interagency Fire Center Fire Monitoring Handbook. National Park Service U.S.
Department of the Interior Fire Management Program Center
2010. Pima County Range Management Standards and Guidelines. Pima County Natural Resources Parks
and Recreation
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2020 Bighorn Fire - Impacts to Pima County Lands in the San Pedro River Valley
Jeff Gicklhorn – Office of Sustainability and Conservation
August 10, 2020
Area of Impact by Preserve and Ownership
The Bighorn Fire was a lightning caused fire ignited on June 5 and declared fully contained on
July 23, 2020. The ignition location was on Pusch Ridge in the Santa Catalina Wilderness (USFS Coronado
NF) and spread over the top of the range and down onto Pima County owned/managed lands in the San
Pedro River Valley (Fig 1). The fire totaled 119,978 acres (48,553 hectares) burned, and directly
impacted a total of 7486.8 ac (3029.9 ha) of Pima County conservation lands across five NRPR/RFCD
managed preserves (Oracle Ridge Properties, Six Bar Ranch, A7 Ranch, Buehman Canyon Natural
Preserve, and Tesoro Nueve Ranch) (Fig 2). This included 3,017.6 ac (1,243.1 ha) of County fee lands and
4,415.2 ac (1,786.8 ha) of Arizona State Trust lands (Fig 3). The Bighorn Fire also overlapped three other
notable fires from the past 20 years, the 2002 Bullock Fire, the 2003 Aspen Fire, and the 2017 Burro Fire
(Fig 4). Small areas on County lands burned in the Bighorn Fire also burned in both the Bullock and Burro
fires (Fig 5). Acreage of impacts for Figures 1-5 are tabulated in Table 1. The figures, tables, and
discussion below show a high-level overview of the extent of impacts from the Bighorn Fire to County
lands (using available remotely sensed data) without drawing any conclusions about specific severity of
those impacts (on the ground monitoring required). This analysis is intended to inform any post-fire
assessment or monitoring efforts that are undertaken by NRPR, RFCD, or OSC.

Figure 1. 2020 Bighorn Fire perimeter shown relative to the Pima County Preserves network.

Figure 2. 2020 Bighorn Fire perimeter overlaid on San Pedro River Valley Pima County preserves.

Figure 3. 2020 Bighorn Fire perimeter overlaid on ownership for Pima County preserves.

Figure 4. 2020 Bighorn Fire with prior overlapping fires overlaid on Pima Co. preserves.

Figure 5. Bighorn Fire perimeter on Pima Co. preserves with other fire perimeters overlaid.

Table 1. Summary acreage of 2020 Bighorn Fire impacts on Pima County conservation lands
Bighorn Acres by Ownership
PIMA COUNTY
STATE OF ARIZONA
Total

Acres Hectares
3071.613 1243.065
4415.188 1786.802
7486.8 3029.866

Bighorn by Preserve/Ranch
A7 RANCH
BUEHMAN CANYON
ORACLE RIDGE
SIX BAR RANCH
TESORO NUEVE RANCH
Total

Acres
2474.452
205.3602
454.9334
3513.855
838.1996
7486.8

Burned twice
(Bighorn/Burro) by
Ownership
PIMA COUNTY
STATE OF ARIZONA
Total

Acres Hectares
407.8906 165.0711
66.71102 26.99758
474.6 192.068

Burned twice
(Bighorn/Bullock) by
Ownership
PIMA COUNTY
STATE OF ARIZONA
Total

Acres Hectares
582.538 235.7499
17.79077 7.199826
600.33 242.9502

Burned three times
(Bighorn/Bullock/Burro) by Ownership
PIMA COUNTY
Total

Acres Hectares
81.04631 32.79899
81.046 32.79887

Hectares
1001.397
83.10813
184.109
1422.038
339.2147
3029.866

% of Preserve
6.000
19.553
41.959
25.832
25.260

Burn Severity by Watershed
As part of the USFS Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) post-fire process, a Burned
Area Reflectance Classification (BARC) severity map was commissioned for the Bighorn Fire. The BARC
product measures change in soil reflectance pre- and post-fire and is used to assess short-term fire
impacts, not long-term recovery of vegetation. BARC maps are classified into four burn severity levels,
unburned to low, low, moderate, and high, which reflect the immediate change in vegetative cover due
to the fire. Unburned to low and low burn severity classes may prove beneficial for vegetation and not
lead to significant mortality; however, occasionally moderate and often high burn severity classes can
lead to significant and extensive plant mortality. The BARC map indicated that those Pima County lands
that burned were mainly in the low to moderate burn severity classifications, with no high burn severity.
However, the fire burned portions of six HUC12 sub-watersheds (Alder Wash, Rhodes Canyon, Edgar
Canyon, Buehman Canyon, Bullock Canyon, and Soza Canyon) that either include Pima County lands or
are above them in the watershed (Fig 6). These severe burns have the potential to impact the
downstream reaches of perennial streams managed by Pima County through ash and sediment flows
during the summer and winter rainy seasons (see RFCD flood assessment linked below). Forested upper
portions of the Alder and Edgar Canyon watersheds burned with high severity in some areas, while the
other watersheds did not experience any high severity areas. Those watersheds with larger proportions
of moderate and high severity burn have a higher potential for downstream effects after precipitation
events. Area and proportion of watershed by burn severity class are summarized in Table 2 below. A
recent visit (8/11/20) to Oracle Ridge supported this mixed burn severity, with areas that were
completely unburned (Fig 6). South facing hillslopes appeared to have experienced predominantly
moderate severity while north facing slopes were lower (Fig 7).

Figure 6. Preliminary 2020 Bighorn Fire BARC burn severity classifications overlaid on Pima County
preserves with HUC12 sub-watersheds shown.

Figure 7. Mixed burn severity on the County’s Oracle Ridge properties.

Figure 8. South facing hillslopes (right) experienced higher severity burns than north facing ones (left).
Pima County Regional Flood Control District’s Bighorn Fire Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (LINK)

Table 2. Area, percent of area burned (only burned areas, totals 100%), and percent of HUC12
watershed burned (includes burned and unburned areas, totals < 100%) by watershed and severity
class.
Alder Wash Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
677.06
4903.68
3780.96
434.22
13.78
9809.69

Hectares
274.00
1984.49
1530.13
175.73
5.58
3969.93

% Area Burned
6.9
50.0
38.5
4.4
0.1
100.0

% Watershed Burned
3.7
26.9
20.7
2.4
0.1
53.8

Acres
9.96
2850.06
7184.68
734.21
209.33
10778.91

Hectares
4.03
1153.41
2907.60
297.13
84.72
4362.17

% Area Burned
0.1
26.4
66.7
6.8
1.9
100.0

% Total Watershed
0
12.5
31.6
3.2
0.9
47.4

Acres
2.20
6062.62
690.26
162.98
806.03
7724.08

Hectares
0.89
2453.51
279.35
65.96
326.20
3125.89

% Area Burned
0
78.5
8.9
2.1
10.4
100.0

% Total Watershed
0
57.8
6.6
1.6
7.7
73.6

Acres
243.27
6080.90
3600.46
272.28
703.06
10899.96

Hectares
98.45
2460.90
1457.09
110.19
284.52
4411.15

% Area Burned
2.2
55.8
33
2.5
6.5
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.013
0.316
0.187
0.014
0.037
56.6

Rhodes Canyon Severity
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
59.29
264.01
109.41
8.84
382.26

Hectares
23.99
106.84
44.28
3.58
178.69

% Area Burned
13.4
59.8
24.8
2
100.0

% Total Watershed
0.2
0.7
0.3
0
1.2

Soza Canyon Severity
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Acres
7.35
111.58
147.88
390.10
649.55

Hectares
2.97
45.15
59.85
157.87
262.87

% Area Burned
1.1
17.2
22.8
60.1
100.0

% Total Watershed
0
0.4
0.5
1.3
2.2

Buehman Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total
Bullock Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total
Edgar Canyon Severity
High
Moderate
Low
Unburned
No Data
Total

Burn Severity by Upland Vegetation and Soils Strata
OSC plans to establish at least 100 long-term vegetation and soils monitoring plots in partnership with
the National Park Service and Tucson Audubon Society across all Pima County conservation lands
(Hubbard et al. 2012). These plot locations are based on the distribution of defined upland elevation and
rock fragment strata across County conservation lands (Fig 7). These strata roughly translate to biomelevel groupings across County lands, with additional stratification by rock fragment percentage (Table 3).
The predominant strata that burned were the 302 and 303 on the Six Bar, M Diamond, and A7 ranches,
with small portions of 202 and 401 strata at lower and higher elevations respectively (Table 4). Any fire
effects monitoring plots that are established should consider the distribution of existing monitoring
strata. Strata are not shown for the County’s Tesoro Nueve property as it was acquired after the initial
plot location generation process occurred. The NPS protocol identifies revisiting any established plots
that burned due to wildfire the monitoring season after that fire occurred. Only one established plot on
the County’s Oracle Ridge property burned during the Bighorn Fire; however, at least one additional
proposed plot location was also burned on Six Bar Ranch.

Figure 9. Bighorn fire perimeter on County lands overlaid by elevation and rock fragment strata.

Table 3. Biome relationship to elevational and rock fragment strata used in establishing vegetation
and soils monitoring plots.

Table 4. Area and percent of area burned (only burned areas, totals 100%), by elevation and rock
fragment strata on impacted Pima County ranches/preserves. As Tesoro Nueve was acquired after the
strata were generated and it was not included in this analysis, resulting in 243.9 acres less of total
impact than in Table 1.
Class
201
202
203
301
302
303
401
403
Total

Acres Hectares % Area Burned
268.42
108.63
3.7
1000.93
405.07
13.8
139.56
56.48
1.9
566.46
229.24
7.8
2476.95 1002.41
34.2
2349.58
950.86
32.4
423.72
171.48
5.9
17.28
6.99
0.2
7242.90 2931.16
100.0

Summary
The 2020 Bighorn Fire burned 7486.8 acres of Pima County managed lands, which is far more than either
the 2002 Bullock or 2017 Burro fires. A total of 1155.8 acres consisted of areas previously burned by the
Bullock and/or Burro fires; these areas may respond differently than those that are burning for the first
time recently. Overall, burn severity on county managed lands was mixed, with south facing hillslopes
experiences moderate burn severities more frequently. Monitoring should assess the differences in
response between these two aspects if possible. Areas higher in the Alder and Edgar Canyon watershed
experienced high burn severity, which could lead to increased erosion and sediment flows after rainfall
events; therefore, these canyons should be prioritized for any proposed aquatic/riparian monitoring
efforts. The 202, 302, and 303 level strata were most impacted from the fire; therefore, any potential
uplands monitoring should focus on assessing the response of these strata if possible. Both qualitative
and quantitative monitoring approaches can both provide useful insights into post-fire recovery.
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